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Abstract
In recent years, people have become accustomed to sharing and watching videos on the Internet.
Particularly, the rapid advance in the technology of mobile devices and a myriad number of
interesting mobile applications have attracted users to produce and consume videos on the newly
booming platform. With the technological innovation, a new life cycle of a video has formed
where people capture a video on their smartphones, upload it to some place on the Internet and
make it available to the public; others discover the video in some way, download and watch it on
smartphones as well as traditional platforms. During the new life cycle, a number of hardware and
software problems arise. For example, one of the hardware problems is upgrading the resolution
of the camera and the screen of mobile phones, while the software ones include scaling the video
computation methods.
This thesis focuses on the problems raised during the second half of the aforementioned
video life cycle and caused by the new requirements and constraints, that is, the large volume
of videos and the big audience size. Specifically, the second half of the video life cycle (or
the process of accessing Internet videos) can be further divided into two steps: (1) finding the
desired video clip and then (2) downloading and watching it in real-time. The constraint of the
large volume of videos complicates the first step, while it together with the constraint of the big
audience size makes the second step difficult as well. Unfortunately, the traditional solutions that
deal with small video corpora and small-scale audience are no longer applicable under the new
conditions. Therefore, this thesis investigates and proposes some start-of-the-art techniques that
can be applied to the two steps to improve people’s experience of accessing Internet videos.
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During the first step, to search the desired videos, people tend to use the traditional textual in-
put (or keywords), since textual annotation (or tagging) has demonstrated its capability of making
videos searchable. Manual tagging is so laborious and often inaccurate that researchers proposed
to automatically tag videos by analyzing their content. However, while the signal-level features
of videos can easily be extracted from the content, high-level semantics are shown to be diffi-
cult to acquire for achieving sound accuracy. Recently, context of videos has been introduced to
supplement high-level video semantics detection. Being aware of its promising effect, this thesis
investigates a rich-context method, where a video is enriched with multiple dimensions of sensor
information. It is shown that performing a few more tasks in the first half of the video life cycle
simplifies those in the second half. Based on the sensor-rich setup, a data-driven approach for
automating the tag generation process by exploiting the geo-spatial properties of videos is pro-
posed. Importantly, without conducting any pixel-wise computations, the proposed approach is
quite efficient and able to cope with big video corpora. Then, the thesis further discusses how to
make use of the crowdsourced information from online multimedia applications to improve the
geo-referenced data source, which significantly influences the quality of tags.
For the second step, to deliver Internet videos to users, the traditional paradigm is client-
server, where the content publisher is responsible for disseminating videos to each individual
user. Hence the bandwidth usage on the content publisher side grows linearly with the audience
size. Given a huge audience, this paradigm may exhaust the bandwidth on the publisher side. In
contrast, P2P networks have demonstrated to be a scalable paradigm by shifting the video deliv-
ery workload to users. Nevertheless, in recent years, P2P networks have generated a huge amount
of far-reaching Internet traffic, which may result in monetary cost for Internet service providers
(ISPs), network congestion and decrease of video quality. Consequently, it is worthwhile to study
how to localize the traffic caused by P2P video streaming with streaming quality preserved. In
this thesis, first, a real-world P2P streaming application has been measured to understand the
peer distribution over networks, confirming the opportunity of localizing traffic. Next, the opti-
mal solution of ISP-scale traffic locality is derived, and according to the solution, a number of
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modifications that are compatible with current P2P streaming architectures have been proposed.
Nevertheless, it is found that traffic inefficiency is not just restricted to the scale of ISPs. There-
fore, the solution is further extended to the scenarios of LAN-scale traffic locality and mobile
wireless networks for generalization.
vii
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Nowadays video is one of the most fundamental types of content on the Internet. Various kinds
of emerging applications, such as Internet TV, news and sports event broadcasts, online games,
teleconferencing and distance education, use an Internet video service as their component. By
providing a satisfactory user experience, these applications have attracted a large audience. For
example, YouTube1, a world-famous social video-sharing website, is now the third most visited
website according Alexa ranking2, having consumed about 10% of all Internet bandwidth in the
first quarter of 2010 [105]. Another report shows that Internet video traffic is reported to be the
largest Internet traffic generator and will consume 62% of the total Internet traffic by the end of
2015 [21]. Additionally, due to the popularity of social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter,
Linkedin, Renren and Weibo, people are now more accustomed to record their daily life into
videos and upload to the Internet. On YouTube, 60 hours of video are uploaded every minute, or
one hour of video is uploaded every second [114].
The method of producing and consuming Internet videos is simultaneously evolving owing
to technology advances. People are spending increasingly more time with mobile devices (e.g.,
smartphones and tablets) thanks to better hardware of mobile devices and more attractive mobile




cations, offering one-stop Internet video service. Such service is so convenient that it has been
widely adopted and is expected to be more popular in the future. Cisco Inc. reported that Internet
video traffic is reported to be the largest mobile Internet traffic generator and will consume two-
third of the total mobile Internet traffic by the end of 2017 [22]. Thus, the life cycle of a video
becomes that in the production stage, people capture a video through their smartphones, upload
it to some hosting website on the Internet and make it available to the public; in the consumption
stage, other people browse through or search the hosting website, get interested in the video, and
download and watch it on their mobile devices as well as traditional platforms.
However, a number of hardware and software problems arise when Internet/mobile videos
become popular. For example, people want mobile phones to be equipped with cameras and
screens of a better resolution, and desire longer battery life to enjoy better video service. However,
the reality is that the hardware resources of mobile devices are still constrained. Therefore, how
to improve the video service experience on mobile platform is also not trivial due to its hardware
constraints. A number of existing video applications still have various flaws or limitations. For
instance, it is still technically difficult to support multi-party teleconferencing on mobile phones.
Directly streaming the webcam to multiple users will quickly either use up the data plan or drain
the battery of the mobile phone.
Some other problems arise with new computation conditions, that is, the rapid growth of the
volume of videos and the number of users. The traditional human computer interaction method
and computation framework is becoming apparently inadequate. For instance, it is no longer user-
friendly to make users to browse through thousands of videos to find which one they are interested
in. Another example is that the client-server paradigm may overwhelm the server when it is to
disseminate videos to millions of users. Therefore, intensive research is required to improve the
video computation methods that are suitable for the new conditions. In particular, this thesis
focuses on investigating the problems raised in the consumption stage of the aforementioned
video life cycle and caused by the scaling issues, and aims to devise scalable techniques to help
people access their desired Internet videos more efficiently. The video consumption stage (or the
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process of accessing Internet videos) can be logically divided into two steps: (1) discovering the
desired video clips and (2) getting them streamed to the client side for real-time watching. In
either step, the new conditions cause challenges. Specifically, the first step becomes difficult due
to the large video corpora, while the second is complicated by both the large corpora and the big
audience. In the following, we explain the concrete research problems affecting the two steps,
respectively.
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Video Indexing and Search
In the step of discovering the desired videos, the challenge is related to the realm of traditional
video indexing and search. There is a pressing need for solutions since the amount of collected
video is growing rapidly, in part due to technical advances in video capture devices. Smartphones
which are carried by users all the time have lowered the barrier for recording video and the qual-
ity of these devices has reached a level that makes their video usable for many applications. To
meaningfully categorize the increasing number of videos and answer users’ query, it is critical
to understand the high-level semantics of videos. However, there exists a big gap between com-
puter’s description of videos and humans’ perception of them. Many studies have been proposed
to narrow the gap. Content analysis is the dominant direction in the past few years. However, the
performance turns out not to be good enough to extract sufficient and accurate high-level seman-
tics from content, while the methods for obtaining the low-level features (e.g., color histograms
and motion vectors) are well established. Hence in recent years, video context is introduced to
probe the semantics, which turns out to be an effective alternative.
On the other hand, it is the case that the most popular method for allowing users to search
video corpora is still through textual annotations, commonly known as tags [5] (or keywords).
The meaning of a tag can be anything that is related to the content of the video, for example
location, people or animal names, event or action descriptions. Many social websites are using
this method to facilitate media indexing and search, such as YouTube and Flickr. The generation
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of meaningful tags remains a major challenge. Traditional methods fall into two categories: (1)
manual annotations by users and (2) automatic generation by means of content-based extraction
methods. Both approaches suffer from some limitations. Manual annotations are laborious, often
ambiguous and their uneven quality has been well documented [112, 95]. Tag generation based on
content-based methods is very challenging for open domains and usually very compute-intensive.
To sum up, searching large repositories of videos for meaningful results is still a challenging
problem. However, as it has been shown that context information is useful for understanding
video semantics, it is possible to leverage it to automatically generate meaningful tags for videos.
1.1.2 Video Delivery
In the step of delivering a large volume of videos to millions of users, it is traditional to apply
the client-server paradigm, where dedicated servers are responsible for the delivery videos to
each client, the upload bandwidth usage of the users grows in accordance with the number of
clients. Hence the upload capacity on the server side becomes the bottleneck when there is a large
audience with qualified streaming videos. On the contrary, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks are a
promising paradigm to mitigate this challenge. P2P networks, such as BitTorrent and Emule, have
already been widely used in content distribution. In P2P networks, each client (or peer) is also a
server, i.e., it uploads its downloaded content to other clients. This property enables P2P networks
to significantly relieve the workload of the servers. Furthermore, while each participating client
needs to consume some upload capacity, it also contributes its own to the whole system, resulting
in the self-scaling nature of P2P networks. Recently, P2P networks have witnessed significant
success in the industry. The paradigm has been adopted by a number of P2P live streaming
systems, such as PPTV3, PPStream4, SopCast5 and UUSee6, which have attracted large user







However, the distributed nature of peer-assistance has resulted in a huge amount of wide-
area traffic. Such heavy traffic raises considerable challenges for network resource management,
and sometimes consumes excessive bandwidth which could have been used in support of other
applications. In particular, the extensive amount of cross-ISP traffic raises the operational costs
of Internet service providers (ISPs) and congests the gateways between them. On the other hand,
ISPs have increasingly come to understand the benefits of P2P applications and end users’ interest
in a high quality streaming experience. To manage these opposing factors, ISPs have become
interested in localizing traffic to improve resource usage and reduce inter-autonomous-system
(inter-AS) bandwidth usage [16]. Furthermore, the benefits of traffic locality can be also applied
to sub-networks of different scales. Hence it would be good if there is a general traffic locality
solution for different underlay organizations and various scales.
1.1.3 Sensor-Rich Videos
The thesis will introduce the techniques that solve the specific research problems mentioned
above, but before we outline the techniques, we would like to provide a brief overview of a new
concept in advance, that is, sensor-rich videos [6], where videos are described with intensive
sensor data. The concept is the basis of a number of our studies that we have conducted for
Internet videos, such that we need to introduce it first.
Videos are enhanced with meta data from camera-attached sensors, which are used to model
the coverage areas of the video scenes as spatial objects. We put forward a viewable scene model
which describes the scenes visible in the video based on the camera’s field of view (FOV), such
that videos can be organized, indexed and searched based on the geographical scenes they capture.
Figure 1.1 illustrates a camera’s viewable scene volume in 3D space. Accordingly, the 3D view-
able scene can be described using the following parameters: (1) the camera position p read from
a positioning device (e.g., GPS), (2) the camera direction vector in 3D ~d which is obtained from
a digital compass, (3) the horizontal and vertical camera viewable angles θ and φ which describe
the angular extent of the scene filmed by the camera [29], and (4) the visibility range R which is
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the maximum distance from the camera location at which all the objects within the camera’s field
of view can be clearly recognized. Finally, the viewable scenes of a video can be modeled as a
sequence of FOVs, each having a timestamp t. Compared to other video geo-tagging methods,
which usually assign a single geo-coordinate to a whole video, ours provides the viewable scenes
at frame-level granularity and their variability over time, such that it can enhance the accuracy of
geo-context based video processing.
P : camera location
d : camera direction vector
θ : horizontal viewable angle
φ: vertical viewable angle









Figure 1.1: Illustration of FOV Scene model in 2D and 3D.
In 2D space, the viewable scene of the camera forms a pie-slice-shaped area as illustrated
in Figure 1.1 (the left shape), while Figure 1.1 (the right shape) shows an example camera
FOV Scene volume in 3D space. For a 3D representation of FOV Scene, the altitude of the
camera location point (from the GPS device) and the pitch and roll values (from the compass) are
retrieved to describe the camera heading on the zx and zy planes, that is, whether the camera is
directed upwards or downwards.
Geospatial Video Recording Applications
We created geospatial video recording applications for both Android- and iOS-based mobile
phones. Our apps acquire, process and record the location and orientation meta-data along with
the video streams. They can record H.264 encoded videos at DVD-quality resolution. To obtain
the camera orientation, the apps employ the sensor data acquired from the orientation and ac-
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celerometer sensors. Camera location coordinates are acquired from the embedded GPS sensor.
The collected meta-data is formatted with the JSON data-storage and -interchange format. Each
meta-data item in the JSON data corresponds to the viewable scene information of a particular
video frame. For the synchronization of meta-data with video content, each meta-data item is
assigned an accurate timestamp and video time-code offset referring to a particular frame in the
video. The sensor meta-data are sampled every second. The recorded geospatial videos can be
immediately uploaded to our search portal7, where users can submit queries to retrieve the videos
and watch them via a web interface. Figure 1.2 shows screenshots of the Android app. Our
apps transparently utilize WiFi, 3G or 2G cellular networks to transmit data to the server. During
video capture the GPS and compass sensor information is displayed on the video capture screen.
Afterwards, when presenting the recorded, the trajectory that the camera follows for the recorded
video can be displayed with color-coded GPS accuracy information on our web portal.
Figure 1.2: Screenshots of the Android application.
1.2 Research Work and Contributions
The research work is tackling two themes: automating the video annotation process and localizing
the traffic of P2P video streaming. In the remainder of this section, the work and the contributions
that will be presented in the following chapters are outlined.
7Our research is maintaining an involving website (http://geovid.org), which provides a bundle of geospatial video
services and the user guides.
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1.2.1 Contributions of Automatic Video Annotation
We first propose a data-driven automatic video annotation framework. The process has two major
stages which are outlined below. In the first stage, the viewable scenes of a video are computed
and modeled as an FOV Scene sequence. Meanwhile, a number of objects in the covered region
of the FOV Scene sequence are retrieved from some data source. In principle, the term object
is abstract (like the Object class in Java), and can be instantiated as many things, depending
on what the data source is. The only requirement is that an object must be accurately located
in some place, such that its relevance to some video can be determined by our viewable scene
model. Next, in each FOV Scene, a sophisticated geometry computation is conducted on both
inputs (i.e., the FOV Scene and the objects) to determine the visibility of each object. Then, the
visible objects are retained, and their descriptive texts from the data source serve as tags.
In the second stage, six relevance criteria are introduced to score the tag relevance to the
scenes, i.e., closeness to the FOV Scene center, distance to the camera position, horizontally (and
vertically) visible angle ranges (and percentages) of the object. Unlike other video annotation
techniques, our system can associate tags precisely with the video segments in which they appear,
rather than the whole video clip.
The auto-annotation system can benefit two types of applications. The first is video search.
The ranked tags enable video searching through textual keywords, and provide a basis to order
the search results. In particular, the query can be answered with a set of refined segments. The
second is tag suggestion, where a short list of the most relevant tags can be interactively supplied
to users. Compared to prior studies, ours differs in the following aspects:
• The proposed technique is fully automatic. It also does not require any training set.
• The method is highly scalable since its processing is performed on the meta-data, which is
small in size relative to the video data.
• Tags of high quality and objectivity are generated based on geospatial sensor properties
which are mapped into a number of relevant (geo-)information databases.
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• Tags are associated with clearly delimited segments of videos and are hence highly selective
and ranked according to their relevance.
Next, as we observe that while the framework of the auto-annotation approach is promising,
its data-driven nature effectively means that the quality of the generated tags much depends on
the characteristics of the used data sources. In our first version of a prototype, only a single
geographic data source supplied tags with fairly limited semantic concepts. For example, some
important landmarks missed in the data source causes their corresponding tags to be missing from
the video whose view covers them. Moreover, a huge category of tags that have event semantics
are absent, resulting in severe semantic loss for videos. To mitigate this issue, we investigate
using multiple data sources, and propose to leverage crowd-sourced data from social multimedia
applications to build a data repository that supplies sensor-rich videos with tags of diverse seman-
tics. To build the tag store, we retrieve data from some social multimedia applications, profile
their geographic distributions, and determine and retain the tags whose relevance to sensor-rich
videos is computable through our approach, termed positionable tags. To work with the position-
able tags better, we extend an object visibility detection algorithm into the temporal dimension
and set up new ranking criteria based on tag similarity, popularity and location bias. The ex-
perimental results demonstrate that with such a tag repository, the generated tags have a wide
range of semantics, and are more reasonably ordered. The major contributions of the data source
extension are listed below.
• We mathematically model the geographic distribution of tags, extract meaningful features
from the model, and build both simple and support vector machine- (SVM-) based classi-
fiers to discover positionable tags. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the simple classifier
which does not require human effort can achieve equally good performance as the SVM-
based one.
• To better work with the positionable tag repository, we extend the space-only visibility
computation algorithm to the spatial-temporally combined domain, mine more information
from social multimedia applications to compute tag similarity and popularity, and re-score
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tags’ relevance to sensor rich videos, achieving a better quality of the generated tags.
1.2.2 Contributions of Traffic Locality of P2P Streaming
As to traffic locality of P2P streaming, we first conducted large-scale measurements on one of the
most popular P2P TV applications (i.e., PPTV). We first setup a monitor, watching the traffic and
understanding the partnership protocol. By conducting reverse engineering on PPTV, we cracked
PPTV’s protocol, implemented a crawler which can communicate with servers and other clients,
and deployed it on multiple hosts of PlanetLab. A considerable amount of traces were collected.
From these traces, we obtain the following principle knowledge.
• Peer distribution in ASes is exceedingly skewed, and the top ASes contain a plentiful num-
ber of peers. This opens a significant opportunity to exploit peer locality and reduce inter-
AS traffic.
• There exist a considerable number of LANs containing multiple peers when a video chan-
nel is popular. This opens a significant opportunity to exploit LAN-awareness.
Then, inspired by this observation, we investigate how to devise a solution to localize ISP-
scale traffic. We have designed, implemented and evaluated an ISP-friendly peer-selection mech-
anism called IFPS. Strictly speaking our proposed technique reduces traffic, but we still use
the term ISP-friendly as is the convention in prior studies. Our focus has been specifically on
designing a practice-oriented, yet effective solution which is compatible with the predominant,
tracker-based P2P live streaming systems. IFPS introduces little control message overhead while
it is able to react quickly to topology changes based on available AS-membership information.
To guide the design of IFPS, we theoretically model the minimal inter-AS traffic required by
a streaming system with streaming quality preserved – an issue which has not been addressed
in earlier studies. To make our design and evaluation realistic, we have collected and analyzed
traces from PPTV – one of the most popular P2P-TV applications. The experimental results of
our trace-driven simulations show that IFPS greatly reduces inter-AS traffic, approaching the op-
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timum, while minimally impacting the streaming quality. Overall IFPS introduces a significant
number of contributions:
1. We have proposed an underlay-aware peer selection algorithm, which leverages the Ora-
cle-style underlay information and which balances between traffic locality and streaming
quality guarantee. The heuristic demonstrates the competitive performance against the
rate-allocation solutions [72, 80, 97, 36, 101].
2. We have built a mathematical model of the minimal inter-AS streaming rate required by
a P2P live streaming system while preserving streaming quality. Results show that the
inter-AS rates can be dramatically reduced with almost no negative effect on the streaming
quality.
3. Based on our mathematical model we introduce a locality-aware peer selection mechanism
which significantly reduces inter-AS traffic, while ensuring live streaming quality. Our
method is very practical and requires minimal changes to existing, popular tracker-based
systems. It is scalable since negligible message control overhead is generated.
4. We have evaluated the performance of our peer selection algorithm in the highly dynamic
environments of typical P2P live streaming systems. Our peer selection technique excels
under such dynamic conditions. Churn is one of the premier challenges in P2P systems and
our design can very quickly adapt to changes, that is, it exhibits very rapid convergence
even under large-scale changes.
Furthermore, we extend the solution to the LAN-scale traffic locality problem. In addition, we
propose the concept of LAN-awareness and introduce its threefold benefits: 1) reducing Internet
streaming traffic, 2) lowering stream server workload, and 3) improving streaming quality. First
we conduct a large-scale measurement on PPTV, confirming that a considerable number of peers
(up to 21%) are connected to the LANs having 2 or more peers. Furthermore, we study the
mobile wireless networks, where workload balance is particularly important as the data plan and
the battery usage is closely related to the upload/download amount. Therefore, the workload of
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transmitting traffic across some kind of boundary should be evenly distributed. We revisit the
three scenarios where peers desire to cooperatively import video streams to reduce cross-group
traffic, that is, achieve ISP-scale and LAN-scale traffic locality and cooperative streaming among
mobile devices. Then, we characterize the common problem, and develop a linear program to
formally describe it. We propose a ring overlay approach, which is an excellent solution to
the linear program, while tolerating peer dynamics, supporting peer heterogeneity and balancing
workload.
In the remainder of the thesis, we will introduce our innovative research work in detail. The
rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we will extensively introduce and discuss
the studies belonging to the same research area of ours. Chapter 3 introduces the automatic video
annotation framework, and Chapter 4 discusses how to make use of social multimedia websites
as the data source to supply tags. Chapter 5 demonstrates the methodology and the results of our
measurements on PPTV. Afterwards, we introduce our ISP-scale traffic locality solution, and its
generalization to scenarios of LAN and mobile wireless networks in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.




In this chapter, we review the studies that are related to our work, which can be roughly catego-
rized into two groups: video annotation and P2P streaming.
2.1 Video Annotation
The volume of Internet videos is exploding. To exploit the increasingly larger dataset, it is cru-
cial to bridge the semantic gap, which characterizes the difference between the computational
representation of videos (and images as well) and the human perceptible objects from them, such
as characters, events and places. By bridging the semantic gap, it is possible to support various
end-user interactions such as textual searching, filtering personalization and summarization. One
popular method to bridge the semantic gap is to give some textual annotations to the multimedia
content, commonly known as tags (or sometimes called keywords). In recent years, a number
of Internet content providers have adopted this method. For example, Flickr1, which is a photo
sharing website, encourages users to write down some words or phrases when they upload the
images. Another example is YouTube, which not only allows users to add tags for the uploaded
videos, but also suggests tags based on the analysis of the video content.
Usually, the meaning of tags can be anything that is related to the content of the video, such
1www.flickr.com/
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as location, people or animal names, event or action descriptions. Ames et al. [5] conducted
a qualified user study to understand the motivations and incentives of user tagging. Through
the study, tag suggestion is recommended during the user tagging stage as it encourage users to
contribute more high-quality tags. However, user tagging is laborious, often ambiguous, and its
uneven quality has been well documented [112, 95]. For instance, it is estimated that each key-
word requires 5 – 6 seconds to come up. Another example is that many landmarks (e.g., Brooklyn
Bridge, Columbia University and Empire State Building) have no more than 50% accurate tags.
2.1.1 Content-based Approaches
To relieve people from the tagging task, recent research focuses on automatically tagging multi-
media content. To standardize the set of semantics for machine tagging, IBM, Carnegie Mellon
University, and Columbia University with participation from CyC corporation and various other
research academic and industrial groups collaborate to develop the large-scale concept ontology
(LSCOM), which is a taxonomy of 1,000 concepts of good utility, coverage, feasibility and ob-
servability [77]. Originally, researchers leverage content-based techniques to automatically tag
videos. Naphade et al. [78] survey a number of studies for detecting video semantic concepts
and summarize some existing concept detection approaches and evaluation frameworks that are
based on low-level content features. Recently, there have been further developments in this di-
rection [82, 102, 41]. Siersdorfer et al. [90] point out the significant redundancy among the
video content on social media sites and they exploited this characteristic to construct connections
among videos and then propagate tags among similar videos.
Tag propagation is a common approach to automatically generate tags. In addition to afore-
mentioned study, Lindstaedt et al. [58] used it together with collaboratively annotated image
databases, so called visual folksonomies, to automate image annotation. The authors applied two
techniques based on image analysis: first, classification is executed to annotate images with a
controlled vocabulary; second, tag propagation along visually similar images. In the latter step,
user generated, folksonomic annotations are propagated, and therefore images can acquire an
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unlimited vocabulary. Their experiments with a pool of Flickr images demonstrated the high
accuracy and efficiency of the proposed methods in the task of automatic image annotation.
2.1.2 Context-aware Approaches
However, bridging the semantic gap through the sole use of content-based techniques is very
difficult. Furthermore, a significant challenge is how the user should enter video search criteria
into a site. The currently preferred method is textual keywords (employed by such commercial
systems as Google, Bing and Yahoo). However, the content-based techniques usually only work
for search by sample. Recently, Jain and Sinha [38] reviewed the content-based approaches in
the last decade and found that limited progress had been achieved. In contrast, they claimed that
context (such as user and device information, and the video location), can serve as a supplement
for understanding media semantics. In addition, they also demonstrated some cases where the
context information (e.g., location) is leveraged to improve the accuracy of machine tagging.
Undoubtedly, location is one of the most exploited context domain. One example from indus-
try is that when users upload an image from a mobile phone to Flickr, the geographic coordinate
obtained through GPS or base station location will be uploaded as well to annotate the image.
In academia, there are a number of studies that exploit the camera context. Toyama et al. [98]
introduced a meta-data powered image database which indexes photographs using location and
time. This work specifically explores methods for acquiring location tags, optimizing an image
database for efficient geo-tagged image search and exploiting meta-data in a graphical user inter-
face for browsing. Additional techniques in this direction have been proposed [76, 81]. Recently,
Cao et al. [13] proposed a method to identify high-confidence tags and to propagate them based
on time, location, and visual similarity among images. Some other studies demonstrated the
usage of the geo-referenced photos to create tourism planning [68, 28].
However, these aforementioned context-aware techniques share one common characteristic:
they deal only with images and use only GPS data as their context. The single-dimension infor-
mation is always not sufficient to infer the semantics of the media content. One technique, named
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as ZoneTag, that is similar to Flickr tag, was reported by Ahern et al. [4]. In addition to automat-
ically attach the location information to the uploaded image, ZoneTag supports image annotation
through context-aware tag suggestion. Sources for tag suggestions include past tags supplied by
users, the users’ social networks and the public, as well as names of real world entities such as
restaurants, events, and venues surrounding the users’ locations.
Nowadays smart phones are usually equipped with several sensors (e.g., GPS, accelerometer
and compass), which enable people to easily obtain the much useful context information (e.g.,
location, direction and time). Nevertheless, it is still difficult to detect the objects that have been
recorded by the video (or the image). SEVA is such a sensor enhanced video annotation system
which enables searching videos for the appearances of particular objects [62]. Inspired by the
fantastic helpfulness of sensors, the authors make the strong assumption that every object has an
attached sensor in the future. When the sensor-equipped video recorder captures the video, its
sensor communicates with those attached on the objects, identifies the objects and embeds the
information of them to the recorded video. One limitation of their technique is that it can be
applied only to videos that are collected within a controlled environment. Hence the technique
still cannot be widely put into practice now.
Zhang et al. [116] proposed another technique that is to achieve the similar target with less
hardware resource. In this technique, the movement of the camera is tracked through the location
sensors to generally locate where the video is recorded. A tool for registering videos to geo-
referenced 3D models is then introduced to calibrate the location mapping. Next, the content-
based technique is utilized to analyze the video. Finally, a novel scheduling algorithm is leveraged
to control showing annotations in the video. One drawback of this technique is that the calibration
step requires intensive human interaction. While it is acceptable for expert systems, most ordinary
users can barely afford it.
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2.1.3 Landmark Recognition
It is acknowledged that both content- and context-information are important for understanding the
semantics of multimedia. Meanwhile, with the information explosion of the Internet, it is another
rising trend of leveraging crowdscourced online data to detect multimedia semantics. Therefore,
a number of hybrid methods by adopting two or three aforementioned aspects of information have
been proposed. In particular, some of them focus landmark recognition, which is related to part
of research work in this study.
Zheng et al. [120] proposed a web-scale landmark recognition engine, which leverages crowd-
sourced web data, the Internet image search engine, and advances in object recognition and clus-
tering techniques to retrieve a worldwide list of landmarks and a collection of canonical photos
of them. The authors first leveraged two online data sources: user uploaded images with geo-tags
from Picasa2 and Panoramio3 and searched images by feeding the articles form Wikitravel4 to the
image search engine. Then, the representative photo collections of landmarks are built by prun-
ing candidate images with efficient image matching and clustering, and are validated according
to their authorship.
With the information explosion, Li et al. [55] tried to conduct image classification on a large-
scale dataset, including nearly 2 million of photos that have been labeled into one of 500 cat-
egories (or landmarks) from Flickr. They built models for these landmarks with a multiclass
support vector machine, using vector-quantized interest point descriptors of the photos as fea-
tures. In addition to visual features, they explored the textual information of the photos, which
helps to significantly improve the classification accuracy.
Similarly, Ji et al. [40] also leveraged crowdsourced web data to mine famous city landmarks,
but they focus on blogs for personalized tourist suggestions. They unconventionally proposed a
graph modeling framework of landmark detection by mining blog photo correlations with com-





munity. The modeling consists of two phases. First, within a given scene, a Page Rank like
algorithm is introduced to discover its representative views. Second, among scenes within each
city, a Landmark-HITS model is devised to discover city landmarks, while blog author correla-
tions are also considered to infer scene popularity in a semi-supervised reinforcement manner.
Furthermore, the authors improved the framework by personalizing tourist suggestions through
the collaborative filtering of tourism logs and blog author correlations. There are more studies
falling into this topic [7, 109].
2.2 P2P Streaming
P2P streaming has already been a well-established research area, where tons of literature work
has been published yet. The studies devoted to the two basic P2P streaming designs, that is,
the tree-based push and mesh-based pull schemes, have been discussed in some prior literature
surveys [60, 65, 33], while we will review them as well. In particular, this study reports the latest
developments in P2P streaming technology in the following topics.
• Several modeling studies that have attempted to theoretically explain and predict the be-
havior of P2P streaming systems [47, 11, 63, 61].
• As a number of real-world systems have been deployed, various studies have monitored
their effects by collecting traces, diagnosing defects or inefficiencies and proposing corre-
sponding remedies [32, 67, 107].
• Deployed P2P streaming systems have created randomized and far-reaching Internet traffic,
seriously concerning ISPs. Several traffic localization techniques have been proposed to
relieve ISPs from heavy cross-ISP traffic [64, 80, 88, 73, 97].
• Since tree-based push and mesh-based pull schemes demonstrate complementary advan-
tages, some researchers have devised hybrid solutions to combine them in order to obtain
both their merits [118, 100, 69].
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• Network coding and layered coding have been applied to P2P streaming systems to improve
streaming throughput and to deal with heterogeneous last-hop bandwidth capacities [103,
104, 108, 79].
• With the growing popularity of wireless mobile networks, P2P architectures that were de-
signed for wired networks require modifications to adapt to the characteristics of such new
environments [96, 51, 66].
• Last but not least, as multimedia production techniques have advanced, non-traditional
contents such as multiview video and 3D mesh objects, have become more available and
have required the corresponding streaming techniques to meet specific properties (e.g.,
improved user interactions) [48, 17, 35].
The remainder of this section, we selectively introduce some topics of P2P streaming re-
search. For the complete introduction, please refer to the standalone survey paper [87]. We
reviews background information on P2P media streaming, tree and mesh schemes, the difference
between live streaming and video-on-demand (VoD). Next, we introduce studies that discuss the
new technological developments consisting of all the areas outlined in the last paragraph. Fi-
nally, we investigated into the studies related to the topic exactly our study focuses, that is, traffic
locality.
2.2.1 Foundations of P2P Media Streaming
We first summarize some of the foundations that have been presented in previous surveys. We also
present principles and guidelines that have recently been discovered through either measurement-
based or modeling/simulations studies. We will start our presentation an overview of the two
mainstream P2P system architectures, a description of two common types of applications (live
and video-on-demand streaming), and modeling methodologies for performance evaluations.
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Tree-based Push Systems
Initially proposed in a sequence of papers including, for example [8, 14, 46], and also imple-
mented by the end system multicast (ESM) developed at CMU [19], the tree-based system serves
a natural extension of CDN. Instead of only having two layers of the client-server structure, it has
many such layers by allowing every client to become a potential server to some other clients. The
following advantages are obvious given the construction of a tree-based system:
• Compared with CDN, the client upload bandwidth is better utilized, and the traffic load on
the video server is significantly reduced, leading to a more scalable system.
• Within a stable streaming tree, the delay is strictly bounded: its maximum value is deter-
mined by the longest overlay path from the root (server) to the leaf nodes.
However, the disadvantages due to the rigid tree structure are also evident:
• The complexity of maintaining a stable tree is high in the face of peer churn. In particular,
when internal nodes leave, streaming disruptions may happen due to a slow recovery of the
streaming tree.
• The upload bandwidth is not fully utilized, as the leaf nodes that account for the major part
of the system never share their upload bandwidth.
These later problems can be addressed by introducing multi-tree streaming (e.g., [14]), but at
the expense of further increasing the maintenance complexity.
Mesh-based Pull Systems
Unlike the tree-based push system, the mesh-based system first appeared as practical implemen-
tations (e.g., PPLive ) and was then investigated by academia (e.g., [119]). Borrowing existing
techniques from unstructured P2P file sharing system such as Gnutella5, the mesh-based system
requires peers to share the information about their media repository, which guides a peer to pull
5rfc-gnutella.sourceforge.net/index.html
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its desired media chunk from others. The pros and cons of mesh-based systems are pretty comple-
mentary to those of tree-based systems. In particular, the following are the well known properties
of a mesh-based system:
• It is very robust against peer churn, due to the randomness embedded in the peering proce-
dure and also the high peering degree in a system.
• The maintenance complexity is low, thanks to its robustness against system dynamics and
also the less rigid logical structure in the overlay.
• It, however, cannot guarantee a deterministic delay bound, as the path from one peer to
another can be arbitrarily long. This results in various unpleasant playback experiences,
such as long startup delays and playback freezes.
• Moreover, the suboptimal distribution of chunks due to random pulling may lead to a cer-
tain extent of bandwidth waste.
• Finally, the system has to strike a compromise between efficiency and delay.
The very last property stems from the “chunked” nature of the media data in such a system, which
makes the store-and-forward delay at individual peers non-negligible. Though protocol efficiency
is higher with larger chunk size (as the overhead can be amortized), the delay will become larger.
Two Applications
Applications of media streaming systems can be broadly classified into two categories, namely
live streaming and VoD. The majority of the studies fall into the former category as live streaming
is considered a more typical application. The recent insights into the latest version of CoolStream-
ing exhibit the basic components of a P2P live streaming system [53]. The original CoolStreaming
had a BitTorrent-like content discovery mechanism, i.e., random peer selection, chunk availabil-
ity information exchange and chunk swapping. However, in the new version, some important
design changes were made:
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• The entire video stream is divided into a number of sub-streams by using modular arith-
metic rather than some coding technique. This change not only improves the streaming
quality but also promotes resilience to peer dynamics.
• In addition to the cache buffer, a group of synchronization buffers are added for each cor-
responding sub-stream.
• The pull request actually has become a subscription command. When one pull request is
received, the chunks will be consecutively pushed to the requesting peer without further
requests. Hence the protocol overhead is reduced.
• A peer monitors the status of the on-going sub-stream transmissions. Whenever the peer
detects an inadequate streaming rate from a certain parent, it will switch to another parent
selected from its local partner list.
Many of the techniques for live streaming can also be applied to VoD. Nevertheless, although
the two types of applications are similar to each other, there are still some key differences which
cause special treatments for VoD [37]:
• Whereas live streaming requires clients to be synchronized with the broadcast server (though
they may lag slightly behind the server), VoD allows individual clients to watch whatever
content they want whenever they want it. Therefore, due to the asynchronous viewpoint,
discovering the peers holding the required content is more challenging in VoD.
• While the content of live streaming is generated in real-time, that of VoD is usually prepared
in advance. Moreover, VoD clients contribute some secondary storage, where the watched
content is cached to serve the latter peers watching the same content. For this reason, the
available peer resources are always more versatile in VoD.
• VoD should allow more user interactions, such as pause and random seek. These VCR
operations introduce more dynamics to overlay networks. The key challenge is to quickly
locate the other peers that possess the required stream data when a peer seeks to a new
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position, such that less extra workload will be transferred to stream server and playback
will restart more quickly.
2.2.2 New Technological Developments
Then, we discuss several technological developments of P2P streaming in the last few years.
Overlay Network Monitoring and Diagnosing
First we introduce three examples real-world system measurement studies and the system op-
timizations based on them. Hei et al. [32] have advocated observing the buffer map, which is
used by peers to advertise the video chunk availability to each other. In their study they verified
and discussed the correlation between the buffer map and the network-wide quality by measuring
PPLive.
Another issue related to real system deployments is dealing with peer heterogeneity, i.e., dif-
ferent upload bandwidths and session lengths. P2P systems always prefer peers that can provide a
higher upload bandwidth and stay longer in the system since this group of peers improves system
scalability. Liu et al. [67] analyzed the traces from UUSee, a popular commercial P2P-TV appli-
cation, and utilized a number of statistical methods to identify desirable peers, which were named
superior peers. Furthermore, the authors proposed a superiority index as a valuable indicator for
peer selection to improve streaming quality.
While most research on P2P streaming has focused on peer-side optimizations, Wu et al. [107]
sought to improve the efficiency of server bandwidth provisioning. Through the analysis of 400
GB and 7-months worth of traces from UUSee, the authors found that the server bandwidth
provisioning became inadequate with an increase in channel numbers. This motivated the authors
to investigate how to allocate the limited sever bandwidth among the concurrent channels to
maximize overall streaming quality.
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Streaming Across Heterogeneous Networks
With the growing adoption of 3G networks and the technological improvements of mobile hand-
sets, the mobile video market is rapidly expanding. Aware of this trend, the major Internet video
companies have provided client software on different mobile platforms, such as Android, iOS,
BlackBerry OS and Symbian. Nevertheless, the Internet video companies that rely on P2P ar-
chitectures, such as PPLive and PPStream, have been slow to embrace the mobile market. Both
companies only introduced mobile apps in 2011. One possible reason is that even though the
P2P paradigm has demonstrated great success in delivering videos over the wired Internet, its
extension to mobile wireless networks is hindered by particular network characteristics and the
limited capacity of mobile handsets. Several prominent challenges have emerged:
• Compared to wired networks, the aggregate bandwidth of wireless networks is still limited.
As the number of mobile video users grows, the bandwidth of access points (AP) and cell
towers is quickly exhausted. Furthermore, wireless links can be unstable and are vulnerable
to interference. This complicates the assurance of streaming quality.
• Video streaming is a bandwidth-intensive application, which consumes a considerable
amount of energy through radio module usage. A P2P architecture worsens the energy
consumption situation because the peers have to take on the additional task of uploading
video data.
• Mobile handsets can move (e.g. on a bus or train). Unlike devices connected to the wired
Internet, handsets change their connected AP from time to time so that their IP addresses
are dynamic. This difference may complicate the traditional method of using IP addresses
to distinguish peers. Moreover, connections between peers become fragile, and are likely
to break during AP handovers [75].
• From a non-technical perspective, mobile users are sometimes charged for data usage.
Hence, there may be reluctance to forward a stream.
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Here we introduced some preliminary studies that deal with the P2P streaming issues in the
mobile wireless networks.
As mentioned earlier, APs tend to become bottlenecks when the number of wireless users
increases. Tan et al. [96] noticed that the current wireless networks (WiFi in their study) are
not P2P-friendly because, unlike the traditional clients in a client-server topology, peers need to
upload massive amounts of data. Recognizing the challenge from upload traffic, Tan et al. [96]
set out to reduce the upload traffic of P2P live streaming over wireless networks. They began by
conducting a measurement study to understand the traffic patterns of wireless local area networks
(WLAN) and found high duplication rate in the upload traffic, which opens a significant op-
portunity for reducing the upload traffic. To exploit this potential, the authors propose a caching
middleware deployed on an AP. The middleware caches a copy of the downloaded packets, which
are identified with the Rabin fingerprinting scheme. The peers connected to the AP do not up-
load the entire data packets, but upload an identity tag, which is small in size. Therefore, the
upload traffic within the WLAN greatly decreases. When the AP receives a tag, it will find the
corresponding packet and send it to the destination. The authors implemented a prototype of this
solution, named SCAP. The experimental results show that SCAP improves the throughput of the
WLAN by up to 88% with a decrease of the response delay to the peers outside the AP as a bonus.
One aspect Tan et al. [96] did not exploit is the multi-radio feature of mobile devices. With
the evolution of mobile technology, increasingly mobile handsets are equipped with more than
one network interface. In addition to the master interface for telecommunication (e.g., 3G), the
handsets also support WiFi and Bluetooth as secondary interfaces for short-range data exchanges.
Witnessing this hardware trend, Leung et al. [51] proposed an innovative collaborative stream-
ing among mobiles (COSMOS) protocol, which is similar to a traditional P2P architecture but
leverages one of the secondary interfaces, incorporates the simulcast technique and adopts the
multiple description coding (MDC) technique. Overall the COSMOS protocol operates such that
some peers, denoted as pullers, download a sub-stream from a content provider through the mas-
ter network interface, and the obtained sub-stream is then re-broadcast among peers through the
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secondary network interface. The protocol aims to utilize the free-of-charge secondary radio
interface to reduce the bandwidth consumption cost of the master interface. The experimental re-
sults exhibit an appealing bandwidth usage reduction of the master network interface (over 50%
in most cases).
While Leung et al. [51] proposed a collaborative streaming over mobile wireless networks,
they omitted the optimization of the handsets’ energy consumption. To prolong the battery life,
Liu et al. [66] proposed an energy-aware collaborative streaming method that incorporates a burst
transmission scheme. The general idea is similar to that of Leung et al. [51]: the participants of
a cooperative group alternately download the video stream in terms of a series of bursts through
a wireless metropolitan area network (WMAN), and then broadcast the stream to others in the
group through a WLAN. The energy saving originates from the different data rates: the rate
of WMAN is usually smaller than that of WLAN due to the larger area to cover. Therefore,
the idle time between two sequential bursts is longer in the WLAN environment if the stream is
transmitted at full speed, and longer idle time indicates less energy consumption. The simulation-
based experiments show that the method proposed in [51] can achieve a high energy savings up
to 70%.
Measurements on PPLive
Since the traffic locality degree in existing P2P live streaming systems had not been well un-
derstood, Liu et al. [64] conducted measurements on PPLive and found that in general, PPLive
naturally exhibits a fluctuating traffic locality ranging from close to 0% to about 90%. This traffic
locality seems to be a side-effect of the skewed ISP-size distribution. The authors also noted the
potential for further improvements with some proactive techniques.
For the measurements, 8 hosts with PPLive V1.9 installed were deployed in 4 ISPs, i.e., China
Telecom, China Netcom (Unicom now), China Education and Research Network (CERNET) and
George Mason University, USA. The measurements lasted 4 weeks, and more than 130 GB UDP
packets were collected with Wireshark6. Afterwards, a peer list was extracted from the raw
6www.wireshark.org
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data, the Team Cymru service7 was leveraged to obtain the peers’ home autonomous system
(AS) information, and the chunk requests and responses were mapped. Through the analysis, the
authors concluded the following findings.
• Most chunks requested by a peer are downloaded from peers in the same ISP. Therefore, in
some extreme cases, the traffic locality degree can reach about 90%. This is a major finding,
which has not been discovered in prior studies. This phenomenon is partly determined by
the peer distribution among the ISPs. As was shown by Liu et al. [64], most of the peers
reside in China Telecom and Netcom so that the peers in these two ISPs can obtain enough
local peer resources. In contrast, the peers from George Mason University, USA cannot.
That is why the observed traffic locality there was not as high as that from the others.
• Partners from the same ISP respond faster to the requesting peer. This is a reasonable
phenomenon because the responses originated from the same ISP traversed through fewer
physical links. Peers prefer this group of partners. According to the measurement results,
most of the requested chunks are replied from the peer’s top 10% of the partners, which
have smaller RTT to the requesting peer. This serves as the other reason for the natural
traffic locality.
ISP-Friendly Chunk Scheduling
Whereas the natural traffic locality was observed [64], Picconi et al. [80] developed an ISP-
friendly chunk scheduling technique to proactively promote the locality degree. The core theory
behind the technique is that chunks are allowed to be downloaded from distant peers only when
the video data buffer is in danger of being drained. To implement this, the authors proposed a
two-level partnership: a peer maintains two partner lists, one of the peers from the same ISP and
the other of the peers from the remaining ISPs. In most cases, a peer requests chunks from the
peers in the former partner list. As the buffer window containing the active chunks advances, if
a chunk reaches the first half of the window but is still missing, an early starvation signal (ESS)
7www.team-cymru.org/Services/ip-to-asn.html
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will be generated. Detecting the ESS, the chunk scheduler will assign more chunk requests to
the peers in the latter partner list. Conversely, if no ESS is detected during a predefined interval,
the chunk requests assigned to the peers in the latter partner list will be decreased. The workload
adjustment adopts a multiplicative-increase/multiplicative-decrease strategy. With this scheduler,
the amount of chunks downloaded from distant peers dramatically decreases while the streaming
quality remains roughly unaffected.
Furthermore, the authors analyzed the efficiency of their heuristic. The cost of inter-ISP
and intra-ISP traffic are denoted c and c, respectively while di and λi respectively represent
the required download rate to receive an uninterrupted stream and the part originating from the
stream server. Then, the aggregate rate into an ISP from the stream server λJ =
∑
i∈J λi, where
J indicates an ISP. Hence, the cost of satisfying all the peers in one ISP with adequate download
rates can be formulated as
c(J) = (di − λJ)c+ di(n(J)− 1)c, (2.1)
where n(J) represents the number of peers in J . The equation implies that theoretically, only di
inter-ISP rate is required to import a complete copy of the stream into an ISP while the remained




c(J) = di(|J | − 1)c+ di(n− |J |)c, (2.2)
where n is the number of all the peers and |J | is the number of the ISPs. Finally, the authors
proved that if the peers are uniformly distributed among the ISPs and the ingress rates from the
stream server into each ISP is equal, the traffic cost can be no larger than c∗+o(di|J |c); otherwise,
the cost is restricted within c∗ +O(di|J |c).
Meanwhile, Magharei et al. [73] proposed a similar chunk scheduling, named OLIVES. The
authors started from theoretically analyzing the impact of traffic locality on P2P streaming. Based
on the scheduling proposed in their prior study [70], they determined the theoretically maximal
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and the feasible amounts of cross-ISP connections to ensure the streaming quality. Then, it was
pointed out that the feasible amount of connections still cannot preserve the streaming quality
due to connection misallocations caused by sub-optimal scheduling. Hence the minimal required
redundancy of the cross-ISP connections was derived. With this knowledge, a two-tier scheduling
strategy was proposed. The inter-ISP scheduling is enforced on some boundary peers, which are
designated to download a complete copy of stream. The local tracker for each ISP coordinates the
boundary peers to avoid misallocation. Meanwhile, all the peers use an intra-ISP scheduling that
aims to disseminate the streams from the boundary peers to the internal ones. Additionally, there
is another study falling into this category. Tomozei et al. [97] recently proposed an intriguing
flow control theory based on the Implicit-Primal-Dual scheme. With this theory, a distributed rate
allocation based on local information was devised. Incorporating network coding, the algorithm
can achieve near-optimal cross-ISP traffic restrictions.
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Chapter 3
Automatic Tag Generation and
Ranking for Sensor-Rich Outdoor
Videos
3.1 Introduction
There is a pressing need for solutions since the amount of collected video is growing rapidly,
in part due to technical advances in video capture devices. For example, smartphones which
are carried by users all the time have lowered the barrier for recording video and the quality of
these devices has reached a level that makes their video usable for many applications. Moreover,
it is indeed popular for people to share multimedia content on the Internet, through sites and
applications such as Facebook, Flickr, Picasa and Instagram. These two phenomena have led to
an explosion of multimedia content, creating a significant challenge of organizing and discovering
it.
Annotation (or tagging) has been shown to be a practical and powerful tool, which helps
people to discover others’ content, to get their content discovered by others, and to recall the
content that was recorded before [5]. The meaning of tags (or keywords) can be anything that is
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related to the content of the video, for example location, people or animal names, event or ac-
tion descriptions, etc. The generation of meaningful tags remains a major challenge. Traditional
methods fall into two categories: (1) manual annotations by users and (2) automatic generation
by means of content-based extraction methods. Both approaches suffer from some limitations.
Manual annotations are laborious, often ambiguous and their uneven quality has been well docu-
mented [112, 95]. Tag generation based on content-based methods are very challenging for open
domains and usually very compute-intensive.
Here we present an unconventional and complementary approach that shows significant promise
and applies potentially to a large number of videos given that they satisfy two pre-conditions.
First, we assume that videos are annotated with a rich set of meta-data that is obtained from GPS
and compass sensors. Second, we require that videos are shot in an environment where the sen-
sors are fully functional (especially the GPS), which currently means outdoors. While the first
requirement may seem onerous at first glance, it is easily achievable today. The required hardware
is cost-effectively available in the form of smartphones. Only a small recording app is necessary
to enable millions of devices to be instantly compatible with our approach. As part of our project
we have created two such recording apps for Android and iOS. The second pre-requisite is the
availability of location information. While this will exclude some types of videos, it is applicable
for a significant fraction of all videos. Location-based keywords were shown to be a major source
of information and to provide high utility. For example among the 143 all-time most popular tags
on Flickr (http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/), 49 are the names of locations or geographic ob-
jects. Another study has reported that 28% of the Flickr tags are location related [91] and a third
example is the LSCOM [77] set of concepts, which is well established for video annotations and
widely acknowledged, and 20% of which are in the domain of location.
Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the overall architecture of our proposed tag generation approach and
highlights its components. The approach has two major stages which are outlined below. In the
first stage, the viewable scenes of a video are computed and modeled as an FOV Scene sequence.
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Figure 3.1: (a) The architecture of automatic tag generation for sensor-rich outdoor videos, and
(b) the process of building positionable tag repository and evolving the framework to work with
it.
from some data source. In principle, the term object is abstract (like the Object class in Java), and
can be instantiated as many things, depending on what the data source is. The only requirement is
that an object must be accurately located in some place, such that its relevance to some video can
be determined by our viewable scene model. Next, in each FOV Scene, a sophisticated geometry
computation is conducted on both inputs (i.e., the FOV Scene and the objects) to determine the
visibility of each object. Then, the visible objects are retained, and their descriptive texts from the
data source serve as tags. In this chapter we generate tags obtained from some geo-information
data source, but one of the benefits of our approach is that tag generation can be extended in
many ways, for example by employing geo-ontologies, event databases, Wikipedia and social
multimedia. We will discuss the data source issue in great detail in the next chapter. In the second
stage, six relevance criteria are introduced to score the tag relevance to the scenes, i.e., closeness
to the FOV Scene center, distance to the camera position, horizontally/vertically visible angle
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ranges/percentages of the object. Some attributes of the object information retrieved from the
geo-information services are analyzed to identify the important landmarks. After scoring tag
relevance, the video segments for which the tags are relevant to are determined. Unlike many
other video tagging techniques, our system can associate tags precisely with the video sections in
which they appear, rather than the whole video clip.
The auto-annotation system can benefit two types of applications. The first is video search.
The ranked tags enable video searching through textual keywords, and provide a basis to order
the search results. In particular, the query can be answered with a set of refined segments. The
second is tag suggestion, where a short list of the most relevant tags can be interactively supplied
to users. Here are the specific contributions of this study:
• The proposed technique is fully automatic. It also does not require any training set.
• The method is highly scalable since its processing is performed on the meta-data, which is
small in size relative to the video data.
• Tags of high quality and objectivity are generated based on geospatial sensor properties
which are mapped to a number of relevant (geo-)information databases.
• Tags are associated with clearly delimited segments of videos and are hence highly selective
and ranked according to their relevance.
In the remaining sections of the chapter we describe the detailed methods underlying our ap-
proach and the tools we have built for experimental verification. The results we have obtained
illustrate that the proposed method works well and we conjecture that it may open many future
uses under a wide variety of application scenarios. Specifically, the rest of this chapter is orga-
nized as follows. Section 3.2 provides the background information on sensor data, and details the
two major stages of our auto-tagging technique. Section 3.3 introduces the prototype implemen-
tation of the proposed technique. Section 3.4 provides some examples of the tag generation and
ranking and reports results of a user study. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.
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3.2 Automatic Tag Generation
A fundamental step in our work is the annotation of video content based on the geographical
coverage of the video scenes in the geo-space. The meta data from camera-attached sensors
are used to model the coverage areas of the video scenes as spatial objects. We put forward a
viewable scene model which describes the scenes visible in the video based on the camera’s field
of view (FOV). Figure 1.1 illustrates a camera’s viewable scene volume in 2D and 3D spaces.
Particularly, the 3D viewable scene can be described using the following parameters: (1) the
camera position p read from a positioning device (e.g., GPS), (2) the camera direction vector in
3D ~d which is obtained from a digital compass, (3) the horizontal and vertical camera viewable
angles θ and φ which describe the angular extent of the scene filmed by the camera [29], and (4)
the visibility range R which is the maximum distance from the camera location at which all the
objects within the camera’s field of view can be clearly recognized. R defines an upper bound
on the distance searched in retrieving the visible objects. In this study, for simplicity, we assume
that the camera is always level, then the ~d points towards the camera heading on the horizontal
plane only. The horizontal visible angle range when the camera is pointing towards direction
~d will be given by [α, β] where α = d − θ/2 and β = d + θ/2 (d is the direction angle of
vector ~d with respect to North). Overall the camera viewable scene at time t is denoted by the
tuple FOV Scene(t, p, ~d, θ,R) or FOV Scene(t, p, [α, β], R). Compared to other video geo-
tagging methods, which usually assign a single geo-coordinate to a whole video, ours provides
the viewable scenes at frame-level granularity and their variability over time, such that it can
enhance the accuracy of geo-context based video processing.
After videos and sensor meta-data have been recorded, automatic video tagging can be ap-
plied. We first provide a formal definition of the problem and introduce some notations used in the
rest of the section. Next, we describe our algorithm for finding visible objects in the video, which
is based on the aforementioned viewable scene model. This is followed by a detailed discussion
on the automatic tag generation and ranking. We introduce six visual criteria for assessing the
relevance of the generated tags. Lastly, we explain our method for associating tags with the video
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) A snapshot from one video that shows the skyscrapers around Singapore Marina
Bay; (b) the corresponding view of Google Earth 3D buildings from the same location and camera
direction.
segments in which they appear.
3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Let V ={V1, V 2, ..., Vn} be the set of video files with associated sensor meta-data denoted by
M={M1,M2, ...,Mn}, such that Mi contains the meta-data for video Vi sampled at every second.
The scene information for Vi at time t is given by Mi(t)= FOV Scene(t, p, [α, β], R), where p
is the camera location and [α, β] is the horizontal visible angle.
To identify the objects visible in the video, our system retrieves information about the ge-
ographical objects for the covered region from two geo-information systems: OpenStreetMap
(http://www.openstreetmap.org/) which is a free service providing editable maps of the world
and GeoDec [85] which is an interdisciplinary and collaborative project developed at the Univer-
sity of Southern California (USC). Let {o1, o2, ...ok} be the set of geographic object descriptions




Given a set of geographic objects O for a region in geo-space and a set of video files V with
associated sensor meta-data M , we have designed effective algorithms for the following steps:
(1) determining the visible objects in video Vi by querying O through the meta-data Mi and
extracting textual information about the visible objects to serve as tags, (2) scoring and ranking
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the tags based on the geospatial and temporal properties of their appearances in the video, and
associating tags with the video segments where they appear.
3.2.2 Determination of Visible Objects in Videos
Our first step is to determine which objects have been captured in the video. The viewable scene
information calculated based on the sensor meta-data identifies the geographic region covered in
the video. However in order to describe the video semantics, further information about the geo-
graphic objects in the captured scene needs to be acquired. These objects may include buildings,
landmarks, roads, parks, mountains or any other geo-object that is associated with a location.
In our system, we retrieve information about these objects from two geo-information services,
namely OpenStreetMap and GeoDec. These systems provide sophisticated information, such as
name, type, location, polygon outline and even a 3D model of the geographic objects in geo-
space. These 3D models reproduce the visual scene of the real world. For example, Figure 3.2(a)
shows a snapshot extracted from one of our captured videos while Figure 3.2(b) illustrates the
corresponding 3D models with the Google Earth interface. In order to determine the objects that
appear in the right-hand figure, we query the geo-information services and retrieve all the objects
within a certain distance R around the camera location points. A custom R value can be applied
to affect the level of detail required in the tagging process. Next, the objects that are within the
videos’ viewable scenes are extracted through geometrical computations. A considerable chal-
lenge is that determining the actually visible objects is not straightforward due to occlusions.
Visibility Determination based on FOV Scene
DEFINING 3D VISIBILITY QUERIES. Figure 3.3(a) visualizes the viewable scene of the afore-
mentioned video snapshot on Google Earth (the visible area is highlighted in blue while the
occluded area is highlighted in yellow). Not all the objects are equally visible in the highlighted
areas. We classify them into three categories according to their visibility level:
1. Front Object: An object to which there exists a line-of-sight horizontal tracing ray from the























Figure 3.3: (a) The FOV Scene mapped in Google Earth and (b) the corresponding projection
on the 2D plane.
buildings labeled with alphabets belong to this category. In Figure 3.3(a), the front objects
enclose the front area highlighted in blue.
2. Vertically Visible Object: An object which is not in the front but is vertically visible because
its height exceeds what the front object is blocking. When the vertical viewable angle range
of the object is wider than the angle of the object right in front of it, the object will be
marked as vertically visible. The buildings labeled with numbers in Figure 3.3(a) belong
to this category. Note that an object can be vertically visible even behind several objects.
3. Occluded Object: An object which is neither front nor vertically visible, therefore it is
completely occluded.
When the query algorithm retrieves objects within the viewable scene, the object set will also
include occluded objects. Thus, we need to devise a more sophisticated method to retrieve the
visible objects only. Here we propose a 3D visibility query, inspired by the study of Lee et
al. [49]. In this study, the authors introduce a technique to determine the visible objects and their
visible angle ranges when observing from a specific viewpoint. One limitation of this technique
is that the visibility computation is restricted within 2D space and is based only on the outline
of the footprint of the objects. Therefore, the vertically visible objects will be considered as
occluded by the front objects and will be eliminated. For example, when their method is applied,
the Fullerton Hotel completely blocks the camera’s sight to the skyscrapers in the back, which is
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not the case in reality as seen in Figure 3.3(a). Hence it is necessary to extend the method to 3D
space to satisfy the demands of our system.
A 3D visibility query takes an object set O and the sensor meta-data Mi(t) (i.e., the camera
location p and the camera viewable angle range [α, β] at time t) as inputs, and returns a set of the
visible objects and their horizontally and vertically visible angle ranges {(o : [µh, νh], [µv , νv])}.
Notably, we not only obtain the visible objects, but also quantify their degree of visibility with
angle ranges, which will later be used for tag ranking.
PROCESSING 3D VISIBILITY QUERIES. As illustrated in Figure 3.3(b), each visible object
has a horizontal angle range (such as a for B and b for D), which indicates the visual width
of it. However, a horizontal angle range may not only be associated with one visible object.
For example, the non-front object 2 is also located in the range a. In a general case, since we
consider vertical visibility as well, at an arbitrary horizontal angle value within [α, β] there may
exist multiple visible objects, which are sorted according to their horizontal occlusion, forming
a visible object queue. Hence, we define an atomic horizontal angle range, within which the
visible object queue is the same at every angle value. In Figure 3.3(b), the range a is not atomic
because there exist some angles whose visible object queues are different. On the other hand, the
three sub-ranges of a are all atomic and respectively associated with unique object queues, i.e.,
(a1 : {B,D, 3}), (a2 : {B, 2, 3}) and (a3 : {B, 1}).
We next propose an incremental algorithm to determine the queue of visible objects associated
with an atomic range as follows. Initially the queue is empty. When a new object arrives, the
algorithm will check the horizontal occlusion between the newcomer and the objects in the queue
one-by-one, stopping at the first object that is horizontally occluded by the newcomer or at the
queue tail. If the newcomer is not entirely vertically occluded, it will be inserted right before the
last checked object or into the queue tail. Afterwards, the vertical visibility of the objects behind
the newcomer will be checked, and the ones that are wholly occluded by the newcomer will be
removed from the queue (e.g., the NTUC Center in Figure 3.4(a)). The process will stop when
no more objects can be added to the queue. The final result will consists of the objects that are
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Figure 3.4: Demonstration of vertical occlusion.
sorted according to their horizontal occlusion and are visible to some extent. Figure 3.4(b) shows
an example of the result queue.
Algorithm 1 sketches the overall procedure of processing the 3D visibility query. To initialize
the algorithm a mock object ∅ is introduced, which is assumed to be infinitely far away from the
camera and have zero height, so that it is always occluded by any object. First, for each object,
the part of the horizontal angle range that is outside the camera viewable range is filtered from
further computation to improve the performance. The camera viewable angle range [α, β] is
split into a number of atomic horizontal angle ranges, in each of which the candidate objects
will be added to the corresponding queue according to both horizontal and vertical occlusion,
as is described above. The procedure HorizontalOcclusion() implements the 2D horizontal
occlusion proposed by Lee et al. [49], while V erticalOcclusion() checks whether the object
is entirely vertically occluded or not. At the end, the algorithm post processes the internal data
structure and outputs the set of visible objects and their visible angle ranges, i.e., R = {(o :
[µh, νh], [µv , νv])}.
Note that the visibility query outlined in Algorithm 1 returns the set of visible objects only
for a single FOV Scene. Hence, this query needs to be repeated for every FOV Scene in the
video. We will discuss the visible object determination and ranking for an entire video file in
Section 3.2.3.
EFFECTS OF SENSOR ERRORS ON VISIBILITY. The accuracy of the viewable scene calcu-
lation is somewhat dependent on the precision of the camera location and heading measurements
obtained from the GPS and compass sensors. Zandbergen et al. [115] evaluates the accuracy of
locations obtained using different positioning modes on the 3G iPhone. The A-GPS locations,
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Algorithm 1: 3D Visibility Query Processor
Input : the camera location p and viewable range [α, β]
the set of objects O = {o}
Output: the set of visible objects and their visible angle ranges R = {(o : [µh, νh], [µv, νv])}
Rtmp = {([α, β] : {∅})}1
foreach o ∈ O do2
[αi, βi] = [α, β] ∩ HorizontalRange(o)3
if [αi, βi] is empty then go to next loop4
foreach ([αj , βj ] : Oj) ∈ Rtmp do5
[αk, βk] = [αi, βi] ∩ [αj , βj ]6
if [αk, βk] is empty then go to next loop7
Rtmp = Rtmp − ([αj , βj] : Oj)8
O′j ← Oj , O
′′
j ← Oj9
[αl, βl] = [αj , βj ]− [αk, βk]10
Rtmp = Rtmp + ([αl, βl] : O
′
j)11
for t = 1, 2, . . . ,Size(O′′j ) do12
if HorizontalOcclusion(o,O′′j [t], p, [αk, βk]) ∧13
VerticalOcclusion(o,O′′j [t− 1], p) then
Insert o into O′′j at t14
foreach o′′ ∈ O′′j ∧ o′′ after o do15
if VerticalOcclusion(o′′, o, p) then16
Remove o′′ from O′′j17
leave loop18




which is the measurement mode used in our iPhone recording software, achieves an average me-
dian error of 8m, which is small compared to the size of the viewable scene we consider (e.g., at
full zoom-out about 13,000m2 when R=300m). Additionally, there are techniques (e.g., Kalman
filter) to manage uncertainty and accuracy issues from insufficient and inaccurate data. An error
in the compass heading may be more significant. However, since the sensor meta-data used in
this study have a fine sampling granularity (1 sample/sec), the amount of overlap between two
consecutive FOVs is usually large. The missing visible objects in some video frames due to errors
in the compass readings will probably still appear in the adjacent frames. However, such errors
might have a minor effect on the tag scores (see Section 3.2.3). But any false positives would
have very low scores and be ignored in the final video tagging. We plan to further elaborate on
the robustness of our method and investigate possible error recovery techniques as part of our
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future work.
Assigning Tags to Visible Objects
To generate textual tags for visible objects we utilize the object set O retrieved from our geo-
information sources, which contain detailed information about the objects, such as name, type,
location, address, etc. A sample schema for object information looks as follows:
"id":<Object ID>,
"name":<Object name>,
"type:<Type of the object>,
"coordinates":<Outline of the object>,
"center":<Center point of the object>
"address":<Address of the object>,
"description":<Detailed description of the object>,
"websites":<List of supplementary websites>
In our prototype we use the names of visible objects to serve as tags. As described in the
introduction, location and geographic names play an important role within all types of tags asso-
ciated with videos and images of media sharing and search sites. Note that our method could be
used to further add versatile information to the visible objects, and expand the tag type beyond
the geographic domain. For example, we could easily incorporate event databases (e.g., Upcom-
ing, http://upcoming.yahoo.com/), and use geo-information and time to extract event-information
tags. Moreover, natural language processing methods can be introduced to generate better and
more descriptive tags. In our prototype implementation, if there exists a Wikipedia page for a
visible object, we use this fact to upgrade its rank. The content of such pages can be processed in
depth to further expand the tags, which is certainly an option in the future.
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3.2.3 Scoring and Ranking of Tags
The visual appearance of objects within video scenes can be quite diverse. As an example, an
object that is close to the camera would usually be seen clearly, whereas another object which is
far away from the camera may be barely recognizable. Consequently, object tags should have dif-
ferent importance or relevance based on how the corresponding object appears in the video scene.
Tag ranking [59] is an indispensable process to increase the effectiveness of tags, especially when
the tag cardinality is large (e.g., dozens of tags are generated for most of our test videos). Hence
we need to prioritize the tags, which in other words means to prioritize the visible objects.
Scoring Tag Relevance for each FOV Scene
We propose to assess and quantify the relevance of visible objects in an individual FOV Scene
according to the six relevance criteria below.
• Closeness to the FOV Scene Center: Research indicates that people tend to focus on the
center of an image [43]. Based on this observation, we favor objects whose horizontal
visible angle range is closer to the camera direction, which is the center of the scene, and
score it with the formula S1 = 1− |middle([µh,νh])−d|×2|α−β| where middle() returns the middle
angle of the horizontal visible range [µh, νh].
• Distance: A closer object is likely to be more prominent in the video. We formulate the
score for the distance criterion as S2 = min{ 1distance(p,center(o)) , 1}where center() returns
the coordinate of the object center, and distance() computes the distance from the camera
to the object center.
• Horizontally and Vertically Visible Angle Ranges: An object that occupies a wider range
of the scene (either along the width or height) is more prominent. The normalized scores




where θ and φ are the horizontal and vertical viewable angles, respectively.
• Horizontally and Vertically Visible Percentages: These two criteria focus on the complete-
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Figure 3.5: Demonstration of the temporal continuity of object occurrence.
ness of the object’s appearance in the video. The video scenes that show a larger percentage
of an object are preferable over scenes that show only a small part of it. The scoring formu-
las are S5 = |µh−νh|width(o) and S6 =
|µv−νv|
height(o) where width() and height() return the maximal
horizontally and vertically visible angle ranges without occlusion.
After obtaining the scores for each criterion, we linearly combine them to compute the overall
score of an object in an individual FOV Scene, i.e., Sfov =
∑6
i=1wiSi, where wi represents the
weight to adjust the contribution of each criterion to the overall score.
Additionally, we promote the scores of well-known objects (or landmarks), which are more
likely to be searched for. The object information retrieved from the geo-information services
include several clues to identify important landmarks. For example, in OpenStreetMap data,
some landmarks (e.g., the Singapore Flyer) are given an attraction label. Others are augmented
with links to the Wikipedia pages, which might be an indirect hint for object importance, since
something described in Wikipedia is believed to be important. In the future, we also plan to
further adjust the scores according to visual information. To summarize, we can score the visible
objects and subsequently their tags based on both relevance and supplemental information from
the geo-information systems and thus determine their rank in each FOV Scene.
Association of Tags with Video Segments
So far we have focused on tag ranking within a single video frame (i.e., for an FOV Scene).
However due to the nature of videos, the temporal trends of the scores during a period should
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be explored. Figure 3.5 shows an example of score variations over time: the Esplanade receives
the top score in the first half while the Marina Bay Sands takes the first place in the second half.
These score variations (increase, decrease, reaching a peak or dropping to zero) are caused by the
movement and the rotation of the camera. An important observation from this example is that we
can in fact determine the segment where an object stays visible by detecting the two boundaries
where the score starts from and returns to zero. For example, in Figure 3.5 the Esplanade is
considered visible from t3 to t6. As an important contribution of our technique it can detect what
objects appear in the video as well as when they appear. In other words, we can specifically
associate a tag with a certain segment (or segments) of the video. To the best of our knowledge,
none of the prior studies on video tagging does this. Another observation in Figure 3.5 is that
the segments [t0, t2] and [t3, t6] are very close to each other. This short time gap between two
segments may be caused by camera-shake or some other unexpected actions of the videographer.
It may not really disturb human visual perception of continuity. As a further improvement, we
set a threshold to merge close segments (e.g., the segments [−, t1] and [t4,+] are too far to be
merged), preventing videos from becoming too fragmented. Notably, the segmentation discussed
above is logical and dynamic in that we do not physically split the videos.
Finally, for each segment associated with an object, we calculate its overall scores. Formally,
let Sfov(t) denote the score that the object obtains for the FOV Scene at time t, and ti and
ti respectively denote the start and the end time of the ith segment among the ones where the




Sfov(t)dt. All the video segments associated with the object are ranked based on





seg, where n is the number of the segments associated with the object. Similarly,
the objects, or the tags in consequence, can be sorted according to this score. In summary, by
applying the entire process including visibility checking and scoring, we can obtain (1) the sorted
segments related to each tag, and (2) all the sorted tags of a video.
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3.3 Prototype Implementation
Now we discuss how we implemented the prototype of our proposed auto-tagging system, which
we term SRV-TAGS. In addition to the core functionality described above, we also implemented
the following components to make the prototype usable by our first evaluators.
3.3.1 Indexing and Textual Search Support
Given the tags and their relevance scores of the video clips/segments we can answer the textual
queries from users. However, the queries may not exactly match the tags because of typos, incom-
pletions, etc. For example, users may expect to retrieve videos showing either the Fullerton Hotel
or the One Fullerton by entering the keyword Fullerton. Hence we leverage Apache Lucene, a
sophisticated full-text search engine, to judge the correspondence between the query text and the
tags.
When a tag entry 〈tag name, relevance score, video ID, segment boundaries〉 is generated,
it is fed into the Lucene indexing engine. SRV-TAGS maintains two separate indices: one at the
granularity of whole clips and the other at the segment-level. As a query arrives, the tags similar
to the query text will be retrieved and sorted according to their Lucene scores. Note that this
score is calculated based on the similarity between the query and the tag, while our ranking score
reflects the relevance between the tag and the video clip/segment. To calculate the most relevant
results, SRV-TAGS first groups all the items by the tags, then sorts the groups by their Lucene
score, and finally sorts the items in each group by our ranking score.
3.3.2 Web Service Integration and API
To be easily accessible, SRV-TAGS leverages Apache CXF, a web service framework, to wrap
itself as a RESTful service. Three APIs are exposed to potential applications:
1. Search: Provides the basic functionality of the service. It takes in the query text and pro-
duces a list of matched tag entries.
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2. Get: Acquires all the tags of a specific video, and their associated segment details. The
input for this function is a video ID.
3. Add: Allows the adding of a new video into SRV-TAGS. It parses the sensor-data supplied
by the recording apps, generates tags, and indexes them. Afterwards, the new video be-
comes immediately searchable through text queries.
The sensor-data input and the output of the API are organized in JSON or XML format.
3.3.3 Demonstration
We developed a PHP-based web interface based on our geo-referenced video management web
portal [6] to allow users to interact with SRV-TAGS, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. A text box and
a drop-down menu on the left side of the query page allow users to input keywords and specify
the result granularity. After calling the search API the results are listed in the bottom left area
as a series of buttons, each of which displays the video ID, the tag name, the playback duration,
and the rating (1 to 5 stars) derived from the relevance score. When a button is clicked, the video
plays, the top related tags are shown below the player, and the viewable areas are visualized
in terms of a series of field-of-view sectors on the map. Notably, when segment granularity is
selected, only the specific segment will be played. Moreover, there is a link icon next to each
result button which brings users to a web page that summarizes the tags and their associated
segments of the video. Finally, one web page serves for video uploads. When a new video (the
video content and the corresponding sensor-data in JSON format) is submitted, SRV-TAGS will
be called to process its sensor-data. Afterwards, this video is available for textual search as well.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
Now we can use the prototype of our auto-tagging system to generate tags for a set of videos
captured with our Android app. To evaluate the effectiveness of these tags, we conducted a user
study. We will first describe our prototype and then illustrate some examples of tag generation
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Figure 3.6: Snapshot of the web interface.
and ranking. Lastly, we will report the results of the user study.
3.4.1 Prototype and Dataset Setup
We evaluated our prototype with two geographic sites where we captured videos: the downtown
of Singapore and the University of Southern California (USC) campus. For the former site our
prototype retrieves the geo-information from OpenStreetMap which is an open and free service
built with voluntary contributions of users, and therefore some attributes for some objects might
be missing. For example, although some geographic landmark objects have Wikipedia articles
on the web, the links to most of these articles are missing in the dataset. Hence we additionally
implemented a Wikipedia crawler to retrieve the missing links. Moreover, for the object dimen-
sions OpenStreetMap only provides the footprint outline so that the object height is not available
for vertical visibility check. To overcome this, we either automatically parsed the associated
Wikipedia entries to look for clues of the object height, or estimated its object height according
to its name and type (e.g., 200m is given to a tower while 0m is given to a river). Another possible







































Figure 3.7: Distribution of the number of the generated tags for (a) Singapore and (b) USC videos.
the USC site, our prototype works with detailed 3D models retrieved from the GeoDec system,
therefore the visibility check results are quite accurate for the videos captured at this site.
We have collected 87 outdoor video clips (37 in Singapore and 50 at USC) and the accompa-
nied sensor data for evaluation. The lengths of the videos vary from 1 minute to 16 minutes. We
used our prototype to generate the tags for this video collection. It took 22.73 minutes for our
prototype to process all these videos one-by-one on a desktop computer with a 2.83 GHz quad-
core CPU and 3 GB of memory. The results show that our technique is effective: for the videos
in Singapore our prototype generated 60 tags on average while for the USC videos it generated
49. Figures 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) show that the majority of videos receive dozens of tags. This is very
positively different from a recent study [42] which reports that more than half of the videos on
MySpace have just 1 to 5 tags. Additionally, manual tag cardinality is extremely uneven among
web objects [50, 54]. Therefore, the promising productivity of our technique can secure assign-
ment of adequate textual information for all videos, ensuring a high probability that no videos
remain un-tagged.
3.4.2 Examples of Tag Generation and Ranking
Next we provide some specific example results of tag generation and ranking facilitated by the
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of automatically generated tags for an example video from Singapore
Marina Bay. (a) Visualization of camera trajectory and top 15 tags on Google Earth interface; (b)
list of the video segments where the top 15 tags appear.
a video taken at Singapore Marina Bay and the video segments related to each tag. Figure 3.8(a)
visualizes the trajectory that the camera follows (along Esplanade Drive) on Google Earth and
marks the top 15 tags generated for this video. Our auto-tagging system returned more than 100
tags, however we only list the top 15 in this example. Note that the tags are ordered from the
most relevant to the least. Figure 3.8(b) lists the video segments where the tags appear in the
video and shows some example frames (extracted every minute). As can be seen in the images,
the Marina Bay and Marina Bay Sands, which are listed at the top of tag list, appear clearly in the
video for several minutes. The tags listed lower in the list belong to objects that either appear for
a short amount of time in the video or are far from the camera. When this video is queried for a
particular tag, only the video associated with that tag will be returned in the search In Figure 3.9
we illustrate an example search for the USC campus videos. We search for the keyword Bovard
Auditorium, which refers to a well-known landmark within the campus. Some representative
frames from the top six video segments are shown in Figure 3.9. As seen in the images, the top
results clearly show the landmark from different viewpoints. One important aspect to note is that
the tagging system successfully eliminates the occluded views of the landmark. As an example,
in Figure 3.10(a), Bovard Auditorium is blocked by another building, therefore even though the
camera is close and pointing in its direction, it does not appear in the video. The viewable scene
for this video frame is illustrated in Figure 3.10(b). Figures 3.10(c) and (d) show another video
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Figure 3.9: Top six results for Bovard Auditorium.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.10: Occluded and partially occluded view of Bovard Auditorium.
frame and viewable scene illustration where the building is occluded only partially. Our auto-
tagging system successfully eliminates the video scenes with occlusions similar to Figure 3.10(a).
When a building is partially occluded, as illustrated in Figure 3.10(c), it will include those scenes
in the resulting segments, however it will assign a lower rank score since the building appears
within a small range in the viewable scene (see Section 3.2.3).
3.4.3 User Study
There are few comparable techniques similar to ours that utilize geographic properties to auto-
matically generating tags for videos, especially exploiting sensor data. Moreover, it is difficult to
use acknowledged datasets (e.g., TRECVID, http://trecvid.nist.gov/) for our experiments due to
the lack of enough sensor data in those sets. Thus, we believe that a user study is an appropriate
methodology to evaluate the usefulness of the tags generated by our system and the similarity
between our ranking and human expectations. In the user study, twenty-two people participated:
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10 males and 12 females including students, professionals, research staff and faculty. The par-
ticipants were chosen among people who are living or used to live in Singapore since we used
our own video clips captured there showing some recognizable places and landmarks. The par-
ticipants were requested to carefully watch the chosen videos, which had a total length of about
32 minutes and covered various recognizable landmarks within an approximately 4× 4km2 area
of central Singapore. They answered a comprehensive set of predefined questions after finishing
watching each video clip. In the study, ten video clips were selected and uploaded to YouTube.
While uploading, the tags suggested by YouTube (a feature of YouTube) were recorded to be
used in the questionnaire. Questions were prepared to check the following: (1) the familiarity of
the participants with the place where the video clip was captured (1 – least, 5 – most), (2) the
relevance of the tag set generated by our system and the tag set suggested by YouTube, (3) the
preference of the participants between the two tag sets, (4) the similarity of the relevance ranking
in our tag set with the ranking by humans. Note that, without loss of generality, we used only
the top ten relevant tags generated from our prototype, so that testers’ focus is not distracted with
too many tags. Additionally, in the actual questionnaire, we hid the sources of the two tag sets to
ensure an unbiased comparison. Figures 3.11(a)–(e) summarize the results of the user study.
Selectivity of Relevant Tags
First, we analyze how the tags generated by our system were selected by participants. Fig-
ure 3.11(a) shows the average number of tags selected. Each selected tag was recognized and
considered relevant to the video by participants. For most videos, around 4–6 tags out of 10
were considered relevant. An observation is that the familiarity of the filming locations to the
participants has a significant impact on their choice of relevant tags. The participants who are
more familiar with the locations selected more tags, and vice versa – a result which corresponds
to our expectations. Another observation is that Video No. 6 received a noticeably low tag selec-
tivity comparing to other videos. This video was captured along the street behind Orchard Road
where there exist several landmarks so that a higher number of relevant tags could be expected.
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However, since these landmarks all face towards Orchard Road, the participants were troubled in
recognizing them from the back (demonstrated by the average familiarity score of a mere 1.82).
This case also demonstrates that the orientation of certain objects can be another criteria for tag
ranking, which will be another extension in our future work. In comparison, Figure 3.11(b)
shows that the number of suggested tags from YouTube differs a lot across the videos, and the
number of selected tags was no more than two for all the videos – significantly lower than ours.
A critical problem of the suggested tags from YouTube is that they are too general without the
recognition of location names and most suggested tags try to describe the activities in the videos.
For example, travel log and tourism are associated with many of these 10 videos. Such tags are
not desirable for search because they are less differential and user queries are usually quite spe-
cific [113]. If these tags are excluded, the selectivity of the remained tags is even lower. Overall,
the participants showed a very strong preference to our tag set as illustrated in Figure 3.11(c).
Similarity of Tag Ranks to User Expectations
Next, we discuss the effectiveness of our tag ranking algorithm. In particular, we analyze how the
relevance ranking of tags generated by our system was perceived by the study participants. With-
out loss of generality, a higher ranked tag can be recognized as a relevant one by an increased
number of participants. Figure 3.11(d) demonstrates that the higher ranked tags were actually
selected by more participants. It is an indirect confirmation that the participants agreed with our
rankings to some extent. For a precise comparison, we introduce a metric, ranking distance, to
quantify the similarity of two ranked tag sequences: Tα generated by our system and Tβ listed by
human participants on the same tag set {t1, t2, . . . , tn}. Ranking follows a total ordering, such
that the sequence T = tk1 ≺ tk2 ≺ · · · ≺ tkn can be transformed into an equivalent collection of
binary relations {tki ≺ tkj |∀i,∀j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. Let binary() denote the transformation and
|| • || denote the size of the collection. We can formally define the normalized distance between
Tα and Tβ with the formula distαβ =
||binary(Tα)−binary(Tβ )||
||binary(Tα)||
where the numerator indicates the
number of conflict binary relations of the two tag sequences. Figure 3.11(e) demonstrates the
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average distance between our and each participant’s ranked tag sequence for all the videos. The
average distance is approximately 0.35, implying that the system’s and the participants’ rank-
ings are more similar than different. Importantly, even though each participant ranked the tags
based on personal perception, the distances among different participants were quite close. This
indicates that the criteria chosen for our ranking algorithm reflect common human perceptions
well. Figure 3.11(f), which plots the average distance of the system’s ranking to all participants’
for each video, encouragingly illustrates consistent results. The distance on each video does not
fluctuate widely, implying that our ranking algorithm is generally applicable to various videos.
3.5 Conclusions
We propose an unconventional and novel technique that leverages sensor-equipped smartphones
and geo-information databases to automatically generate high quality tags for outdoor videos.
We use the viewable scenes of videos obtained from sensor meta-data to query visible objects
from geo-information databases and generate descriptive tags about these visible objects. The
obtained tags are ranked according to how they appear in the videos’ viewable scenes. We have
built a prototype based on our technique and conducted a user study. The results demonstrate
that our technique is very effective in retrieving tags and ranking their relevance to the video
scenes. Furthermore, our technique is extensible as we can incorporate other types of databases








































































































Figure 3.11: (a) The average number of selected tags in our tag set; (b) the number of tags
Youtube suggested and the average number of selected tags from them; (c) the preference of
participants regarding the two group of tags; (d) the average selectivity of the tags on each rank;
(e) the average distance between our ranks and each participant’s expectations on all videos, and
(f) all participants’ expectations on each video.
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Chapter 4




In the last chapter, we proposed a sensor-rich and data-driven approach to automatically generate
tags for videos [6, 86]. We built a prototype of the described approach, using OpenStreetMap
(www.openstreetmap.org) as the data source. This is a community based map application that
supplies detailed information (e.g., names, types, outlines) of numerous geographic objects (or
landmarks). However, it is currently still incomplete. For instance, the Merlion is a popular
landmark in the Marina Bay area of Singapore, and was featured in our previous testing videos,
but our prototype was unable to recognize it because it is missing in OpenStreetMap. A more
severe problem is that OpenStreetMap only records landmarks in the physical world, such that
the semantics of the generated tags are all within the geospatial domain. In contrast, though we
require objects to be associated with some place, they do not necessarily have to be landmarks.
Events may also be strongly correlated with a location. For example, the national day parade,
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which is an event, is held in the Marina Bay once a year. Summarily, video tags may miss some
important semantics if the prototype only relies on geo-information systems, motivating us to
seek more diverse data sources.
One merit of our auto-annotation approach, as is introduced before, is that data sources are
pluggable. One promising source is the crowdsourced data in social multimedia applications,
such as Flickr, Picasa and YouTube, which leverage collective human efforts to acquire the se-
mantics of images/videos in terms of tags. The semantics vary beyond the geosptial domain.
For example, we retrieved the first 20, 000 images sorted by popularity in the Marina Bay area
of Singapore from Flickr, and collected their associated tags. Table 4.1 lists the top 30 tags
and their corresponding semantics, including place, time, event, camera parameters, etc. Mean-
while, these applications support multimedia positioning, that is, images/videos can be assigned
a geo-coordinate (or geo-tag). Hence, with images/videos acting as the intermediary, tags and
geo-coordinates become related. This raises the potential that we can discover some tags, which
are strongly correlated with a specific place, and in consequence are strongly correlated with the
video whose viewable scenes cover the place. Afterwards, these tags with a wider range of the
semantics can be used to annotate sensor-rich videos. In this study, we concentrate on how to
select the tags, build such a positionable tag repository, and make it work in our auto-annotation
framework. The major contributions are:
• We mathematically model the geographic distribution of tags, extract meaningful features
from the model, and build both simple and SVM-based classifiers to discover positionable
tags. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the simple classifier which does not require human
effort can achieve equally good performance as the SVM-based one.
• To better work with the positionable tag repository, we extend the space-only visibility
computation algorithm to the spatio-temporally combined domain, mine more information
from the social multimedia applications to compute tag similarity and popularity, and re-
score tags’ relevance to sensor rich videos, achieving a better quality of the generated tags.
In the remaining sections of the chapter, we describe in detail the process of building a better
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data source and incorporating it into the auto-annotation framework (see Figure 3.1(b)). Specif-
ically, the rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce the method
to profile the geographic distributions of tags, extract the features and build the classifier to find
positionable tags. Next, in Section 4.3, we discuss how to determine a tag in the temporal domain
and acquire more social hints, such as tag similarity and popularity, to rank tags better. Then,
we evaluate how well the new data source benefits the auto-annotation framework in Section 4.4.
Finally, Section 4.5 concludes our study.
4.2 Building the Positionable Tags Repository
We begin with introducing our approach to make use of social multimedia applications to build
the data source of positionable tags. To do this, we first need to retrieve some data from a certain
social multimedia application. In this study, we demonstrate the approach with Flickr. Neverthe-
less, it is free to work with other similar applications such as Picasa and Youtube, suppose that
the applications contain the multimedia content associated with tags and geo-coordinates. The
retrieved data is collection of multimedia objects, which is formally described as M = {mi|i =
1, 2, . . . , k}. We let tags(m), geo(m) and time(m) respectively represent the associated tags,
the geo-coordinate and the taken time of the object m. Then, we can denote the tag collection
of this batch of photos T =
⋃
∀m∈M tags(m), and all the images where a tag τ ∈ T appears
M(τ) = {m|τ ∈ tags(m),∀m ∈ M}. Consequently, all the geo-coordinates related to a tag
can be formulated as G(τ) =
⋃
∀m∈M(τ) geo(m), and all the creation times can be similarly
formulated as T (τ) =
⋃
∀m∈M(τ) time(m).
Importantly, we need to formally define the positionable tag, which is the tag that is strongly
correlated to some location in street level accuracy. There are two requirements here. Being
strongly correlated indicates that the tag needs to frequently occur in some places but not else
where, while reaching street level (i.e., the approximate venue), makes sure that the accuracy
level of the location of the tag matches that of our viewable scene model, allowing tens of meters
variance. However, not all the tags can meet these two requirements. In Table 4.1, the place
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1 – 15 16 – 30
tag semantics tag semantics
singapore place† film other
f1 event ndp09 event
marina bay place ndpeeps event
night time bw other
asia place† 2008 time
canon camera skyline other
esplanade place formula 1 event
city place‡ kodak camera
marina bay sands place analogue other
marina place‡ travel other
geotagged other analog other
bay place‡ black other
nikon camera architecture other
street place‡ 2009 time
2010 time river place‡
Table 4.1: 30 most popular Flickr tags in English related to the Marina Bay area of Singapore and
their corresponding semantics.
tags with a “‡” annotation are so general that the distributions of their geo-coordinates tend to be
relatively uniform. On the other hand, the place tags with a “†” annotation are sure to occur more
frequently in some places, but the granularity of the places are too coarse to be comparable with
our viewable scene model. Note that not just place tags can be positionable. For example, the
venue of f1, which means the Formula One automobile race, is well defined. Therefore, the first
challenge is to determine whether a tag is positionable, and if it is, where the tag is positioned. It
can be formally describe as follows by the definition of positionable tag:
arg
lon,lat,r
‖G(τ) ∩ area(lon, lat, r)‖
‖G(τ)‖
≥ d0 ∧ r ≤ r0. (4.1)
In this formula, d0 and r0 respectively represent the thresholds of geo-coordinate percentage and
street-level granularity. The formula is allowed to have no solution, which means the tag is not
positionable.
To solve this challenge, we build a model to describe the distribution of the geo-coordinates
of a tag, and leverage expectation-maximization algorithm [24] to estimate its parameters. This
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step is considered as the dimension reduction to some extent. Next, we extract two features from
the distribution model and use them to build a classifier to determine whether the tag can be
positioned into our area of interest (AOI). Note that since a tag can be positioned anywhere, it is
not easy to build a world-wide ground truth to evaluate the performance of our method. Moreover,
in many cases, applications are only interested in some specific places. Hence we properly adapt
the original challenge to detecting a positionable tag in our pre-defined AOI. In the remainder of
this section, we explain the method in detail.
4.2.1 Profiling Tag Distribution
The geo-coordinates of a tag is likely to be unevenly distributed. Figure 4.1(a) shows an example
of tag f1, where we can observe a number of spikes, indicating the frequent usage of this tag in
these regions. Equation (4.1) aims to find the longitude and the latitude of the place where such
a spike is. However, Equation (4.1) is a continuous function with the longitude and the latitude
define in the domain of real number, such that it is impossible to enumerate all the (lat, lon)
tuples to find the suitable ones. Moreover, the general characteristics of the distribution may be
overlooked if we concentrate on each single geo-coordinate.
An alternative way is to construct some high-level mathematical model to describe the dis-
tribution of geo-coordinates, based on which we can tell where the spikes are. Intuitively, for a
certain tag τ , each spike can be modeled with a bivariate normal distribution N (µ,Σ), where the
mean µ = E[~g] = (E[lon],E[lat])⊺ and the covariance matrix Σ = E[(~g − E[~g])(g − E[~g])⊺]
(superscript (τ) is omitted for simplicity). Note that the spike is not necessary to be as abrupt as
is shown in Figure 4.1(a). Assume there are n such normal distributions, and each single geo-
coordinate ~g follows either one with the probability γ, where
∑n
i=1 γi = 1. Hence we can model
the distribution of all the geo-coordinates as the weighted composite of the n normal distributions,
that is,




However, ~γ, ~µ and ~Σ in Equation (4.2) are actually the unknown variables. We need to estimate
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them with the set of geo-coordinates G that we have. From the probability function, we can derive
the likelihood function as
L(~γ, ~µ, ~Σ|G) = Pg(G|~γ, ~µ, ~Σ) =
‖G‖∏
i=1
Pg(~gi|~γ, ~µ, ~Σ) (4.3)
or the more convenient log-likelihood function as





lnPg(~gi|~γ, ~µ, ~Σ). (4.4)
Consequently, our target can be formalized as
arg max
~γ,~µ,~Σ
lˆ(~γ, ~µ, ~Σ|G). (4.5)
To find the parameters of our geo-coordinate distribution model to maximize the likelihood
function, we make use of the well established expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [24].
The EM algorithm is an iterative method: it alternately performs an expectation (E) step, where
the expectation of the log-likelihood is evaluated with the current estimations of the parame-
ters, and a maximization (M) step, where parameters is computed to maximize the expected log-
likelihood found on the previous E step. One of the issue that has not been clarified is the number
of confederate normal distribution n, which needs to be specified during the execution of the EM
algorithm. However, n is not known a priori because we do not know how many spikes exist.
Therefore, we additionally recruit a v-fold cross-validation algorithm [1] to automatically deter-
mine how many normal distributions are required to model the distribution of geo-coordinates.
The general idea of this algorithm is to divide the observed data (or G here) into v folds. The
EM algorithm is respectively applied to the v folds of training data. The log-likelihood values
for all the v folds are averaged as a single metric to measure the stability of our model. At the
beginning, the number of normal distributions is set to 1. If the average log-likelihood has been
increased, we will increase the number of normal distributions by 1 correspondingly and invoke
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Figure 4.1: (a) Illustration of the global distribution of the geo-coordinates of tag f1, and (b) that
of its temporal distribution of the timestamps of.
a new round of cross-validation. By applying these two techniques, we can obtain n0 normal
distributions with specified parameters. Then, we additionally compute how many percentages
of the geo-coordinates on average, denoted by pi, follows each normal distribution, which is
straightforward.
4.2.2 Building Positionable Tag Classifier
With the distribution characteristics highlighted by the aforementioned model, It is less difficult
to determine whether the tag is positionable in our pre-defined AOI. We just need to build a binary
classifier C, which can take as tag as input, and output 1 if it consider the tag is positionable in
the AOI and 0 in the else cases.
Let us discuss how to build the classifier. Intuitively, a tag is positioned at the place where
a burst emerges, the mean vector ~µ is consequently regarded as the set of candidate positioning
locations. However, not all the spikes are qualified. As is mentioned before, the accuracy of the
tag position must reach the street level, thus the area of bell-shaped hump of a normal distribution
(or the confidence region Rcr) should be small enough, such that each mean µ precisely approx-
imates a specific location of the tag. The area can be estimated through the covariance matrix
Σ, that is, Rcr = var(lon) + 2cov(lon, lat) + var(lat). Recall that the street-level granularity
should be πr20. Hence we use the predicate Rcr ≤ πr20 to filter some spikes and retain the refined
candidate set ~µ′, which is valid for further evaluation.
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Then, based on the observation of the data, we propose two features to build the classifier.
The first feature f1(τ) is the number of positioning locations in the AOI. By definition, f1(τ) =
‖~µ′ ∩AOI‖. It is obvious that if a tag is position in the AOI, there must be at least one µ located
in the AOI. The second feature f2(τ) is the percentage of geo-coordinates that gather around the
µ in the AOI. By definition as well, f2(τ) =
∑
µi∈~µ′∩AOI
pi. We observe some tags that have a
spike in the AOI are not widely considered as being strongly to the AOI. The reason is that these
tags happened to be frequently used by a small number of users in the AOI, such that placing
the tags here does not make sense to the majority. In the distribution model, we will expect this
phenomenon to be some tiny spikes that cover a limited number of geo-coordinates Therefore,





1 if f1(τ) ≥ c0 ∧ f2(τ) ≥ p0
0 else
(4.6)
where c0 and p0 are the pre-defined thresholds.
It is arguable whether it is reasonable to intuitively specify the thresholds for both features in
Equation (4.6) or not. One alternative method is to leverage the supervised learning algorithm,
that is, SVM [23]. First, we choose a small set of tags, and ask experts to determine whether
they are positionable in the AOI. Meanwhile, the values of f1(τ) and f2(τ) of this tag set are
computed. Then, we leverage the SVM algorithm to train the classifier Csvm(τ). One drawback
of this method is that human effort is required to annotate the training set. For one or a few
AOIs, the human effort is probably managable, however, for hundreds of AOIs or more, it is too
laborious to be practical. As a result, if C~µ′,~p(τ) is not obviously inferior to Csvm(τ), we prefer to
the former one. This comparison will be further discussed in the evaluation section.
Applying the two steps described above, we can retain a set of tags that are considered as
being positionable in the AOI, which we denote Tp = C(T ). For each retained tag, we store a
tuple (tag, spike center(s), area of the confidence region, percentage(s) of the geo-coordinates)
into a database. There are two issues that need to be clarified. First, a tag may have multiple
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locations in the AOI according to our classification algorithm. We regard the location that is
surrounded by the most percentage of geo-coordinates as the principle location, because it is
most likely to be referred when the tag is used. Second, in this study, we do not focus on the
database issues, such as how to properly index the tuples to accelerate the range query against
them. We just assume our auto-annotation prototype system can efficiently obtain the required
data.
4.3 Evolving the Auto-Annotation Approach
Our auto-annotation approach can freely incorporate the positionable tag repository. We can
compute whether the tags are covered by the viewable scenes of a certain video as used to do it
for landmarks. In the computation, we use the principle location of a tag, and assume that its
outline is a circle having the same area as the confidence region. Afterwards, we directly apply
the qualified tags to the video, while we used to extract the names of landmarks to serve as the
tags. Next, we scores the relevance of the tags as usual. Finally, we have a orderd list of tags of a
sensor-rich video.
Nevertheless, some adaptation of the approach may lead to a better use of the new data source.
For example, tags may be unevenly used over the time, as they are in the spatial domain. Hence it
is more accurate if the algorithm to decide whether a tag appears in some video considers temporal
dimension as well. Furthermore, since the tags come from social multimedia applications, where
the crowdsourced data can be leveraged to evaluate some of the measures of tags. These measures,
such as tag similarity, popularity and geographic bias, can serve as the criteria to get the tags re-
scored. Below we discuss crucial parts of the approach evolution.
4.3.1 Generalizing Visibility Computation
A positionable tag may still not be relevant to some video, even if it is in the coverage area
of the video, because its semantics is not valid for the time when the video is captured. It is
worth mentioning that the semantics of such a tag is probably an event. For instance, tag ndp09,
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which means the national day parade held aside the Marina Bay in August 9th, 2009, cannot
be applied to a video shooting the same place but on a different day. As tags may be strongly
correlated to some places, they are also likely to be sensitive to time. The difference is that the
explosive usage of tags over temporal domain may periodically occur. While tag ndp09 is non-
repeatable, the usage of tag f1 increased sharply once a year when the Formula One Grand Prix
was held in Singapore (e.g., see Figure 4.1(b)). Therefore, we need to generalize our visibility
computation algorithm, which used to compute the visibility of landmarks only in the spatial
domain, to determine the coverage of an tag in the spatial plus temporal domain.
Mutual effort is required to achieve the generalization. On the one hand, we need to profile the
temporal distributions of tags, from which we predict whether the semantics of the tags are insen-
sitive to time, are only related to some past times, or explode periodically. As we are interested in
the distributions of the positionable tags in the AOI, we only include the taken times of the photos
whose geo-coordinates gather around the spatial centers of the tags in the AOI. Hence the time set
to investigate is T (τ)p =
⋃
∀m∈M(τ)∧geo(m)∼N (τ)(µ′,Σ′) time(m) ⊆ T
(τ)
. Though the data model
in the temporal domain is similar to that in the spatial domain, we adopt a different approach
because we focus on discovering periodicity.First, for each tag τ , we use the density-based clus-
tering algorithm (i.e., DBSCAN [26]) to discover the time intervals I(τ) = {i = [tbegin, tend]}
when a tag is frequently used. We do not use the EM algorithm here, because the density is
known beforehand. Specifically, we respectively set the level of density reachability to hour, day,





m and I(τ)y . We do this because a repeatable event is expected to occur at the similar hour of
different days, at the similar date/month or different years, or every a constant number of years.
Meanwhile, we limit the minimal number of timestamps required to form a cluster to filter small
hazard intervals. Then, if there is only a single time interval (i.e. ‖I(τ)‖ = 1), the tag is directly
considered only visible during this time. Otherwise, we fit I(τ) of each granularity into an arith-
metic progression I(n). If the fitting achieves a pre-defined confidence interval CII , the tag is
considered visible during I(0) + k(I(n) − I(n − 1)), k ∈ N. In the remaining case, the tag is
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considered visible at any time.
On the other hand, we add one more dimension (i.e., time) for the visibility computation. We
compare the timestamp of our FOV Scene with the explosive period of the tags. If the tag is
repeatable, we also need to compare the timestamp with the predicted periods. Since determining
the visibility of a tag over the time dimension is much lightweight, we place it before doing that
over the spatial dimensions, where the sophisticated geometry computation is more computation-
intensive.
4.3.2 Measuring Tag Similarity and Popularity
To use tag similarity, popularity and geographic bias to score the relevance, we need to compute
the three measures first. The percentage of geo-coordinates that gather around the center in
the AOI, which is a side product when building the classifier, can indicate tag geographic bias.
However, how to get the other two has not been clarified yet, and we discuss it here.
We first consider tag similarity. It is possible that several tags are similar to each other, and
related to the closeby places. For example, in Table 4.1, the f1 and the formula 1 are two such tags.
It happens because authors want to use different terms to make their published images/videos
more searchable. With our auto-annotation approach, both tags probably get about the same
scores. The problem occurs when the are ranked high among all tags. More tags of the same
semantics occupy the top positions degrade the relevance of other semantics to the video. It
is particularly severe if the auto-tagging system is used for tag suggestion, where it is usually
required to limit the number of suggested tags such as not to overwhelm users. Therefore, we
need to detect the synonyms, decrease their relevance scores, such that we maximize the diversity
(or entropy) of the semantics of the top ranked tags.
It is not trivial to measure the similarity among tags. One popular method is to evaluate their
co-occurrence [92, 59], which is defined as the number of images/videos where both tags occur.
We refer to the widely accepted metric, and extend it to the co-occurrence vector. We compute
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‖Mτi ∩Mτj‖ if i 6= j
‖Mτi‖ if i = j
. (4.7)
Then, co-occurrence vector is defined as the vector of the co-occurrences between one tag and all
the tags in the database, that is, ~ci = [ci,1, ci,2, . . . , ci,‖Tp‖]⊺. This metric is stronger, in that it not
only considers the co-occurrence between the two tags to evaluate their similarity, but also their
respectively co-occurrences with a third-party tag. Consequently, we can quantize the similarity






With the similarity scores of each pair of the tags, we also utilize the DBSCAN algorithm [26]
to group the synonyms, because by investigating our data model, we find that similar tags are
supposed to be close to each other in the co-occurrence vector space, resulting a region of dense
tags. We also need to determine the distance model. It is obvious that the distance between two
tags should be inversely related to their similarity. Additionally, cos(τi, τj) ∈ [0, 1], because all
the components of the co-occurrence vector are non-negative. Hence we use 1−cos(τi, τj) as the
distance model. In consequence, we can group the similar tags, and store the group information
into the database.
In contrast, it is a straightforward to quantize the popularity of a tag, which is define as the
number of authors who use it. In practice, we select all the multimedia objects in our retrieved
data set that are annotated by this tag, count the number of unique author IDs, and store them in
the database. In the following, we explain how we make use of the three measures re-score the
tag relevance.
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4.3.3 Re-scoring Tag Relevance
Our auto-annotation prototype system used to evaluate the visual relevance of each candidate
object to the video, and give it score. Here we refer it as the baseline score. Tags were treated
equally, since the geo-information system it sourced (i.e., OpenStreetMap) did not supply nec-
essary hints. As a result, some inherent characteristics of tags were likely to be missing. For
instance, esplanade is the name of a famous landmark in the Marina Bay Area of Singapore,
such that it is more likely to attract the camera than a rarely known tag. However, our prototype
did not promote the rank of it. Fortunately, the social multimedia application helps to judge the
importance of tags. Hence, on the basis of the baseline score, we propose a promotion score s(τ)
to give credit important tags.
Then, we consider how to use the aforementioned three measures to promote the score of a tag
properly. First, we prefer the tags that are more unique to the AOI, because they can make the an-
notated video more distinguishable, and let the score of tag geographic bias p(τ) be proportional
to the percentage. Second, we prefer the widely used tags because they agree with majority’s
perception, and people may incline to use them to search images/videos as well. Therefore, the
score of tag popularity a(τ) is similarly set to be proportional to the author number. Third, based
on the similarity between tags, they are partitioned into a number of groups of synonyms. To
maximize the diversity of the semantics of top ranked tags, we select one representative tag for
each group, who is the only one in the group to be promoted. To sum up, the promotion score of




ω0(ω1p(τ) + ω2a(τ)) if arg max
τ ′∈group(τ)
p(τ ′) = τ
0 else
(4.9)
where ω0 scales the promotion score against the baseline score, while ω1 and ω2 balance the
influence from the two measures. Then, the auto-annotation approach can combine the baseline
and the promotion scores together to rank tags more reasonably.
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4.4 Evaluation
We choose to use Flickr to evaluate our approach of building a positionable tag repository, and the
AOI is set to the Marina Bay Area of Singapore, that is, the circle centered at (103.8569, 1.2852)
with 1km radius. We obtained the dataset from Flickr with the following steps. First, we used
the range search API to retrieve first 20, 000 photos taken from 2007 to 2011, in the pre-defined
circle and sorted by their popularity. Then, we extracted all the tags used by these seed photos.
Afterwards, for each tag, we retrieved at most 20, 000 popular photos using it (some tags may not
be used by that many photos), and recorded the photo ID, the author ID, the geo-coordinate, its
accuracy, the taken time and the co-occurrent tags, which make up the dataset for our evaluation.
In the remainder of this section, we demonstrate the accuracy of our positionable tag classifica-
tion, the accuracy of tag positioning and the quality of the generated tags by out auto-annotation
prototype.
4.4.1 Accuracy of Positionable Tag Classification
To evaluate the performance of our classifier, we selected the 500 most used tags in our dataset
and invited people to judge whether the tags are associated to a specific place in the AOI according
to their perception. First, we used this ground truth to train and evaluate the performance of the
SVM-based classifier Csvm. In implementation, we leveraged LIBSVM [15] to train the classifier,
respectively using the number of positioning locations in the AOI (i.e., f1(τ)), the percentage of
geo-coordinates in the AOI (i.e., f2(τ)) and both features. Only tags’ positioned locations whose
confidence region is no larger than the AOI (i.e., r0 ≤ 1km) are considered. The tags with
ground truth were divided into to sets: a training set containing 400 such tags and a validation set
containing the remaining tags. We ran 40 rounds of classifier training and validation, and in each
round, we randomly re-selected the training tags to minimizing the bias result from the training
data selection.
Table 4.2 illustrates the performance of the SVM-based classifier Csvm. In general, either the
number of positioning locations in the AOI or the percentage of geo-coordinates in the AOI is an
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f1(τ) f2(τ) f1(τ) + f2(τ)
Precision mean 0.818 0.733 0.748
Precision std. 0.134 0.09 0.085
Recall mean 0.484 0.745 0.738
Recall std. 0.13 0.071 0.071
Table 4.2: Precision and recall statistics.
effective feature, which can achieve sound precision and recall; using the two features together
achieves the best performance, that is, the maximal value of precision plus recall. Additionally,
it is found that the standard deviations of precision and recall are small, indicating that the per-
formance of the classifiers trained by different dataset is rather stable. Moreover, only using the
number of positioning locations in the AOI shows the inferior performance to the other two in
the precision-recall measure. Investigating the data, we found that some tags should have been
considered positionable because they have spikes in the AOI, but they are only frequently used
by few users, implying that the positionable judgement may not reflect, but conflict with the con-
sensus (i.e., the ground truth). Hence classifier is somewhat confused when it is trained with this
feature only. This is the reason why we introduce the secondary feature.
Then, we evaluate the classifier C~µ′,~p based on intuition. The thresholds we chose are f1(τ) ≥
1 and f2(τ) ≥ 0.1, with which we obtain the classifier that achieves 0.652 precision and 0.836
recall. The performance of C~µ′,~p is as good as that of Msvm in the precision-recall measure, but
it favors the recall a bit more. Furthermore, we are interested in whether the threshold choice
based on intuition is good enough. Figures 4.2(a) – (c) show the performance in the precision-
recall measure over different combinations of the thresholds of f1(τ) and f2(τ). It is clear that
with increase of the thresholds, tags are less likely to be considered positionable, such that the
precision grows while the recall declines. Considering the precision and the recall together, we
find that the sweet spot is one or two centers for f1(τ) and a not too big percentage for f2(τ),
where our threshold choice lies. In conclusion, we can trust our simple classifier, and do not need
the SVM-based one that requires human effort.
Additionally, it is interesting to study the impact of the accuracy of geo-coordinates on our
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Figure 4.2: (a) Precision, (b) recall and (c) precision + recall under different combinations of the
number of centers and the percentage of geo-coordinates thresholds.
human editing, positioning through GPS, cellular base stations or WiFi access points, etc. Dif-
ferent positioning methods have multiple accuracy levels. However, we restrictively require the
tag to be positionable at some place in street-level accuracy. Therefore, we expect the accuracy
of our classification is encumbered by the inaccurate geo-coordinates. Our generic classification
approach is blind to the accuracy level of geo-coordinates, because this information can not be as-
sumed universally available. Fortunately, Flickr quantizes the accuracy level (from world ∼ 1 to
street ∼ 16), and provides it to API users. Hence we could filter the inaccurate geo-coordinates
whose accuracy level is below 14, and then executed our algorithm. By doing so, our simple
















Figure 4.3: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the distances between the estimated and
the real positions.
4.4.2 Accuracy of Tag Positioning
In the tag classification step, our classifier selected 148 positionable tags, which we used for the
following evaluation. Recall that we adopt the location of the spike covering the most percentage
of geo-coordinates as the principle location of the positionable tag. This location is further used
by our auto-annotation prototype to conduct geometry computation and determine the coverage
of the tag by a certain video. Therefore, we need to determine whether the estimated locations of
them are accurate enough. Though the classification step guarantees tags are positioned at some
locations with street-level accuracy, it is not clear they are positioned at the locations where they
are semantically supposed to be.
It is usually difficult to judge what the correct location of a tag is, except that the tag represents
a landmark. 41 out of these positionable tags are of this type. We obtained their locations from
Google Map, Wikipedia, etc. to serve as the ground truth, and computed the distance between
the ground truth and our estimated locations. In general, the mean distance is 202m while the
standard deviation is 207m. In detail, Figure 4.3 shows the cumulative distribution function of
the distances, which are not uniformly distributed. More than 50% distances are smaller than
100m. While the absolute values seem not to be good, they are acceptable because the scales
of these landmarks are usually at the hundred-meter level, and the view of a video continuously




marina bay, the shoppes marina bay, esplanade, one fullerton, sin-
gapore river, sands expo and convention center, sands casino, ma-
rina bay residence, mist walk, the promotory @ marina bay, ma-
rina bay financial centre tower, marina bay sands (art science mu-
seum), marina bay city gallery, the float @ marina bay, marina bay
financial centre tower
Flickr dataset with no
system adaptation
ndp†, flyer, ndp 2011†, mbs, national day parade 2011†, lewis
hamilton‡, mark webber‡, ndp 09†, ndpeeps†, sands, marina bay,
singapore gp‡, merlion park⋆, street circuit‡
+ temporal dimension flyer, mbs, sky park, sands, marina bay, merlion park, one fuller-
ton, 1dmkiv, singapour, marina bay sands hotel, ntuc, hee kuan
weng, fullerton hotel, raffles place, double helix bridge
+ tag popularity and
geographic bias
mbs1, flyer2, sky park1, marina bay3, sands1, merlion park4,
singapour5, one fullerton6, marina bay sands hotel1, raffles place7,
1dmkiv8, fullerton hotel9, ntuc10, double helix bridge11, helix
bridge11
+ tag similarity flyer1, mbs2, marina bay3, sky park2, sands2, 1dmkiv4, merlion
park5, one fullerton6 , singapour7, marina bay sands hotel2, ntuc8,
double helix bridge9, hee kuan weng10, fullerton hotel11, raffles
place12
Figure 4.4: Illustration of snaphots of a sample video, and the top 15 tags that are generated by
our auto-tagging system with with different settings.
4.4.3 Examples of Generated Tags
Then, we supplied these positionable tags to our auto-annotation prototype, which were equipped
with the new features introduced in Section 4.3, to verify the quality of generated tags for our
sensor-rich videos. For comparison, The auto-tagging system also used latest dataset extracted
from OpenStreetMap to generate tags. Figure 4.4 shows a canonical sensor-rich video we cap-
tured before, and the generated tags for it with different settings. In general, our adaptation and
social tags are effective in generating accurate tags with a wider range of semantics.
Now we detail the results. To begin with, we compare the first two rows of tags. Tags in
the 1-st row are generated with the OpenStreetMap dataset. They look long, formal and are
completely spelled out. In contrast, tags in the 2-nd row originate from the Flickr dataset are
more concise and casual. It is hard to judge which style of tags is better unless the concrete
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scenario is given. However, one obvious advantage of using social tags is that the system can
generate the tags of event semantics. For example, the tags with a “†” annotation are all about
the national day parade, while those with a “‡” annotation are about the F1 Grand Prix. Both of
the events were held in the Marina Bay area. Whether this event tags are relevant here or not (we
will discuss it later), incorporating social multimedia applications can extend the semantics of
our generated tags beyond the geographic domain. The remaining tags in the 2-nd row represent
nearly same group of landmarks as those in the 1-st row do. Note that in the 2-nd row, the tag
with a “⋆” annotation is a famous place, but is missed in the the 1-st row, because it is still missing
in the OpenStreetMap. Hence social multimedia applications can also be a supplement landmark
provider.
Nevertheless, the real situation is that the event tags should not be generated for the canonical
video, which was taken on an ordinary day. Such event tags are related to some specific times.
By applying our temporal dimension extension to the visibility computation module, we can filter
the tags that are not supposed to be valid at the taken time of the video, resulting in the tag list in
the 3-rd row.
Next, we would like to see whether the social hints can help to order the tag list better. We
investigate two italic tags in the 3-rd row: the former exactly means a model of the Canon camera;
the latter is probably the name of a photographer. These two tags should be ranked low because
they do not reflect the majority’s understanding of the video. After applying the criteria of tag
popularity and geographic bias, we got the re-ranked tag list in the 4-th row. Both of the two tags
move backwards in the list, and hee kuan weng is even out of the top 15 tags.
At last, we evaluate the effectiveness of diversifying tag semantics by preventing the similar
tags from being ranked high simultaneously. In the 4-th and the 5-th rows respectively, the tags
with the same subscript have the same semantics. It is found that the semantics expand by 1
after we apply the module of similar tag detection. Frankly speaking, the improvement is not
substantial. In either row, we observe 4 tags referring to the Marina Bay Sands. Investigating
the data, we find that the various descriptions of the same landmark may be used by different
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people in different photos. Therefore, in the future, tag similarity detection method needs to be
improved. One possible technique is exploiting tags’ co-occurrence over temporal and spatial
domains as well [117].
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we showed how a positionable tag repository extracted from the social multimedia
application can benefit. To setup such a repository, we estimated the distribution model of tags,
extracted two features from the model, and built two classifiers to detect positionable tags. To
making better use of the repository, we further extracted the temporal feature of positionable
tags, extended the visibility computation algorithm to the temporal dimension, and computed tag
similarity, popularity and geographic bias to re-order tag list. The good quality of the generated
tags with this data source has been confirmed through our evaluation. There are multiple possible
extensions to future out study of this specific problem. We plan to extend our approach to world-




Measurements on A Real-World P2P
Streaming Application
5.1 Introduction
A number of peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming systems, such as PPTV, PPStream, SopCast and
UUSee, have attracted large user communities in recent years. Self-scaling P2P architectures have
demonstrated their effectiveness; however, the distributed nature of peer-assistance has resulted in
significant wide-area traffic. Cisco recently reported that globally, the amount of P2P-TV traffic
has exceeded 280 petabytes per month [21]. Such heavy traffic raises considerable challenges
for network resource management, and sometimes consumes excessive bandwidth which could
have been used in support of other applications. Especially, the extensive amount of cross-ISP
traffic raises the operational costs of Internet service providers (ISPs) and congests the gateways
between them. On the other hand, ISPs increasingly have come to understand the benefits of
P2P applications and end users’ interest in a high quality streaming experience. To manage these
opposing factors, ISPs have become interested in localizing traffic to improve resource usage and
reduce inter-autonomous-system (inter-AS) bandwidth usage [16].
Geneqrally, we are interested in finding a solution for P2P traffic optimization that can satisfy
both ISPs and end users. The fundamental strategy is to intentionally download data from closeby
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peers. However, before directly diving into devising the method, we expect to understand whether
the closeby peers exist or not. In other word, it is desired to have the insights of the network
distribution of peers, especially those of the real-world P2P TV applications. Though prior studies
provided a thorough analysis of such applications [31, 106, 53], they did not publish the detailed
information about the exact information we want for P2P traffic locality. Thus, we are motivated
to conduct our own measurement and analysis.
In this study, we monitor and understand the partnership protocol of PPTV, and develop a
crawler to probe the overlay topology. Our traces unveil two major characteristics of PPTV listed
below.
• Our analysis of this data set demonstrates that AS distribution is exceedingly skewed, and
the top ASes contain a plentiful number of peers. This opens a significant opportunity to
exploit peer locality and reduce inter-AS traffic.
• Our analysis of the collected data also demonstrates that there exist a considerable number
of LANs containing multiple peers when a channel is popular. This opens a significant
opportunity to exploit LAN-awareness.
In addition, we analyze the churn model and extract some key parameters, which will be used for
our future experiments to make the evaluation more realistic.
In the remainder of this chapter, we will discuss our measurements on PPTV in great detail.
We first introduce our methodology of setup the measurements in Section 5.2. Then, we analyze
and demonstrate the knowledge that is extract from our collected traces in Section 5.3. Finally,
we conclude our measurements in Section 5.4.
5.2 Measurement Setup









Figure 5.1: Partnership protocol of PPTV.
5.2.1 Single-Machine Traffic Monitoring
Our measurements target PPTV, a free P2P-TV application supporting both live streaming and
video-on-demand (VoD). Our measurements involved two steps. First, we installed a PPTV V2.4
client on a PC, selected one popular channel, i.e., Hunan Satellite TV, and then used Wireshark
to capture the PPTV packets. The trace collection lasted for one month and 318, 760 distinct IP
addresses were recorded. Though the system setup is trivial, understanding the communication
protocol of PPTV, which may be later used to implement our crawler, is not.
Through the knowledge discovered from the traces and the previous report about PPLivve [31],
we can generally estimate the partnership protocol of the live streaming functionality (see Fig-
ure 5.1). Once a PPTV client (or peer) joins the system, it contacts the bootstrap server to retrieve
the list of active channels. After the client chooses a program to watch, it informs the tracker
server of its participation in the corresponding channel and obtains a list of active clients in this
channel as the initial partners. Then, the client expands its partner list by querying the partners’
neighborhoods During the session, the client keeps updating the partnership information at regu-
lar intervals. Notably, PPTV constructs the overlay on a per-channel basis, containing the peers
that are watching the channel.
Currently PPTV adopts UDP as the transport protocol by default. A client randomly chooses
a unique port, through which all the IP packets related to PPTV are transmitted. Therefore, a UDP
socket 〈IP, port〉 can exclusively represent a client. In our measurements, we observed a consid-
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erable number of sockets that share some common IPs. Since their ports were different, these
sockets represented different clients. This phenomenon occurs because of network address trans-
lation (NAT), which is usually deployed at the gateway between WAN and LAN and translates
private IPs of multiple clients within the same LAN into the same public IP.
5.2.2 Proactive Overlay Topology Probing
In our measurements, we are interested in the topology-related information. To acquire this
information, we need to know all the concurrent peers in a channel, i.e., obtain an active peer
population snapshot. Thus, our second step is to implement a PPTV crawler in Python, inspired
by the method of Vu et al. [99], to probe the overlay topology of PPTV. The crawler imitates
the behavior of a PPTV client to probe peers in the channel from both the tracker server and the
clients. Probing peers from the tracker server is straightforward. The crawler repeatedly requests
peers from the tracker server until it can no longer get any new peers. In contrast, probing
peers from the clients is complex. Whenever the crawler acquires a new peer, it will query this
peer for the peers in its local view. This operation is repeated until no new peer is discovered
by the crawler. When both operations are complete, we have obtained the snapshot. Formally,
let S denote the set of the captured peers and T denote the set of the peers returned by the
tracker server. Neighbor(p) represents the peers in the local view of peer p and Neighbor(S) =
⋃
p∈S Neighbor(p). Then, S can be defined as
S = {p|p ∈ T ∨ p ∈ Neighbor(S)}. (5.1)
Actually, the crawler cannot probe all the concurrent peers at the same time due to the recursive
nature of Equation 5.1. S is an approximation of the snapshot and converges to it as the execution
time decreases. Thus, we parallelized the independent probes so that the crawler could complete
its work in just a few minutes. Additionally, to enable the communication with the tracker server
and the clients, we have collected a considerable amount of PPTV traffic with Wireshark to
recognize the packet format of the partnership protocol.
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To avoid that the captured peers might be biased to the crawler’s location, we deployed the
copies on 44 PlanetLab nodes spread over 15 countries and regions and executed them simulta-
neously at the regular interval of 15 minutes. Our selection of the PlanetLab node number and
execution interval is moderate to restrict the overhead brought to PPTV. The snapshot collection
lasted from May 17th to June 13th, 2010 and we obtained more than 70 GB of raw log data.
Afterwards, we merged the concurrent snapshots from different PlanetLab nodes to construct a
complete snapshot.
5.3 Trace Analysis
5.3.1 ISP-Scale Peer Distribution
Our first task is to analyze the peer distribution among ISPs. To do so, we leveraged the Team
Cymru service (whois.cymru.com) to retrieve the country and AS ID of each IP address. The
resulting counts for each country and AS, sorted in descending order, are shown in Figures 5.2(a)
and 5.2(b). We can discern three major findings. (1) The peer network location distribution is
time-scale invariant; (2) the distribution of the peers communicating with our single host is similar
to that of the concurrent peers in a channel of the NBA game, implying that PPTV’s partnership
protocol may be blind to network locations; and (3) the percentage of peers versus the rank
follows a Zipf-like distribution. In the PPTV traces, about 80% of the IP addresses come from
the two top ranking ASes, and the top 10 ASes cover more than 90% of the IP addresses. This
skewness can be attributed in part to the different sizes of ISPs. However, it also seems relevant
that the delivered content may be of regional interest (e.g., because of the language) and hence
the distribution of PPTV is significantly more skewed than that of BitTorrent, whose delivered
content is in English and spread worldwide. Our main observation here is that, while the exact
degree of skewness may depend on several factors, its existence indicates that the majority of
peers are contained in a small number of ASes, and hence the majority of the traffic originates
from and terminates in them as well. This provides us with the basis for a solution that copes




































































Figure 5.2: (a) Log-log plot of the percentage of peers versus the country rank; (b) log-log plot
of the percentage of peers versus the AS rank; and (c) the average number of peers per AS in a
sports channel during one day; the time zone is GMT+8.
Specifically, Figure 5.2(c) shows the one-day trends of the average number of the peers per
AS in the top 10 and in the remained ASes, respectively. In comparison with the remained ASes,
the top 10 ASes consistently contained a much larger number of peers, especially at peak times
when the game was live broadcast. The high peer density not only indicates that most inter-
AS traffic traverses these crowded ASes’ boundaries, but it also promises a significant potential
to localize traffic. The plentiful number of local neighbors enables the peers in these crowded
ASes to satisfy their demands for streams locally. In contrast, the average number of peers in the
remaining ASes stays low during the whole day. Even at peak times, the average number is only
about 4. These peers have few intra-AS neighbors and therefore must download most of their
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Name Type Event
Hunan Satellite TV Comprehensive N/A
SiTV-Sports Sports 3rd match of NBA Final
CCTV-5 Sports 4th match of NBA Final & 1st match of World Cup
Part A
Name Rate (Kbps) Population (daily basis)
Hunan Satellite TV 400 481 – 17,949
SiTV-Sports 400 47 – 11,160
CCTV-5 700 789 – 183,109
Part B
Table 5.1: Summary of the studied channels. The one-day traces of these three channels were
respectively collected on May 19th, June 9th and June 11th, 2010. The time zone is GTM+8.
data from non-local peers. Thus we conclude from our traces that there is a great opportunity to
localize traffic, especially within the top ASes.
5.3.2 LAN-Scale Peer Distribution
The second task is to analyze the peer distribution among LANs, concentrating on the data of
three representative PPTV channels, which are summarized in Table 5.1. Here we assume that the
recorded peers sharing the same IP are connected to the same LAN. This assumption may cause
underestimation to some extent, because peers from some large LANs, such as a campus network,
connect into the WAN through multiple gateways so that the peers are recorded with different
IPs. In fact, if the subnet mask could be detected, it would be more accurate to estimate the
number of peers in a LAN. Unfortunately, the mask was not observable with our experiment setup.
However, even with this underestimation, we still observed abundant LANs hosting multiple
peers. Moreover, the possible larger LANs favor our motivation and solution of traffic locality
introduced in the following chapter.
Figures 5.3(a) – (c) show the one-day evolutions of the channel population, the percentage
of the IPs supplying at least 2 peers and the percentage of the peers within these IPs. While
the evolution of Hunan Satellite TV (HunanTV) follows a diurnal pattern, those of the other two
sports channels are event-related (peaks occur in the morning of the NBA Final and at the night













































































Figure 5.3: One-day evolutions of (a) the channel population, (b) the percentage of the IPs that
supply at least 2 peers and (c) the percentage of the peers from the IPs that supply at least 2 peers.
The time zone is GTM+8.
the total number of peers are associated with these IPs. Specifically, 21% of the population of
CCTV-5 represents about 39,000 peers, the number of which is much more than the population
of a whole channel at regular times. As we know, most ISPs charge content providers with
the 95th percentile rule, implying that the monetary cost is determined by the peak bandwidth
usage. Thus, both the percentage and the number illustrate a significant prospect for lowering the
monetary cost for content providers if traffic is localized within LANs.
One important observation from the evolutions is that the incidence rate of multiple peers
within a LAN is correlated with the channel population. Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) present a
clearer picture. Let X (i) denote the number of IPs who supply at least i peers and N (i) denote
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the total number of peers within these IPs. For simplicity, the two terminologies are respectively
reduced to X and N when i = 1. According to the traces, the correlations approximate
X (2) ∝ N logN , (5.2)
N (2) ∝ N logN . (5.3)
Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 imply that the incidence rate of multiple peers within the same LAN increases
logN times faster than the channel population. Originally, Figure 5.6(a) infers X (2) ∝ X logN .
However, we derive Equation 5.2 as we find a linear dependence between X and N as well as
between X (2) and N (2), shown in Figures 5.6(e) and 5.6(f). Here we conducted curve fitting
and obtained
N = 1.16X − 543, (5.4)
N (2) = 3.4X (2) − 112. (5.5)
Then, let ∆ = N −X = N (2)−X (2), which indicates the number of peers that can satisfy their
streaming demand within LANs if one peer in each LAN imports a stream from outside. As N is
very large, ∆ approximates 0.16X and 0.14N . Therefore, if a LAN-aware solution is provided,
about 14% of the traffic can be eliminated from the WAN.
Next, we would like to understand the peer distribution among the LANs accommodating
multiple peers. Figure 5.6(d) shows that the number of peers associated with one IP versus the
IP’s rank follows a Zipf-like distribution. Only a small fraction of IPs host tens of or even more
peers. These IPs may be from some campuses or companies, where there are numerous users.
In contrast, the remaining fraction of IPs come from households, where the members are few.
Furthermore, an additional question is how crowded a LAN will be. In our traces, the most
crowded IP supplied 214 peers. Figure 5.6(c) shows the correlation between the number of peers
in the top ranking IPs and the channel population, which can be approximately represented by

























































Figure 5.5: (a) Trend of the number of the arrival events during one day; (b) trend of the number
of the peers during one day. The time zone is GMT+8.
where itop satisfies X (itop) > 0 and X (itop + 1) = 0.
5.3.3 Churn Model Analysis
Next, though churn model have been measured several times, we are still interested in under-
standing the properties of it because this knowledge can benefit our future experiments. The
traces we collected can be used to probe the overlay topology, but not the peer session. In stead,
we leveraged the PPTV traces published by Vu et al. [99]. These traces recorded snapshots of all
the participating peers in a channel at 10-minute intervals during one day, but the IP addresses
are encrypted to preserve anonymity. First, we estimated the session length of each peer by
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counting the number of consecutive snapshots where the peer appears. Figure 5.4 shows that
the percentage of the peers versus the session length follows a Power Law distribution as well.
About 70% of the users are tuned into the channel for less than 20 minutes. We used Matlab to
fit the real data with Log-normal (Log-N) and Weibull (Wei) distributions, similar to the method
of Stutzbach et al. [94]. Both of the two distributions describe the trace data well, though there
are some slight deviations. Next, we estimated the arrival rate of the peers in the channel. A prior
measurement study [94] shows that the arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution. Thus, we only
need to estimate the parameter of the distribution. The parameter can be obtained by counting
the number of the newly appearing peers in each snapshot, but it is somewhat underestimated be-
cause some peers arrive and leave within the same interval so that they are not captured by either
snapshot. Assuming that the arrival events occur uniformly during the interval, we can compute





F (T − t)dt (5.7)
where F (x) is the CDF (Log-N or Wei) of the session length and T is the length of the interval.
With this probability, we added the undetected events to the arrival rate. Figure 5.5(a) illustrates
the trend of arrival events, which follows the diurnal pattern. We leveraged the distributions of
the arrival rate and the session length to generate peers’ arrival and leave events during one day
and plotted Figure 5.5(b), showing that the synthetic churn forms a trend similar to the real trace
whether the Log-N or the Wei distribution is used to describe the session length. Comparing
Figures 5.5(a) and (b), the trend of the arrival rate is found to be similar to that of the number of
peers. The similarity suggests that the variation of the arrival rate is the dominant reason for the
fluctuation of the number of peers.
Finally, we can combine the peers’ network location distribution and the mathematical model
of churn together to separately model the churn of each AS. Let A and Ai respectively denote
the number of arrival events of all peers and the peers in ASi. According to the Poisson process,
A ∼ Pois(λ) can be decomposed into Ai ∼ Pois(λi) where i = 1, 2, . . . ,K and
∑K
i=0 λi = λ.
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λi/λ equals the percentage of the peers in ASi.
5.4 Conclusions
In this study, we focused on the measurements of the real-world P2P application, that is, PPTV. By
monitoring the traffic of a client, we estimated the partnership protocol of PPTV, with which we
implemented a crawler in Python to proactively collect the information of the overlay topology.
From the traces we collected, we mainly discovered the bias distribution of peers among ISPs,
and the existence of the LANs that accommodate multiple peers. This knowledge confirms that




































































































































































a = 3.4, b = -122
(e) (f)
Figure 5.6: (a) The percentage of the IPs that supply at least 2 peers, and (b) the percentage of
the peers from the IPs that supply at least 2 peers, and (c) the number of peers in the top ranked
IP, respectively; (d) peer distribution in the IPs that supply at least 2 peers at peak; (e) correlation
between the number of IPs and the channel population; and (f) correlation between the number




ISP-Friendly P2P Live Streaming: A
Roadmap to Realization
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, it has been shown that it is possible to localize P2P traffic by making
peers connecting to their local partners. However, many existing P2P application employ a naive
peer-selection strategy that is unaware of the network underlay information and results in a largely
random connection topology. Recently a number of ISP-friendly solutions have been proposed
to skew either the peer selection strategy or the media chunk scheduling mechanism such that
partner nodes within close proximity are preferred [44, 10, 18, 34, 57, 84, 3, 2, 110, 39, 111, 72,
80, 97, 36, 101, 83]. These inspiring solutions have illustrated the benefits that can be gained
from locality-awareness.
A subset of the proposed techniques focus on live streaming systems [72, 80, 97, 36, 101],
with the others pertaining to file sharing applications. While some characteristics are common
between the two types of applications, there are also important differences. First, as a major
distinction, file sharing systems can accept flexible downloading rates while live streaming re-
quires a sustained level of packet traffic, such that chunks can be retrieved before their playback
deadlines. Second, live streaming often has much higher dynamics (i.e., churn) than file sharing,
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resulting in so-called flash crowds, where the number of participants spikes during a very short
period of time (e.g., the start of a soccer game). In addition to these challenges, prior studies on
live streaming scenario did not investigate the correlation between traffic locality and streaming
quality guarantee. As we will show, this mutual dependence prevents cross-ISP traffic from being
freely reduced.
To address these challenges, we have designed, implemented and evaluated an ISP-friendly
peer-selection mechanism called IFPS. Strictly speaking our proposed technique reduces traffic
at the inter-AS level, but we still use the term ISP-friendly as is the convention in prior studies.
Our focus has been specifically on designing a practice-oriented, yet effective solution which is
compatible with the predominant, tracker-based P2P live streaming systems. IFPS introduces
little control message overhead while it is able to react quickly to topology changes based on
available AS-membership information. To guide the design of IFPS, we theoretically model the
minimal inter-AS traffic required by a streaming system with streaming quality preserved – an
issue which has not been addressed in earlier studies. To make our design and evaluation realistic,
we have collected and analyzed traces from PPTV – one of the most popular P2P-TV applications.
The experimental results of our trace-driven simulations show that IFPS greatly reduces inter-AS
traffic, approaching the optimum, while minimally impacting the streaming quality. Overall our
work on IFPS introduces a number of contributions:
1. We have proposed an underlay-aware peer selection algorithm, which leverages the Ora-
cle-style underlay information and which balances between traffic locality and streaming
quality guarantee. The heuristic demonstrates the competitive performance against the
rate-allocation solutions [72, 80, 97, 36, 101].
2. We have built a mathematical model of the minimal inter-AS streaming rate required by
a P2P live streaming system while preserving streaming quality. Results show that the
inter-AS rates can be dramatically reduced with almost no negative effect on the streaming
quality.
3. Based on our mathematical model we introduce a locality-aware peer selection mechanism
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which significantly reduces inter-AS traffic, while ensuring live streaming quality. Our
method is very practical and requires minimal changes to existing, popular tracker-based
systems. It is scalable since negligible message control overhead is generated.
4. We have evaluated the performance of our peer selection algorithm in the highly dynamic
environments of typical P2P live streaming systems. Our peer selection technique excels
under such dynamic conditions. Churn is one of the premier challenges in P2P systems and
our design can very quickly adapt to changes, i.e., it exhibits very rapid convergence even
under large-scale changes.
The remaining sections are organized as follows. We model the optimal inter-AS stream-
ing rate in Section 6.3. Next, IFPS is introduced in Section 6.4 and evaluated in Section 6.5.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.6.
6.2 Underlay-Aware Peer Selection
First, we investigate whether selecting peers according to the underlay structure can benefit P2P
streaming systems. In particular, we propose a novel peer selection algorithm that is based on the
gossip protocol and supports adaptation. Specifically, our algorithm achieves the following goals.
(1) An Oracle [3] is leveraged to rank peers according to some distance metric so that the P2P
networks could form a local clustering topology. (2) Peers maintain a partial view of all partici-
pants in the system and communicate with others through gossip. The number of gossip rounds
that peers take to achieve a stable view converges quickly. (3) Peer selection smoothly adjusts
between biased and random peer selections according to the neighbors’ streaming contributions
to prevent the streaming quality from suffering. In the following part of this section, we explain
our algorithm and simulation work in detail and show the experimental results.
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6.2.1 Adaptive Peer Selection Algorithm
We now sketch the adaptive peer selection algorithm in general, and describe the biased gossip
protocol and the adaptation between biased and random peer selections in detail. The adaptive
peer selection algorithm consists of two major components: the Oracle and gossip. First, we
choose to leverage an Oracle [3] because ISPs are expected to have better knowledge of network
information such as the number of autonomous system (AS) and router hops within one AS in
accordance with the routing algorithm. Additionally, P2P systems are relieved from measuring
the underlay information with this service. Importantly, this cooperative strategy endows ISPs
with the capability to influence P2P systems so that the information could be used for traffic
engineering by ISPs. Second, this algorithm should use a distributed paradigm based on the
gossip protocol because a considerable number of Oracle queries may overburden the tracker.
Peers contact the tracker once to get a group of random candidate neighbors when they join the
system. After that, they only communicate with their neighbors.
A peer maintains a list of n neighbors as its partial view of the participants in the system
and a discrete probability distribution function (PDF) Prα[k], where k denotes a discrete random
variable and α denotes a tuning parameter. The PDF will be discussed in detail later. After the
peer joins the system, it gossips with its neighbors to evolve its partial view at regular intervals.
At the beginning of each gossip round, the PDF is tuned according to the neighbors’ streaming
contributions to the peer between the current and the previous gossip rounds. Next, the PDF pro-
vides each neighbor of the peer with a probability value through which one neighbor is selected
as the gossip target and m (m ≤ n) neighbors are selected to construct the gossip message. More-
over, the peer should also be added into the gossip message to advertise itself to others. Next,
the peer sends the message to the target peer and waits for a reply. On the other end, the target
peer constructs the gossip message in the same way and replies to the sender. This is a push-pull
gossip policy. Finally, both the sender and the receiver query the Oracle to rank all the peers both
in their current view and from the received gossip message. They use the PDF to filter excessive
peers and retain n neighbors as their new view. Algorithms 2 and 3 describe the adaptive peer
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selection algorithms that execute on the sender and on the receiver, respectively.
Algorithm 2: Adaptive Peer Selection: Sender
view = current n neighbors sorted by distance
pdf = current probability distribution function
tune pdf according to neighbors’ contributions
receiver = use pdf to select a neighbor in view
msgs = use pdf to select m neighbors in view
add self into bufs
send msgs to receiver
if receive msgr from receiver then
tmp = use Oracle to rank view + msgr
view = use pdf to retain n peers in tmp
Algorithm 3: Adaptive Peer Selection: Receiver
view = current n neighbors sorted by distance
pdf = current probability distribution function
if receive msgs from sender then
msgr = use pdf to select m neighbors in view
send msgr to sender
tmp = use Oracle to rank view + msgs
view = use pdf to retain n peers in tmp
In order to tune the PDF, a peer should record its neighbors’ streaming contributions between
two gossip rounds. For this purpose, the peer maintains a hash table to map the neighbor to its
contribution which represents the size of the received streaming data. The contributions are reset
to 0 after a certain gossip round completes and are accumulated when streaming data is received
from the corresponding neighbor.
6.2.2 Biased Gossip
The peers’ partial view evolves from a list of random neighbors to a list of close neighbors through
the gossip communication. In order to accelerate the speed of the overlay topology evolution, the
gossip target and the peers chosen for exchange should be carefully selected. There is the implied
rule that if peer A is close to peer B and peer B is close to peer C , then peer A may also be close
to peer C with high probability. Specifically, the sender, denoted by A, selects a close neighbor,
denoted by B, to gossip and B replies to A with a gossip message containing a close neighbor,
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denoted by C , so that C is another close neighbor of A with high probability. To integrate this
implied rule into biased gossip, the PDF Prα[k] is carefully designed to achieve the following
two properties.
• Prα[k] is monotonically decreasing so that if k1 < k2, then Prα[k1] > Prα[k2] for any
random variables k1 and k2.
• Prα[k] is configurable through parameter α to smooth or intensify its gradient and to be
able to monotonically approximate uniform distribution.
We may simply leverage the geometric PDF, Prα[k] = (1 − α)k−1α, which satisfies these two
properties. When α approaches 0, it approximates a uniform distribution.
In the adaptive peer selection algorithm, the neighbors of the partial view are sorted by dis-
tance in descending order and the probability value Prα[k0] is assigned to the k0-th neighbor.
Thus according to the first property of the PDF, each neighbor could obtain a monotonically
decreasing probability value so that higher ranking neighbors are more likely to be selected.
Four steps in this algorithm involve the PDF’s participation: (1) deciding the first k peers to be
inspected according to their streaming contributions, which will be explained in the next sub-
section; (2) selecting one peer as the gossip target; (3) selecting m peers to construct the gossip
message; (4) and retaining n peers as a new partial view. Leveraging the PDF to select peers
enables some low ranking peers to survive the local clustering evolution. This prevents the whole
topology from being split into several smaller ones.
Fortunately, a peer does not need to wait long before it acquires a stable partial view because
a peer requires only O(log(N)) gossip rounds to achieve this view, where N is the number of all
participants in the system [45]. With this knowledge, we can optimize the gossip communication
to reduce the topology control overhead by two methods: (1) reducing the number of peers that
are selected to construct a gossip message and (2) increasing the interval between two gossip
rounds after the partial view becomes stable.
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6.2.3 Adaptation
There are a number of drawbacks of pure, biased peer selection, specifically: (1) local cluster-
ing peers may suffer from congestion due to the heavy local traffic [3]; (2) local neighbors of a
peer may provide a lower uplink bandwidth while farther participants could potentially provide
a higher uplink bandwidth; (3) a peer and its local neighbors may have similar data availability
[119] so that the peer can obtain little streaming data that does not already exist in its data buffer.
All these drawbacks may negatively affect a peer’s streaming rate. Thus, an additional mecha-
nism is required to prevent peers from being trapped in a local cluster with inadequate streaming
data supply. Uniform random peer selection, which is the counterpart of biased peer selection,
provides an appropriate solution to prevent this trap because it leads to peers equiprobably select-
ing neighbors from all the participants in the system. To achieve the best of both worlds, we need
a hybrid approach that combines biased and uniform random peer selections.
Though biased and uniform random peer selections appear to be conflicting with each other,
both can be uniformly described in our algorithm according to the second property of the PDF.
Biased peer selection can be gracefully degraded to uniform random by tuning α. Thus, adapta-
tion is achieved by tuning the PDF to make peer selection more biased when local peers exhibit
good streaming capabilities and tuned to make peer selection more random when no adequate
streaming rate can be obtained. Specifically, at the beginning of each gossip round, α should
be tuned according to the neighbors’ contributions between the current and the previous gossip
rounds. With parameter k generated by the PDF, the first k neighbors are regarded as local peers
and their contributions are compared with all the peers’ contributions. We define two thresholds,
γ and η, which indicate the inferior and the superior contribution ratios, respectively. And without
loss of generality, we assume that a decrease in α smooths the PDF’s gradient while an increase
in α intensifies it. Then, we compare the ratio of the average contribution of these k peers to
that of all peers with γ and η and adjust α with a multiplicative decrement/additive increment
behavior similar to TCP congestion control to probe possible local clustering. Algorithm 4 shows
the pseudocode of the PDF tuning, where µ and v denote multiplicative decrement and additive
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increment factors, respectively. Also, αmin and αmax denote the lower and upper bounds of α,
respectively.
Algorithm 4: PDF-Based tuning
pdf = current probability distribution function;
n = size of the partial view;
contra = contributions of all neighbors;
k = use pdf to select a integer in [0, n);
contrl = contributions of first k neighbors;





if ratio < γ then
pdf.α = max{pdf.α× µ, αmin};
else if ratio > η then
pdf.α = min{pdf.α+ v, αmax};
else
/* pdf keeps unchanged */;
6.2.4 Performance Investigation
Next, we describe the simulation setup in detail and then present and analyze how the underlay-
aware peer selection can benefit. We chose to conduct simulation experiments because the Oracle
is not available from ISPs yet. First, an underlay topology is generated by GT-ITM1 with the
transit-stub model used. This topology contains 1 transit domain consisting of 20 routers and 40
stub domains consisting of 40 routers each. The transit domain works as the Internet backbone to
connect all the ASes while the stub domains represent ASes that can accommodate hosts. Thus,
there are 1,600 routers for hosts to connect to in the underlay topology.
Next, we construct a centralized Oracle, which takes a peer and a list of its candidate neigh-
bors as input and returns the same candidate neighbors sorted by some distance metric in descend-
ing order. With the peer and any one of its candidate neighbors denoted by A and B, respectively,
the distance metric is presented as follows: (1) ASNA and ASNB respectively denote the IDs of
the ASes that A and B inhabit; (2) Hintra denotes the number of router hops on the path from A
to B if they inhabit the same AS; (3) Hinter denotes the AS hop count on the path from the AS
1www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/gtitm
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of A to the AS of B if they inhabit different ASes. Then, we use this metric to compute the score










ρ << σ. (6.1)
The Oracle computes all the candidate neighbors’ scores and then sorts them in descending order.
Finally, we implemented the adaptive peer selection algorithm on PeerSim2, which is both
an event-driven and a cycle-based P2P simulator. We chose to apply the commonly used event-
driven engine. The simulation parameters are selected as follows. The overlay topology contains
1,000 peers. 800 peers whose uplink bandwidth is randomly chosen among [150, 200] kb/s
equiprobably connect to 1,600 routers and another 200 peers whose uplink bandwidth is set to
only 50kb/s inhabit one specific AS. This peer distribution forms a local cluster where peers
contribute much lower uplink bandwidth than peers outside. Each peer maintains 20 neighbors as
its partial view. The gossip protocol is triggered in an interval of [60, 90] seconds. 10 neighbors
are selected to construct a gossip message because too few peers increase the convergence time
while too many peers lead to instability. The geometric PDF is leveraged with the initial α set to
0.4. µ and v are set to 0.8 and 0.02 respectively to prevent the PDF from fluctuating too much
while αmin and αmax are set to 0.02 and 0.6 respectively to guarantee a reasonable range of values
of the PDF. γ and η are set to 0.8 as a boundary between the inferior and the superior contribution
ratios. To compare with the adaptive peer selection, we also implemented the uniform random
peer selection and the pure biased peer selection that is equivalent to the adaptive algorithm but
with the adaptation mechanism disabled.
Figures 6.1(a) and (b) depict the trend of the intra-AS links and standard deviation (SD) of the
streaming rate on all peers over the simulation time. The results show that random peer selection
cannot reduce cross-AS links but can achieve a small SD, which means few peers suffer from a







































































































Figure 6.1: (a) Intra-AS Links vs Time; (b) SD of Streaming Rate vs Time; (c) Inter-AS Link
Distribution at t=40min; (d) CDF of Streaming Rate at t=40min.
of restricting the overlay links to within the same AS. In Figure 6.1(a), biased peer selection can
attain about 400% more intra-AS links than the random method while the adaptive algorithm can
attain about 300% more intra-AS links. Notably, the number of intra-AS links of both biased and
adaptive peer selections is growing quickly in Figure 1, showing the high efficiency of gossip
communication. The number of intra-AS links of adaptive peer selection gradually decreases in
Figure 6.1(a), matching the decline of the SD in Figure 6.1(b). This is because some peers detect
that they are trapped in a cluster where they cannot obtain an adequate streaming rate and then try
to select farther neighbors with higher uplink bandwidth. The adaptive algorithm still achieves
a 50% higher SD than the random method because γ and η are set to 0.8 so that local peers’
contributions are allowed to be a little inferior but sufficient for video streaming. Additionally,
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Figure 6.2: Four cases of the footprints of the cross-ISP traffic (the circles of dash line) on the
valley-free AS-level paths.
some peers enjoy a higher streaming rate in some local clusters with better streaming data supply.
However, pure biased peer selection does not allow adaptation, resulting in a SD which is about
150% higher than with the random selection. Thus, adaptive peer selection outperforms the biased
method.
Figures 6.1(c) and (d) depict the overlay link distribution and the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of the streaming rate at the 40-th simulation minute when the overlay topology
has reached steady state. The random peer selection could not reduce the inter-AS hop count
but was able to prevent peers from suffering a low streaming rate. In contrast, the biased peer
selection performed best to reduce the inter-AS hop count but could not guarantee QoS. About
30% of the peers could not achieve a streaming rate higher than 100 kb/s. Adaptive peer selection
accomplished a hybrid result of the other two approaches. It managed to reduce the number of
AS hops with few peers’ streaming rate sacrificed.
6.3 Modeling ISP-Friendliness
In the previous section, we confirm the evidence that by exploiting the underlay structure, it is
possible to optimize the overlay topology to reduce cross-ISP traffic. Our proposed heuristic also
demonstrates the tradeoff between traffic locality and streaming quality guarantee. Here come
two questions. First, does the heuristic do its best in localizing traffic? Second, is it possible to
avoid the fluctuation when judging how bias the peer selection should be? In other words, we are
curious about an optimal and stable solution to reduce the cross-ISP traffic with little impact on
streaming quality. We start studying how to devise such a solution by modeling ISP-friendliness
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of P2P live streaming systems.
6.3.1 Assumptions and Prerequisites
We assume the following preliminaries. First, peers’ last-hop bandwidth is known to the sys-
tem through measurements. Second, the video is encoded at a constant bit rate r, which is no
larger than a peers’ download bandwidth capacity. Prior study has shown that users’ download
bandwidth is seldom the bottleneck [36]. Third, to focus on bandwidth resource allocation, we
analyze ISP-friendliness at the flow level. Meanwhile, we assume an optimal chunk scheduler
to ensure full utilization of the upload bandwidth so that we can exclude the streaming quality
declined caused by scheduling inefficiency. Moreover, only the mapping from IP address to AS
ID is assumed to be known since there already exist WhoIs services that provide AS ID lookups
(e.g., Cymru, http://asn.cymru.com). Thus, it is more feasible to build a practical system based
on such services rather than assuming a more detailed Oracle.
Another metric that needs to be clarified in advance is inter-AS traffic. In fact, when two
peers that stay in two different ASes exchange video data, the data is relayed through multiple
ASes, which even includes some that do not accommodate peers. We should have considered
the overall cost of all the relayed inter-AS traffic from the source to the destination AS. How-
ever, though the relationship among the traversed ASes and the price per unit traffic are usually
opaque to P2P applications [27, 25], it could be inferred that the intermediate ASes should not
suffer any monetary loss because the traffic must traverse on a valley-free path, which consists
of some customer-to-provider links first, optional peering links next and finally some provider-
to-customer links [27]. Figure 6.2 shows that for an intermediate AS, receiving inter-AS traffic
is either free owing to peering agreements, or refundable by charging its customer AS where the
traffic is subsequently exported. Thus, only the instantaneous quantity of inter-AS traffic coming
into the destination ASes, i.e., the incoming inter-AS streaming rate, is used to guide the overlay
optimization and to measure the performance.
As to the overlay, the active peers in a channel at any given time are assumed to be located
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Term Definition
p A given peer
ASi i
th AS
λi Arrival rate of peers in ASi
ui Average upload bandwidth of peers in ASi
t Location-independent session length
ni Number of peers in ASi
r Video bit rate
R Overall inter-AS streaming rate
Ii Aggregate incoming inter-AS streaming rate of ASi
Oi Aggregate outgoing inter-AS streaming rate of ASi
Ui (ui − r)ni + Ii, aggregate spare upload bandwidth of ASi
Pi Set of the boundary peers in ASi
Qi Set of other ASes’ boundary peers selecting partners in ASi
ρ Average chunk miss probability
Nmin Lower bound of the boundary peer number of each AS
Xi Ui − ||Qi||r, unused upload bandwidth of ASi
Table 6.1: Summary of the terms and their corresponding definitions.
in K ASes, referred to as AS1, AS2, . . . , ASK . Let λi and ui respectively denote the arrival rate
and the average upload bandwidth of the peers in ASi, while duration t represents the location-
independent session length. The stream server is also included in the model to supply any possible
deficit in peers’ upload bandwidth capacity, similar to real systems. There are two possible loca-
tions for the stream server: in an AS where peers exist or solitary in a separate AS. Our model
can accommodate both assumptions, though the latter naturally causes more inter-AS streaming
flow.
6.3.2 Naive Inter-AS Traffic
Let us consider the overall inter-AS streaming rate Rnaive of a system that enforces no constraints
on inter-AS traffic. According to Little’s Law, ni = λit, which denotes the number of peers in
ASi. Each peer needs to download the video stream at rate r to theoretically receive all the chunks
before their playback deadlines. Furthermore, the peer in ASi chooses a partner in a non-local
AS with probability (1 − ni/
∑K
j=1 nj), since the peer selection is random. Thus, the overall
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Meanwhile, the overall downloading rate of all peers is r
∑K








fraction of traffic traverses AS boundaries. When ni follows the peer distribution over ASes ob-
served the last Chapter, the fraction of inter-AS traffic will be larger than 60%, which explains
why in practice high volumes of PPTV downloading traffic is directed from Asia to America [31].
6.3.3 Optimal Inter-AS Traffic
Next we are interested in the minimal inter-AS streaming rate Rmin under the constraint that
streaming quality is unaffected. Without the effort of traffic localization, there usually exists
a certain quantity of unnecessary inter-AS traffic, which can be replaced with some intra-AS
exchange, while still preserving streaming quality. Figure 6.3 provides an intuition of what is un-
necessary inter-AS traffic. First, the two inter-AS links streaming into AS 1 at rate 2.0 altogether
are necessary because they are used to make up for the upload bandwidth deficit in AS 1, where
all the peers can only provide 2.0 upload bandwidth while they consume a streaming rate of 4.0.
Next, the aggregate upload bandwidth in AS 4 is as large as the required streaming rate so that
the peers could have served themselves. However, the peers fail to do so because the peer having
2.0 upload bandwidth does not contribute any stream to others. Instead, two ingress links are
introduced as compensation, causing unnecessary inter-AS traffic. Finally, the peers in AS 3 also
introduce some unnecessary inter-AS traffic because they do not have spare upload bandwidth,
but “rob Peter to pay Paul” (lend upload bandwidth to the peers in AS 4 and then borrow it from
the peers in AS 2).
Hence the objective of an ISP-friendly protocol is to eliminate this unnecessary inter-AS
traffic. If all the redundant flow is eliminated, the protocol is considered optimal. This is for-
mally stated in Definition 1. Note that the definition also indicates the major distinction between
streaming and file sharing systems, i.e., the quality guarantee that is relevant for streaming.
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Figure 6.3: View of a sample overlay containing 14 peers and 1 stream server in 4 ASes. The
circle labeled with S represents the stream server that has arbitrary upload bandwidth and delivers
the video of rate 1.0; the numbers in the circles denote the upload bandwidth of the peers while
the values along the lines denote the streaming rate of the links.
Definition 1 An ISP-friendly protocol is optimal iff it achieves an inter-AS streaming rate Rmin:
∀R ≥ Rmin, all peers can receive r streaming rate; conversely, ∀R < Rmin, there must exist
some peers which receive a rate less than r.
Now we formally derive Rmin. It is clear that R equals the sum of the incoming (Ii) or the




j=1Oj (recall that we
build a closed traffic model which includes the stream server). Thus, we observe that to achieve
Rmin, each Ii should be minimized until the streaming quality of the peers in ASi starts to be
impacted. This divide-and-conquer idea partitions the ultimate target into multiple sub-targets.
As we will prove later, it is possible to achieve these sub-targets simultaneously. At first we study
the inter-AS traffic of an arbitrary AS and propose the flow principle
Ii + uini ≥ Oi + rni. (6.3)
Equation (6.3) indicates that the total bandwidth supply is no less than the total bandwidth con-
sumption. The equality holds if and only if uini is fully utilized. This equation establishes a
constraint between Ii and Oi while the two other terms in the expression are the inherent charac-
teristics of ASi and can be considered as constants. If Ii continues to decrease after the equality
is met, Oi is forced to decrease as well to preserve local bandwidth consumption. Thus, Ii can
keep decreasing until either (1) Ii is merely enough to meet the need of rni and Oi is totally
eliminated, or (2) Ii is already reduced to r and still Oi > 0 owing to the plentiful spare upload
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Figure 6.4: Two inter-AS traffic patterns.
bandwidth in ASi. We term this Ii as Imini . Ui is then the spare upload bandwidth available to
contribute to other ASes when Imini is achieved. Ui is usually larger than Oi since it may contain
unused upload bandwidth. Therefore, from Equation (6.3) we can derive
Imini + uini = Ui + rni. (6.4)
Regarding Ui as the dependent variable of Imini , this equation can be further restated as
Equation (6.5), showing that Imini is negatively correlated with the average upload bandwidth of
ASi, and is related to the peer number of this AS only when r ≥ ui.
Imini = max{(r − ui)ni, r}. (6.5)
Equation (6.5) is derived as follows. First, even with plentiful upload bandwidth for ASi, at least
r incoming inter-AS streaming rate is required to guarantee the availability of an uninterrupted
stream of video data. An equilibrium is achieved at (ui − r)ni + r = 0 where uini + r is
exactly equal to the local bandwidth consumption rni and no spare upload bandwidth is left. Let
∆r = (ui − r)ni. Then, if ∆r > −r, ASi is in surplus mode. Since the upload bandwidth of
local peers is more than their needs, r incoming inter-AS streaming rate is theoretically enough.
Consequently, we obtain Ui = (ui − r)ni + r by using Equation (6.4. Conversely, if ∆r < −r,
ASi is in deficit mode. Local peers lack upload bandwidth so that more than r incoming inter-AS
streaming rate is required to make up for the −∆r deficit. Thus, Imini = (r − ui)ni and Ui = 0.
One concern is that if ASi achieves Imini , it also limits the spare upload bandwidth to serve
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other ASes. For example, if ASj relies on ASi for its ingress stream, it may not receive an
adequate rate as Ui decreases. Thus, the question is whether Imini is achievable with its impact
on other ASes considered. Proposition 1 provides a decision basis.
Proposition 1 To achieve the optimum, ASi cannot borrow the extra incoming inter-AS stream-
ing rate (Ii − Imini ) to lend more outgoing inter-AS streaming rate Oi.
Proof 1 Consider Figure 6.4 where ASi is exporting inter-AS traffic to Aj . Assume Iminj = Ra.
In Pattern (a), ASj intends to borrow Rb more inter-AS streaming rate from ASi so as to spare
Rb local upload bandwidth to serve ASk. The inter-AS streaming rate is to be increased by 2Rb
altogether. But in Pattern (b), ASi directly exports Rb inter-AS traffic to ASk, hence the inter-AS
streaming rate is only to be increased by Rb. In fact, ASj does not generate any more upload
bandwidth but only transfers the upload bandwidth of ASi to ASk, forcing the inter-AS traffic to
traverse one more AS. Therefore, importing more ingress traffic than necessary into an AS will
only result in more inter-AS traffic.
This proof also provides the insights on how to obtain the optimal overlay: if Oj > Uj for ASj ,
(Oj−Uj) outgoing inter-AS traffic from ASj to ASk can be replaced with the direct stream from
ASi to ASk. ASi and consecutive ASes may repeat this procedure recursively until a certain ASt
or the stream server accommodates this extra egress traffic. Consequently, each ASi does not
need to promise any amount of Ui to support others. Instead, it can selfishly achieve Imini . Hence





Note that the difference Rnaive−Rmin reflects the potential for reducing inter-AS traffic. The
average number of peers per AS (or peer density) is crucial for the potential improvement that can
be achieved. If there were few local peers in each AS, none of the ISP-friendly solutions would
be effective in reducing inter-AS traffic because non-local peers would be nearly the only choices
for partnership. Fortunately, peer distribution is very skewed as we will further investigate in the
next section.
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6.4 Practical Solution Design
In the two prior sections we established the conditions for optimal ISP-friendliness and we also il-
lustrated the skewed peer-membership in ASes, thus creating the basis for a localization solution.
We now describe the details of our approach, which we term IFPS. We define two peer classes:
the interior peers selecting partners from the local AS and the boundary peers selecting partners
in the non-local ASes. Note that a partner is just a stream data supplier, but not a requester. In
other words, the connection is unidirectional. IFPS elects a number of boundary peers within
each AS and assigns them to non-local ASes to import sufficient streaming capacity. Each peer is
only associated with one source AS, thus it is straightforward to estimate the overall bandwidth
consumption of each AS (each peer is expected to consume a streaming rate of r). Since different
boundary peers of each AS can select partners from different ASes, the robustness of the overlay
is rarely affected. Moreover, the single-source-AS strategy results in boundary peers’ only hav-
ing non-local partners (either interior or boundary peers in other ASes). The video consumption
requirement of these peers obligates them to bring a complete copy of the video into their ASes
without the extra effort that is needed by previous solutions [72, 80]. From the perspective of
bandwidth resource allocation, the essential idea is to solve the AS level bandwidth assignment
problem with the constraints of Imini and Ui. This problem can be described by the following





s.t. ||Pi||r ≥ Imini , i = 1, 2, . . . ,K








where Pi is the set of the boundary peers inASi and Qi represents the set of other ASes’ boundary
peers selecting partners in ASi. The size of a set is denoted by || ∗ ||. Because of the integer
quantization, the objective function min∑Ki=1 ||Pi||r derives at most a rate Kr more than Rmin.
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However, the difference should be negligible compared with the large quantity of the overall
inter-AS streaming traffic.
6.4.1 Other Affected Performance Metrics
The tradoff between traffic locality and streaming rate guarantee is explained in Section 6.3.3, but
there are still some other performance metrics that are not explored but indeed affected by traffic
locality. Thus, before solving the ILP, we describe these metrics, which help to form a tighter
bound on the minimal inter-AS streaming rate in our practical solution.
Chunk Miss Probability under Non-optimal Chunk Scheduling
First, unlike the assumption made previously, in actuality there exists no perfect chunk sched-
uler which can guarantee that peers receive all chunks before their deadlines due to the lack of
global knowledge (e.g., available bandwidth, chunks on all the other peers), even if the band-
width resources are adequate. This deficiency may cause a serious streaming quality decline
when inter-AS links are throttled. Specifically, if all the boundary peers miss a chunk, the chunk
is unavailable to all the other interior peers as well. Hence we analytically formulate the possible
streaming quality decline. A chunk miss is defined as the situation where a chunk has not been
received before its playback deadline. Let us assume that each chunk will suffer the average
chunk miss probability ρ. Without limits on the inter-AS links, the mean number of peers in ASi









ρj(1− ρ)ni−j = niρ. (6.7)
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When limits are enforced on inter-AS links, the mean value M ifi requires a more elaborate cal-
culation
















= (ni − ||Pi||)ρ
||Pi||(1− ρ) + niρ.
(6.8)











)ρ||Pi||(1− ρ) > 0. (6.9)
Equation (6.9) shows two interesting aspects. First, ASes suffer more chunk misses if inter-
AS links are restricted; and second, the exponential term ρ||Pi|| allows ∆m to converge to zero
quickly as ||Pi|| increases (i.e., lim||Pi||→+∞∆m), relatively independent of what ni and ρ are.
We conclude that maintaining enough boundary peers (i.e., keeping ||Pi|| greater than some
threshold number) can nearly eliminate a chunk miss increase.
Overlay Connectivity
Since the number of inter-AS links greatly drops with our protocol, the entire overlay is at risk
of being fragmented into several disconnected intra-AS overlays. Therefore, a certain number
of boundary peers in each AS are mandatory to provide adequate inter-AS connectivity. Hence
we compute the lower bound of the boundary peer number. Let us translate the overlay into an
AS-level graph topology, which consists of the vertex set of ASes that accommodate peers and
the edge set of inter-AS links originating from boundary peers. Since the boundary peers select
source ASes randomly, the AS-level topology can be approximately considered a random graph.
The probability of connectivity is e−e−z if each AS contains [logK+z] inter-AS links on average
where e is Euler’s constant and z is an integer. This probability quickly converges to 1 when the
number of edges grows larger than logK and to zero otherwise. Thus, the ||Pi|| ≥ logK in-
equality should hold to ensure reliable connectivity.
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Overlay Diameter
The impact of our solution on the overlay diameter is important, as it influences the lag of live
video. Assume the peer selection is random. The original overlay with no limits on inter-AS
links is a random graph, whose diameter is logcp KE[ni], with cp being the average connectivity
degree of peers. When inter-AS links are constrained, the overlay can be considered a two-level
topology. ASes that contain peers form an AS-level random graph described in the last paragraph,
and each AS itself expands as an intra-AS random graph of peers plus intra-AS links. Thus, the
diameter becomes logca K logcp E[ni], where ca is the average connectivity degree of ASes. We
compare the ratio between the two diameters by computing




log ca(logK + logE[ni])
. (6.10)
As an example, let us assume a system with 10, 000 concurrent peers, i.e., KE[ni] = 10, 000.
With this reasonable setting, the increment ratio is no larger than 1.5 under most combinations of
K and ca. Furthermore, according to Equation (6.10), increasing the number of boundary peers
helps to reduce the diameter increment since ||Pi|| is proportional to ca.
From the discussions above we conclude that it is pertinent to ensure that each ASi maintains
at least Nmin boundary peers. This may be more than the minimum ⌈Imini /r⌉ derived from
Equation (6.5). Therefore, the number of boundary peers that both satisfy the discussed metrics
and guarantee the downloading rate can be derived as
||Pi|| = max{⌈(1 −
ui
r
)ni⌉, Nmin, 1}. (6.11)
Nmin should be carefully selected to create a balance between reducing inter-AS traffic and in-
creasing robustness. Our experiments suggest that Nmin = 8 is a good value. When entering it
into Equation (6.7) and (6.10) and the connectivity in-equality, we find that it can keep ∆m close
to zero, ensure reliable connectivity for even thousands of ASes and restrict a diameter increment.
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6.4.2 Practical AS Assignment Algorithm
Now we introduce how to assign source ASes to peers. We first tried a fully distributed algo-
rithm, but suffered the common problem – instability under highly peer dynamics with Tomozei
et al. [97]. Then, we resort to a lightweight tracker-based algorithm that takes advantage of the ex-
isting architecture. The tracker takes the responsibility for keeping the AS assignments constantly
up-to-date under churn. To limit the overhead, we adopt an incremental strategy, which computes
the statistics of the AS where an arrival/leave occurs and changes the source AS assignments only
of the affected peers. To perform the incremental computation, the tracker maintains records of
Pi, Qi and the unused upload bandwidth Xi for each ASi which contains participating peers.
Additionally, each peer’s existing record entry is augmented with the AS IDs of its home and
source ASes and its upload bandwidth. These records need O(K(E[||Pi||] +E[||Qi||] +E[ni]))
storage space, which should be a negligible overhead against the tracker’s assumed considerable
storage space.
Algorithm 5 is invoked every time a peer arrives or leaves, thus inherently and quickly adapt-
ing to peer dynamics. Let us describe the steps taken for a newly occurring arrival/leave of peer
p in ASi. First, when p arrives, it will be assigned to ASi by default. On the other hand, if p is
a boundary peer and is leaving, it will be removed from the incoming boundary peer set of the
source ASt and its corresponding Xt is re-computed. Next, p’s upload bandwidth and required
streaming rate will be added to (subtracted from) the aggregate upload bandwidth and required
streaming rate of ASi on peer arrival (on peer leave). Then, the new size of Pi and the new Ui are
computed by applying Equation (6.4) and (6.11). With the updated supply and demand, the over-
lay requires some minor adjustments to keep the inter-AS streaming rate minimal. If the demands
of the peers in Qi exceed Ui upload bandwidth support, the excessive peers will be removed from
Qi and transferred to other qualified ASes (or to the AS containing the stream server, if no quali-
fied ASes exists). Similarly, if the peers in Pi cannot introduce adequate upload bandwidth from
other ASes, more peers in ASi will be appointed as boundary peers; otherwise, excessive peers
will be removed from Pi and be obliged to select partners in the local AS. The tracker will notify
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Algorithm 5: On-Peer-Arrival-Or-Leave(ASi , p)
if arrival, then assign ASi to p by default1
if leave ∧ ∃ASt: p ∈ Qt, then Qt removes p, Xt = Xt + r2
compute Ui, ||Pi||ToBe according to Eqs. 6.4 and 6.113
NQ = ||Qi|| − ⌊Ui/r⌋, NP = ||Pi||ToBe − ||Pi||4
if NQ > 0 then5
for j = 1, . . . , NQ do6
prm = a peer removed from Qi7
find ASt: t 6= i ∧Xt ≥ r; otherwise, ASt = ASserver8
Qt adds prm, Xt = Xt − r, inform prm of ASt9
Xi = Ui − ||Qi||r10
if NP > 0 then11
for j = 1, . . . , NP do12
select padd: in ASi ∧ padd /∈ Pi13
Pi adds padd14
find ASt: t 6= i ∧Xt ≥ r; otherwise, ASt = ASserver15
Qt adds padd, Xt = Xt − r, inform padd of ASt16
else if NP < 0 then17
for j = 1, . . . ,−NP do18
prm = a peer removed from Pi19
find ASt: prm ∈ Qt20
Qt removes prm, Xt = Xt + r, inform prm of ASi21
the corresponding peers with their source AS changes. When peers receive notifications, they
will gradually disconnect from their existing partners and request new neighbors from the tracker
or other peers known to them.
There are two design choices to make in the algorithm: electing the boundary peer and select-
ing the source AS. Lines 13 and 19 allow the random (R-BP), the earliest-arrival-first (EAF-BP)
and the latest-leave-first (LLF-BP) strategies to elect and retain a boundary peer. LLF-BP is a
theoretical strategy that requires the tracker server to know when peers will leave in the future
and is introduced only for comparison purposes. Additionally, in lines 8 and 15, the random
(R-AS) and the most-upload-bandwidth-first (MUBF-AS) strategies can be applied to select one
among all the qualified ASes. Our experiments show that the R-BP and the MUBF-AS strategies
outperformed the others. Hence we will use these two strategies for our remaining analysis.
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Performance
It is of practical importance to investigate the computational complexity and the message over-
head. Since Algorithm 5 is invoked only when an arrival/leave occurs, it runs 2m times if m
peers participate in the system in succession. During each execution, an arrival/leave may cause
O(E[ui]/r) peers to change their source ASes and require notification. In practice complexity
is constant O(E[ui]/r) = O(1) because ui and r are considered as pre-specified values. Each
change requires the checking of K ASes to find the ASi whose Xi is largest. Therefore, the com-
putational complexity of each execution isO(K), which should not overwhelm the tracker. It can
be further improved to O(logK), if the ASes are incrementally sorted by Xi during each execu-
tion. Furthermore, the tracker is obliged to send onlyO(m) additional messages altogether (O(1)
for each execution). Later, our experiments will show that the message overhead is negligible for
the tracker.
Discussion
Our IFPS solution only modifies the peer selection while some previous solutions [72, 80] fo-
cus on optimizing chunk scheduling. Peer selection affects few of the internal components of a
P2P application, resulting in a solution that is lightweight to implement into real systems. One
additional benefit is that our solution can cooperate with various existing chunk scheduling algo-
rithms [119, 71, 56] because ours is orthogonal to them. IFPS also tries to minimize the necessary
modifications in the peer selection mechanism at the peer side. Peers still use their original part-
nership protocol to send requests to the tracker or to gossip with partners – they only require one
more step to leverage the source AS information to filter the partners. These properties enable
IFPS to be easily deployed as an add-on to existing systems.
6.5 Experimental Evaluation
We compare the design choices and evaluate the performance of IFPS in various scenarios through
our trace-driven simulations, considering heterogeneous peer capacity, different network scales,
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both uniform and skewed peer distributions.
6.5.1 Simulation Setup
We built a prototype of IFPS based on OMNeT++, a popular discrete event-driven network simu-
lator. The prototype incorporates a heuristic chunk scheduler similar to that of a real system [31].
The scheduler gives priority to the rarest chunks in the partners and then to the recently played-
back chunks. We also implemented a random peer selection strategy, serving as Baseline. To
ensure the authenticity of the experimental results, the churn model for the simulation was syn-
thesized according to the PPTV traces. We calculated the evolution of the arrival rate of a whole
channel, which could then be decomposed into the rate λi for each AS. Additionally, we extracted
the session length distribution (t ∼ Log-N(2.94, 0.83) minutes according to our collected traces)
by conducting curve fitting with a log-normal distribution. Finally, we used these properties to
generate a large series of realistic arrival/leave events.
The overall simulation settings are as follows. The length of the simulation time is set to 2
hours. We respectively distribute peers into 2, 10 and 20 ASes, and consider both uniform and
skewed peer network location distributions by adjusting λi (recall that ni = λit). The skewed
distributions follow the measured observations in the last chapter. The bit rate of the video is
set to 400Kbps, a rate at which major channels of PPTV are streamed. The download band-
width of all the peers is set to 10Mbps because it is not intended to be the bottleneck. However,
the upload bandwidth needs careful setting. Based on the bandwidth distribution measured by
Huang et al. [36], we define a high (HUBP) and a low (LUBP) upload bandwidth profile, shown
in Table 6.2. The profiles are assigned at the AS level to simulate both surplus and deficit ASes
as well as heterogeneous peer upload bandwidths in each AS. Hence any scenario can be rep-
resented by a triple 〈the number of ASes, the type of the peer network location distribution, the
combination of the upload bandwidth profiles〉. Referring to the scenarios designed by Picconi
et al. [80], we combined all the different options of the aforementioned domains and generated
multiple scenarios to evaluate; see the summary in the first column of Table 6.3.
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Profile Combination (Kbps) Mean (Kbps)
HUBP (H) 128 × 20% + 384× 45% + 768× 35% 467.2
LUBP (L) 128 × 30% + 384× 60% + 768× 10% 345.6
Table 6.2: Two upload bandwidth profiles.
6.5.2 Parameter Tuning and Design Selection
Minimal Number of Boundary Peers
We first explored a good setting for Nmin in Scenario 〈10, uniform, 5H+5L〉, which is one of
the most representative cases because of the moderate number of ASes and the heterogeneous
upload bandwidth profiles. In the following analysis, we use the peer/AS playback continuity (or
continuity for short) as the main metric to measure streaming quality. The peer/AS continuity
equals the fraction of the expected chunks received by a peer or an AS before their playback
deadlines. The largest hop count is used as the latency metric. It indicates the longest path
through which a chunk traverses from the stream server to a receiver. The results are plotted in
Figures 6.5(a), 6.5(b) and 6.5(c), demonstrating a quick convergence to Baseline continuity and
a largest hop count decrease as Nmin grows. For Nmin ≥ 6, the performance scarcely improves.
Additionally, it is found that a decline in continuity may also be the result of boundary peers’
lacking upload bandwidth to serve interior peers. On average, more than ⌈ r
ui
⌉ boundary peers
(2 in our scenarios) are required to provide an uninterrupted stream, explaining why continu-
ity abruptly decreases when Nmin = 0. Afterwards, we tuned Nmin with Scenario 〈20, uniform,
10H+10L〉, whose results are shown in Figures 6.5(d), 6.5(e) and 6.5(f). The continuity converges
at Nmin = 6 as well, implying that Nmin has little dependence on the AS number. Conserva-
tively, we set Nmin = 8 for our further evaluations since Nmin = 6 is around the boundary of
convergence.
Figure 6.5(a) also demonstrates a counter-intuitive phenomenon: the first five ASes (AS 1-5)
assigned HUBP suffer a larger decrement of the AS continuity than the last five ASes (AS 6-10)
assigned LUBP. The reason is that AS 1-5 need exactly Nmin boundary peers so that the given
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Figure 6.5: (a) Average AS continuity (reflecting streaming quality); (b) CDF of the peer conti-
nuity; and (c) CDF of the largest hop count. When Nmin = 0, the number of boundary peers is
||Pi|| = max{⌈(1 −
ui
r
)ni⌉, 1}, see Equation (6.11). These results are based on Scenario 〈10,
uniform, 5H+5L〉. (e) – (f) Corresponding experimental results based on Scenario 〈20, uniform,
10H+10L〉.
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peers, thus they suffer an indirect impact due to AS 1-5 lacking chunks to supply. Meanwhile,
Figure 6.5(c) shows that a larger proportion of chunks experiences a smaller largest hop count
when Nmin = 0 (the boundary peer number is then max{⌈(1 − uir )ni⌉, 1}). This is because
many chunks have not reached every AS. This phenomenon is consistent with the significant
continuity decline that occurs when Nmin = 0, shown in Figure 6.5(a) and (b).
Boundary Peer Election Strategies
Next, we would like to understand the performance of different boundary peer election strate-
gies. Intuitively, it is better if boundary peers provide long term stability. However, Figure 6.6(a)
demonstrates that the EAF-BP strategy can hardly reduce the number of the boundary peer elec-
tions. Even the LLF-BP strategy that has complete knowledge of the peers’ remained session
lengths only reduces the elections by about one-third. Figure 6.6(b) shows that neither the EAF-
BP nor the LLF-BP strategy helps to improve the AS continuity. In fact, the boundary peer
elections are often caused by the arrival/leave of interior instead of boundary peers. Moreover,
the frequency of the elections is low against the two-hour simulation time. Additionally, there
exist at least Nmin − 1 other boundary peers in the same AS to import chunks. The three factors
ensure that the boundary peer election strategy has little influence on the AS continuity. We con-
clude that the system can just apply the R-BP strategy to achieve a similar performance with less
overhead. Note that beyond the basic strategies which we have explored, more elaborate election
mechanisms could be used that may improve the performance and which we plan to study in the
future.
Source AS Selection Strategies
In the scenarios where the peers are uniformly distributed in the ASes, both the R-AS and the
MUBF-AS strategies evenly exploit Ui of all the ASes. However, in the scenarios where the peer
network location distribution is skewed, the R-AS strategy still evenly allocates the boundary
















































































Figure 6.6: (a) The number of boundary peer elections for each AS and (b) the AS continuity
under different boundary peer election strategies. The results are based on Scenario 〈10, uni-
form, 5H+5L〉. (c) The impact of the AS selection strategies on the AS continuity when the peer
network location distribution is skewed.
peers. Notably, it is better to assign an AS having abundant spare upload bandwidth to a boundary
peer because this bandwidth redundancy can make up for the sub-optimal chunk scheduling. In
Figure 6.6(c), as the number of AS grows, the MUBF-AS strategy demonstrates increasingly
better performance against R-AS in terms of AS continuity. Furthermore, the performance gap is
larger in the scenarios where all the ASes are assigned the HUBP profile. These two phenomena
occur because there are more ASes having less spare upload bandwidth in these scenarios, where
the R-AS strategy is more likely to assign such an AS to a boundary peer. Thus, we adopt the
MUBF-AS strategy to select source ASes for boundary peers.
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Scenario Inter-AS Traffic (GB) AS ContinuityBaseline IFPS Optimal Decrement (%) Baseline IFPS
〈2, skewed, 2H〉 2, 153 46 6 97.86 0.9993 0.999
〈2, skewed, 1H+1L〉 2, 043 254 260 87.57 0.9992 0.9993
〈10, uniform, 10H〉 3, 961 224 29 94.34 0.9987 0.9976
〈10, uniform, 5H+5L〉 3, 746 389 327 89.62 0.9987 0.9967
〈10, skewed, 10H〉 2, 953 223 29 92.45 0.9985 0.9987
〈10, skewed, 5H+5L〉 2, 833 401 276 85.85 0.9985 0.9958
〈20, uniform, 20H〉 4, 216 440 59 89.56 0.9982 0.9912
〈20, uniform, 10H+10L〉 4, 030 498 320 87.34 0.998 0.9918
〈20, skewed, 20H〉 3, 086 392 59 87.3 0.9989 0.9967
〈20, skewed, 10H+10L〉 2, 952 549 311 81.4 0.9981 0.9915
Part A
Scenario Peer Continuity Largest Hop Count Message Overhead
Baseline IFPS Baseline IFPS Rate (Kbps) # of messages# of sessions
〈2, skewed, 2H〉 0.9987 0.9974 17.17 20.26 0.21 1.018
〈2, skewed, 1H+1L〉 0.9455 0.9391 15.97 16.21 2.93 1.286
〈10, uniform, 10H〉 0.9989 0.9755 17.05 25.18 0.49 1.047
〈10, uniform, 5H+5L〉 0.9254 0.8993 15.9 19.25 5.34 1.522
〈10, skewed, 10H〉 0.9989 0.9898 17.34 19.89 0.48 1.045
〈10, skewed, 5H+5L〉 0.9522 0.9229 16.03 16.77 2.75 1.267
D 〈20, uniform, 20H〉 0.9989 0.9565 17.21 23.14 0.96 1.092
〈20, uniform, 10H+10L〉 0.9356 0.8805 16 21.38 3.71 1.361
〈20, skewed, 20H〉 0.9992 0.9701 17.37 19.51 0.6 1.055
〈20, skewed, 10H+10L〉 0.9452 0.9088 16.09 16.85 2.96 1.281
Part B
Table 6.3: Summary of the accumulated inter-AS traffic flow during 2-hour simulation time, the
mean peer/AS vontinuity, the mean largest hop count and the message overhead for 10 scenarios.
Refer to the text for the definitions of Baseline and Optimal.
6.5.3 IFPS Performance under Different Scenarios
To evaluate the performance of IFPS we conducted extensive experiments under various scenarios
with detailed performance tracing. Here we present a summary of the 10 representative and
interesting scenarios listed in Table 6.3. Baseline and Optimal are the two comparison targets for
IFPS. Baseline represents the predominant protocol that uses a random peer selection strategy
while Optimal is the theoretically ideal solution computed according to Equation (6.5).
Overall Performance
IFPS achieves 1 or even close to 2 orders of magnitude of inter-AS traffic reduction compared to
Baseline (81.4% to 97.9%, see Table 6.3). This reduction is at the small cost of less than 0.054
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peer continuity decline, which scarcely affects users’ experience. Note that the AS continuity
decline is, however, less than 0.01. We found that our prototype chunk scheduler is not robust
enough to handle conflicting chunk requests. Thus, the peer continuity declines somewhat more
as the localized overlay topology results in more intense local resource competition. Devising a
better chunk scheduler and increasing the peer buffer size are feasible methods to mitigate the
increased decline.
We also find that the gap between the inter-AS traffic of IFPS and Optimal is very small
against the traffic volume of Baseline. In the scenarios where HUBP is assigned to each AS, all
the ASes theoretically need only 1 boundary peer, according to Equation (6.5), but actually elect
8 to maintain streaming quality. This is the reason why IFPS results in about 8 times the inter-AS
traffic compared with Optimal in these scenarios. However, in the remaining scenarios, the ASes
assigned LUBP elect more than Nmin boundary peers, which equals the theoretically computed
number. Thus, the inter-AS traffic gap between IFPS and Optimal is very small. Furthermore,
the largest hop count increases by less than 50%, consistent with the analysis in Section 6.4.1.
Specifically, in the scenarios of the skewed peer network location distribution, the increment is
restricted to 18%. In addition, since peers select closeby partners in their home AS, there is a
good chance that the lag per hop decreases. Thus, the overall lag increment should be slight or
even non-existent.
Several overall trends can be observed. As the number of ASes grows, the system suffers more
inter-AS traffic because distributing the same number of peers into more ASes always causes
more boundary peers. In the scenarios of the skewed peer network location distribution, the inter-
AS traffic of IFPS increases more than that of Optimal because most of the peers in the long tail
ASes are elected as the boundary peers to keep their ASes connected to the entire overlay. Thus,
IFPS cannot restrict the inter-AS traffic of these ASes. Fortunately, the limited number of the
peers in these ASes has a minor effect on the overall performance. Next, the inter-AS traffic is
always less in the scenarios where all the ASes are assigned HUBP so that each AS only needs
Nmin boundary peers. This suggests that ISPs will suffer less inter-AS traffic if they can provide
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users with better last-hop bandwidth until the bandwidth resource is sufficient for the system to
enter surplus mode. Moreover, the inter-AS traffic differs slightly in the scenarios of both the
uniform and the skewed peer network location distributions while the continuity and the largest
hop count are always better in the scenarios with skewed distributions.
Our simulations can scale to scenarios with a large number of ASes, but we found the results
to be similar. If the population of a channel is fixed, an increase in the number ASes seemingly
worsens the performance because less traffic locality potential is left when peer density decreases.
Conversely, if the peer density is fixed, the results of scenarios with more ASes are linearly
proportional to those of smaller ones. Also, we do not show the trivial scenario where the overall
upload bandwidth is insufficient since the only difference is more inevitable inter-AS traffic from
the stream server to making up for the deficit.
Flash Crowds
Robustness to system dynamics is one of the premier goals of our design. Figures 6.7(a) and 6.7(b)
illustrate the outstanding performance and the quick adaptation of IFPS under flash crowds, which
are simulated by producing an approximately tenfold increase of the measured peer arrival rate
during a 10-minute duration. In general, IFPS makes the inter-AS streaming rate insensitive
to significant population spikes while the rate increases abruptly in the Baseline system. Flash
crowds can be modeled as a sudden increase in the arrival rate. Equation (6.2) illustrates that the
arrival rate is amplified by r in the Baseline system. However, with IFPS the amplifier can be
r − ui or even 0, based on Equation (6.11). Hence, in Scenario 〈10, uniform, 10H〉 where all
ASes need a constant number of boundary peers, the inter-AS rate is unaffected by flash crowds.
In Scenario 〈10, uniform, 5H+5L〉, where half of the ASes proportionally increase their ingress



























































Figure 6.7: Trends of the inter-AS streaming rate under a flash crowd event in Scenarios (a) 〈10,
uniform, 10H〉 and (b) 〈10, uniform, 5H+5L〉.
Message Overhead
Any additional communication imposed on the tracker directly relates to the scalability of our
technique. Table 6.3 shows that the average number of messages per session is less than 2, con-
sistent with the analysis in Section 6.4.2. The information to notify newly arriving peers can be
embedded in each regular initial partnership message requiring only 2 additional bytes for the
AS ID. The remaining messages, which are independently sent to passively affected peers, are
assumed to contain 1.06KB of data, dominated by 1KB for the list of suggested peers (the maxi-
mal payload size of the measured partnership messages). Thus, the additional traffic produced by
our extension is only a few Kbps, shown in Table 6.3. In perspective, according to our measured
tracker behavior, we estimate that the tracker in our simulations would originally spend about
400Kbps to keep in contact with peers. Hence, the traffic overhead for IFPS is less than 1.4%,
indicating that our method scales very well.
6.6 Conclusions
We present IFPS, an extension to improve ISP-friendliness in P2P live streaming systems. We
model the factors that influence the inter-AS streaming rate and study PPTV traces to understand
the potential for localizing traffic. Derived from these observations, we propose a practical tech-
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nique where each peer is assigned a source AS by the tracker to filter its partners. The proposed
solution can be implemented with minimal changes to existing designs. The trace-based sim-
ulation results show that IFPS excels in restricting inter-AS traffic while preserving streaming
quality. Importantly, the technique is robust to system dynamics and scales well.
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Chapter 7
Reducing Cross-Group Traffic with
Cooperative Streaming Architecture
7.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, we introduced a solution of reducing inter-AS traffic. However, the AS gate-
way is not the only boundary in the networks. For example, in Chapter 5, we revealed a noticeable
number of LANs accommodated multiple peers watching the same TV channel. Up to 21% peers
belonged to such LANs. While LAN access is usually fast and usually exempt from subscription
fees, the Internet access is relatively slow and fee-based. Therefore, the first hop of connecting
a LAN into the Internet is a similar boundary that may suffer from some traffic efficiency prob-
lems (e.g., congestion, requirement of subscribing larger bandwidth). Nevertheless, if partners
are aware of each other in the same LAN, they have the chance to avoid requesting duplicate data
remotely, saving data downloads from the Internet.
Generally, we found that in the networks, there are some bottlenecks. The bottlenecks may
be the links between some “islands” of peers while there exists a relatively good connectivity
within them. The islands are the sub-networks partitioned according to some underlay charac-
teristics. For instance, they can be local area networks (LANs) or Internet service provider (ISP)
networks or WiFi connected mobile handsets. We term such an island of peers a group, the traffic
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Figure 7.1: Partitioned P2P network structure.
transmitted within an island the intra-group traffic and the traffic transmitted between islands the
cross-group traffic (see Figure 7.1). Hence to relieve bottleneck links at the group boundaries,
cross-group traffic is desired to be reduced.
In addition to ASes and LANs, there are another form of “islands”, that is, mobile wireless
networks. Usually it is expensive to consume video streams through 3G networks. However, if
close-by handsets form a mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) via the secondary network interface
(e.g., WiFi and Bluetooth), and use it to swap streaming data, part of the traffic will be off-loaded
from 3G networks to the MANET [52, 66]. This is beneficial because the secondary network
interface is cost free and consumes less energy. A further requirement in this case is load balance,
since cooperators want to be treated fairly in spending their data quotas and energy.
There are some common characteristics of the networks among these three aforementioned
examples: 1) Video consumers in a certain group need to access video streams originating from
outside the group. However, cross-group downloading is expensive in terms of network conges-
tion, monetary cost, energy consumption, etc. 2) In contrast, the consumers can connect to the
others in the same group more easily, and intra-group data transmission is relatively cheaper.
By observing common characteristics, we are inspired to devise a compatible solution for
all scenarios instead of a separate solution for each. We achieve the goal step-by-step. We first
investigate how to adapt the ISP-friendly solution to the smaller scale problem, that is, the LAN-
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scale traffic locality. Then, we study the remaining issue that requires to be considered to make
the solution more generalized. Therefore this study introduces major contributions below.
• we introduce three scenarios where peers desire to cooperatively import video streams to
reduce cross-group traffic, that is, achieve ISP-scale and LAN-scale traffic locality and
cooperative streaming among mobile devices.
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that proposes the concept of LAN-scale
traffic locality and discusses its benefits of reducing Internet streaming traffic, lowering
stream server workload and improving streaming quality.
• We apply the principles of designing a ISP-friendly overlay to the LAN-scale scenario. The
results of our trace-driven simulations show that the LAN-aware solution can achieve the
three benefits outlined above.
• We describe the issues to make the solution generalized, and develop a linear program to
formally describe it. We propose a ring overlay approach, which is an excellent solution of
the linear program, while tolerating peer dynamics and supporting peer heterogeneity. Par-
ticularly, our approach is well suitable for mobile wireless networks thanks to its capability
of performing workload balancing.
We will describe these contributions in detail. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows.
We first discuss the special case of LAN-scale traffic locality in Section 7.2. Then, we inves-
tigate the issues to build a generalized solution to optimize cross-group traffic in Section 7.3.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 7.4.
7.2 LAN-scale Case
We first explain the LAN-scale traffic locality in detail. A number of P2P live streaming sys-
tems, such as PPTV, PPStream and UUSee, have attracted large user communities in recent
years. Such marvelous popularity has already resulted in heavy workload for both Internet service
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providers (ISPs) and content providers. Meanwhile, households possess increasingly more de-
vices on which they consume entertainment content: desktops, laptops, tablets (e.g., Apple iPad),
etc. These devices are connected through a wired or wireless router, form a home area network
(HAN) and reach the Internet through a shared link. This link tends to be the bottleneck when
multiple devices are accessing the Internet simultaneously.
Recently we conducted a comprehensive measurement study on PPTV, and one of the inter-
esting observations was that a significant number of local area networks (LANs) accommodated
multiple peers watching the same live channel. Surprisingly, up to 21% peers belonged to such
LANs where they had local neighbors (see Chapter 5). This phenomenon is likely to be more
prominent in the future, since the population of Internet subscribers is expected to dramatically
increase [74]. Video streaming systems are bandwidth-intensive applications. Multiple peers
further raise the bandwidth consumption on the link connected to the Internet (last-hop link), af-
fecting other network-based applications or even disturbing the streaming quality of each other.
Fortunately, the use of P2P architectures opens the opportunity for solving this problem. Here
we define a new concept, LAN-awareness, indicating that the overlay construction is optimized
to exploit local peer resources within a LAN. Figure 7.2 exhibits a sample LAN-aware overlay,
where only one peer in each LAN (or HAN) receives a stream from outside and then forwards it
to its local neighbors. The benefits of LAN-awareness are threefold.
• Video delivery has become one of the most problematic traffic generators, heavily stressing
ISPs. Prior studies [80, 72, 97, 89] have proposed to restrict traffic within autonomous
systems (ASes) to lower ISPs’ operating costs. LAN-awareness restricts the traffic entering
the wide area network (WAN), thus reducing both intra-AS and inter-AS traffic.
• Recent measurement studies show that the bandwidth contribution of peers is limited [31,
53]. A stream server has to compensate for the upload deficit. In contrast, the intra-LAN
bandwidth capacity is usually abundant. Hence if some peers can satisfy their video de-
mand within the LAN, content providers need to purchase less bandwidth.
• For most Internet subscribers, their download bandwidth is still not enough to allow several
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WAN
Figure 7.2: Exhibition of a LAN-aware overlay.
concurrent streaming sessions while the trend in video rates is growing higher (more videos
encoded at 700 Kbps and 2 Mbps are available on PPTV). LAN-awareness avoids the last-
hop bandwidth competition, thus preventing a possible streaming quality decline. Even if
the bandwidth is not the bottleneck, LAN-awareness is still helpful to leave more spare
bandwidth for other applications.
Current P2P live streaming systems are not LAN-aware and often use random partner se-
lection. This seldom results in peers connecting to neighbors in the same LAN. To exploit the
potential benefits from LAN-awareness, we refer to the principles that are used to devise our ISP-
friendly solution introduced in the last chapter, and apply them to construct a LAN-aware overlay.
LAN-awareness aims to exploit local peer resources, thus minimizing the ingress traffic but still
preserving streaming quality. There are two challenges that must be addressed to achieve LAN-
awareness: 1) importing a complete, uninterrupted stream into a LAN with the least redundancy,
and 2) disseminating the stream to all the peers in this LAN.
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7.2.1 Maximizing Stream Integrity with Minimal Bandwidth
A heuristic is to nominate a peer as the agent of the LAN having multiple peers. The agent is the
only peer that can receive stream data from outside. The video consumption requirement obligates
it to bring a complete copy of the video into the LAN. As the network resources of the peers from
the same LAN are usually similar, the agent nomination prefers the earliest-arriving peer, which
is likely to provide long-term stability. The nomination algorithm can be implemented on the
tracker. Assuming n peers participate in the channel in succession, the algorithm is only invoked
less than n times when an agent leaves, causing little overhead. Certainly, the nomination could
be improved by considering device heterogeneity and using a distributed protocol.
7.2.2 Intra-LAN Stream Dissemination
The other challenge that needs to be addressed is the intra-LAN stream dissemination. The first
design choice is whether to utilize IP multicast or application-layer multicast. Usually, LANs
are based on Ethernet or WiFi, which supports broadcast functionality. However, we still choose
application-layer multicast to provide the broadcast compatibility. For example, some LAN ad-
ministrators disable the broadcast function for security reasons, and some big LANs are divided
into several subnets. Therefore, IP multicast may not always be available.
With application-layer multicast specified, there is another design choice: using a tree-based
push scheme or a mesh-based pull scheme. The decision is made based on the network condi-
tions. Intra-LAN bandwidth capacity is usually high, enough to support several peers. Therefore,
the tree-based push scheme will not suffer the problem often encountered in the access links of
WANs, i.e., the wasting of insufficient upload bandwidth that is not enough to deliver a stream.
Moreover, both latency and loss rate are quite low in LAN environments so that intra-LAN con-
nections are relatively more reliable. Additionally, a tree-based overlay is controllable as the
intra-LAN population is usually small. Therefore, the tree-based push scheme which introduces
less signaling overhead is considered as a better choice. In our heuristic, we build an overlay sim-
ilar to ESM [20] for intra-LAN connections. Since the number of peers in most LANs is small
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Table 7.2: Bandwidth configuration.
(less than 10), the tree depth is usually just 2. Nevertheless, existing systems, such as PPTV, can
keep using a mesh-based pull scheme to minimize the system changes.
7.2.3 Evaluating the Heuristic
We built a mesh-based prototype on OMNeT++ according to the design principles outlined above.
The prototype incorporates a heuristic chunk scheduler similar to that of a real system [31].
The scheduler gives priority to the rarest chunks in the partners and to the recently played-back
chunks. A stream server supplies peers with the chunks that are played back immediately but are
inaccessible from their partners.
The overall simulation settings are as follows. The length of the simulation time is set to 2
hours. The number of concurrent peers is kept to around 10,000. We assume two levels of peer
density in the LAN: 1) a low level (L) of about 2,400 peers staying in 1,100 LANs containing
more than 1 peer, and 2) a high level (H) of about 4,200 peers in 1,300 such LANs. Next, the
underlay topology is assumed to consist of 10 ASes, and peers non-uniformly spread among
these ASes (our measurement reflects that 90% of peers gather in the top 10 ASes). The latency
setting of different links is shown in Table 7.1. As to churn, we let the length of peer life follow
a log-normal distribution (Log-N (3.5, 0.85) min). Furthermore, we consider both homogeneous
(Hm) and heterogeneous (Htr) bandwidth settings of the last-hop link to the Internet, as Table 7.2





























































































Figure 7.3: (a) Accumulated traffic of different types during 2-hour simulation time; (b) accu-
mulated traffic delivered by the stream server; (c) playback continuity of the peers (inferring
streaming quality); and (d) average latency of receiving the stream.
set to 400 Kbps. Finally, an evaluation scenario can be represented by a triple 〈LAN-aware (A)
or LAN-unaware (U), peer density level, bandwidth type〉.
7.2.4 Experimental Results
Now we evaluate the benefits of our LAN-aware solution through trace-driven simulations, which
has been introduced in Chapter 5. Generally, the experimental results, shown in Figures 7.3(a) –
(d), demonstrate the improvement of traffic efficiency with our LAN-aware solution, benefiting
ISPs, content providers and users. Moreover, we observe the trend that the improvement is more
prominent if the peer density in LANs is higher.
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Reducing Internet Streaming Traffic
One obvious benefit is that less streaming traffic will enter the Internet if the LAN-aware solution
is applied, shown in Figure 7.3(a), because part of the peers (N − X ) satisfy their streaming de-
mand within the LAN. Specifically, there is always a certain fraction of traffic traversing through
ASes due to the AS-level peer distribution. Thus, the problematic inter-AS traffic also decreases,
indicating that our solution is ISP-friendly as well.
Lowering Stream Server Workload
Another benefit is for content providers. Usually, the last-hop upload bandwidth is not enough to
make the system self-scaling. In particular, multiple peers sharing a single last-hop link intensi-
fies the deficit in peers’ contributions. To make up for the deficit, the stream server is required.
The amount of compensation is proportional to the population. However, the LAN-aware solution
addresses part of peers’ streaming demand without any traffic coming from the Internet, equiva-
lent to reducing the population of peers requesting the stream server’s help. Hence, as is shown
in Figure 7.3(b), the amount of the stream server’s upload traffic decreases with the LAN-aware
solution.
Improving Streaming Quality
We are also interested in the impact on streaming quality. Figure 7.3(c) presents the average
playback continuity of the peers. The playback continuity equals the percentage of requested
chunks that are received by the peers before their playback deadlines. With the LAN-aware
solution, the concurrent peers are prevented from competing for the limited last-hop download
bandwidth. The single agent can monopolize abundant bandwidth to make up for the sub-optimal
chunk scheduling. Meanwhile, the stream dissemination to other local peers is lossless. There-
fore, the LAN-aware solution improves the playback continuity. Moreover, the good continuity
achieved by our solution also implies a high chunk availability on peers, amplifying the benefits
of lowering the stream server’s workload.
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Next, Figure 7.3(d) shows that the latency drops when the LAN-aware solution is applied.
The latency is proportional to the diameter of the mesh overlay. With the LAN-aware solution, a
fraction of peers are removed from this overlay and participate in their intra-LAN overlays, thus
decreasing the diameter and the latency over WAN as a consequence. In contrast, a LAN is so fast
that the stream dissemination latency within a LAN is negligible against the latency over WAN.
From another point of view, the LAN-aware solution effectively achieves that part of the distant
links are replaced with short ones.
7.3 Generalizing the Solution
We introduced the solution to the ISP-scale traffic locality in the last chapter, and extended it to
solve the similar problem in the LAN-scale in the last section. Hence we wonder whether the
solution is robust enough to solve the general cross-group traffic problem. Below we revisit the
problem, and seek for the missing factors to make the solution generalized.
To optimize cross-group traffic, the general strategy is that video consumers cooperatively
pull streaming data into their group and share it among themselves. This is a two-step procedure,
consisting with the two challenges outlined in the last section. We focus on the step of coopera-
tively importing video streams in this study, since it determines how effectively cross-group traffic
is eliminated. Our target is to keep consumers downloading as few as possible duplicate video
streams from outside the group. The optimal result is that one and only one copy of the video
streams is imported. In contrast, sharing video streams locally can be accomplished with some
classic approaches, as bandwidth optimization is a less critical issue within a well-connected
group.
7.3.1 Problem Formulation
The cooperative downloading problem can be defined as follows. The whole video is divided
into a number of chunks of equal size, s1, s2, . . . , sn. k consumers (or peers) are assumed to
simultaneously stay in the same group. To assign the tasks of importing the chunks from outside
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the group, we leverage a scoreboard
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where ♣ need to be replaced with 0 or 1. If pi is designated to download sj , 〈pi, sj〉 = 1.






i=1〈pi, sj〉 ≥ 1
0, otherwise
(7.1)
sch(~sj) = 1 means that the jth chunk is scheduled by at least one peer. Continuous playback
is the essential requirement of streaming applications. To guarantee good streaming quality, the
imported video streams should be as complete as possible. In other words, the sum
∑n
j=1 sch(~sj)




j=1〈pi, sj〉 small to
cut the cost of cross-group streams.
Furthermore, it is beneficial to distribute the workload of downloading streaming data from
outside the group among local peers. One reason is to avoid a single or few failure points. The
other is to balance the downloading cost. The second reason is particularly important in the third
aforementioned scenario, because data quotas and energy are still scarce resources for mobile
handsets. Ideally, each peer should download n
k
chunks. To measure workload balance, we
typically use the standard deviation of the number of downloaded chunks by each peer, denoted
by σ[
∑n
j=1〈p, sj〉]. A smaller standard deviation indicates a better balance.
Finally, the aggregate download bandwidth of the link that connects a group into the remain-
ing world is usually limited. For simplicity, we also quantize the bandwidth as the number of
chunks that can be downloaded simultaneously, denoted by C. Thus, the whole problem can be
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j=1〈pi, sj〉 ≤ C.
(7.2)
where α, β and γ are the weights (α < 0, β > 0 and γ > 0).Completeness of the imported video
stream is prioritized oversaving of cross-group traffic and workload balance, that is, |α| ≫ β
and |α| ≫ γ. Note that peers in the same video session may be classified into multiple groups
according to the partition rule. This linear program can apply to each individual group, and so
does the solution to it.
7.3.2 Ring Overlay Approach
Basically, like our heuristic, our strategy is still to have a leader to import chunks for each group.
However, to balance the workload, peers should regularly hand over the leadership role to others.
To plan the order of leadership rotation, we refer to token ring networks [12] and propose the ring
overlay approach to solve the problem outlined above. The general protocol of it is as follows.
Peers in each group are organized in a virtual ring, having one direct predecessor and one direct
successor. The server issues a token which records the sequence number of the last scheduled
chunk, and pushes it to a random peer. Peers then pass the token along the ring. Whenever a
peer obtains the token, it downloads one chunk from outside the group, increases the sequence
number by one, and forwards the token to its successor. The protocol ensures that each chunk
will be downloaded at most once from outside the group. Consequently, the second item in the
target function of the linear program is optimized.
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Asynchronized Token Forwarding
One design choice is whether chunk downloading and token forwarding should be synchronized
or not. To arrive at a decision, we investigate the relation between the speed of gaining chunks
and that of consuming chunks. The inequation must hold that the time to download chunks is no
longer than the playback duration of the chunks. Suppose the token travels one round (n peers),
stays for tfi time at each peer pi, and forces it to download ξ chunks, each of which can be played















. In the synchronized case, the token stays at a peer until the chunk is
downloaded, such that tfi =
sizeof(si)
ci
where ci is the download bandwidth of pi. Similarly,
tp = sizeof(si)
r








, in which the right part is usually constant. If peers’ bandwidth ci
is small enough, the inequality will not hold. Hence synchronization is not a sensible choice.
Chunk downloading and token forwarding should be decoupled, that is, the token is free to move
on when a peer only schedules, but yet not performs a downloading task. For simplicity, the token
is forwarded at a constant interval tf , thus Equation (7.3) can be simplified to tf ≤ tp, indicating
that the token forwarding interval must be no longer than a chunk’s playback duration.
Multiple Successors
Traditionally, token ring networks [12] provide only one path between any two nodes, such that
the networks are at risk of being broken when node failures occur. In the scenario of video
streaming, the ring overlay is more vulnerable to network partitioning due to the nature of peer
dynamics. To enhance the reliability of the overlay, each peer is supposed to connect to more
than one peer. However, unlike Chord [93] where a peer maintains multiple outgoing links to
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of (a) the ring overlay and (b) peers’ multiple positions in the ring overlay.
the 2i−1-th following peers to accelerate content lookup, a peer connects to its m immediate
successors in our ring overlay. Figure 7.4(a) illustrates a sample ring overlay where m = 2.
Now when a peer is to forward the token, it consecutively targets from the closest to the farthest
successor until one acknowledges its reception. If no successor is reachable, the token will be
forwarded to the sender itself. This protocol ensures that the least number of peers are skipped.
Furthermore, multiple connections enable the ring overlay to repair itself with local information
when less than m adjacent peers leave simultaneously. That is, a peer needs to just contact O(m)
others to recover connections. However, when m or more adjacent peers leave together, the peers
at the two opposite sides of the gap cannot contact each other. In this case, the server must resort
to rescuing the ring overlay with its global knowledge. Fortunately, even a small m makes this
situation highly unlikely, since the occurrence rate drops exponentially while m increases.
Token Loss Detection
One more issue in token ring networks is token loss. In our approach, token loss happens when a
peer who keeps the token leaves before it forwards the token to its successor. Therefore, whenever
the server observes the leave of a peer, it needs to check whether the token was held by this peer.
If it is lost, a new token has to be issued and inserted into the ring overlay. The process will be
complex when a peer leaves abnormally (or crashes). Since the peer cannot report to the server,




























Figure 7.5: Chunk availability around borderline aggregate download bandwidth.
this is generally a rare case. This problem has been studied (e.g., [9]) and solved in existing token
ring networks and similar algorithms can be applied here.
7.3.3 Evaluating the Ring Overlay
To evaluate our approach, we modified the prototype introduced before by implementing the
ring protocol, and configured it as follows. Peers download a 400 Kbps video stream. Please
refer to Section 6.5.1 to justify the choice of the video stream rate. The video stream is divided
into a sequence of 200 KB chunks, which are around the size of chunks for real-world P2P TV
applications. Therefore, each chunk can be played for 4 seconds. The token is forwarded every 3
seconds, in accordance with Equation (7.3). Below we discuss the experimental results obtained
from our simulations.a
Completeness
First, how complete the imported video is in the group is of the highest importance. To measure
completeness, we define a term, chunk availability, which is the fraction of requested chunks
that has been received by any peer in the group before their playback deadline. We evaluated the





























































Figure 7.6: (a) Number of the chunks that has been scheduled by the peers and (b) interval
between every 2 consequent scheduled chunks of each peer
resources, the chunk availability is always very close to 1 (above 0.97). The few chunk misses
occur because they are scheduled by peers, but before they are downloaded, the peers have already
left.
The more interesting scenario is when the aggregate download bandwidth of peers is only
slightly higher than the streaming rate. Ideally, if the download bandwidth is no less than the
streaming rate, the video can be downloaded uninterruptedly. However, the real situation is not
that simple, as is shown in Figure 7.5. At the borderline where the total 400 Kbps download
bandwidth is evenly shared by peers, the chunk availability cannot reach close to 1, and drops
quickly. The reason is that as the number of peers grows, each peer is assigned an increasingly
smaller share of the download bandwidth. Consequently, peers download chunks more slowly,
such that before a peer fulfills a chunk downloading task, it is likely to have a next task ready to
handle or to leave. In the extreme case where peers get too small share each, the chunk availability
may decline to 0, because none of the chunks can be downloaded before their playback deadline.























































Figure 7.7: Relationship between (a) chunk availability / (b) number of server rescues and peers’
neighbor cardinality.
Workload Balance
Next, we discuss how balanced chunk downloading tasks are distributed among peers. Fig-
ure 7.6(a) shows that the number of chunks scheduled by each peer is inversely proportional
to the group size. Moreover, the deviation of chunk quantity is always tiny in contrast to the
mean, indicating that each peer schedules a similar number of chunks. In addition, Figure 7.6(b)
illustrates the average interval durations between any two consequent scheduled chunks on a peer
and their deviation, which is still relatively small. It shows that peers schedule a new chunk
downloading task at rather stable intervals. To summarize, our approach achieves both spatial
and temporal balance of the distribution of chunk downloading tasks.
Peer Heterogeneity
In many real cases, it is required to keep the workload proportional to each peer’s download
capacity. Hence our protocol needs to be modified slightly to support peer heterogeneity. There
are two choices. Option 1 is that when a peer receives the token, it schedules the number of
chunks that is proportional to its download bandwidth. Option 2 is that inspired by the design of
Dynamo [30], a peer is considered as a certain number of virtual peers according to its download


































































































Figure 7.8: Number of the scheduled chunks of the peers with different download bandwidths in
(a) live streaming and (b) VoD, and the interval of these chunks in (c) live streaming and (d) VoD.
strategy should be better than the former, because peers under the former strategy are likely to
schedule several chunks in bursts back-to-back.
Figures 7.8(a) and (b) illustrate the distributions of chunk downloading tasks among the peers
with three different download bandwidths in a live streaming and a VoD session. It is surprising
that the former strategy cannot proportionally distribute the workload in the live streaming session
(also seen in Figure 7.8(c)). By investigating the traces, we find that with live streaming, the
chunks are generated just in time, such that peers having larger download bandwidth can rarely
schedule multiple chunks. In contrast, peers are free to schedule multiple chunks in the VoD
session since the chunks already exist. Fortunately, the latter strategy performs well in both
cases. Additionally, Figure 7.8(d) confirms that the latter strategy promises a better temporal
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workload balance. Therefore, the latter strategy is preferred to cope with peer heterogeneity.
Churn
As peer dynamics occur naturally in P2P networks, it is interesting to know whether any extra
connections to peers’ successors are effective in alleviating the impact of peer dynamics. To make
the simulations realistic, the arrival rate λ and the session length of the peers are modeled from
our previous measurements [89].
From Figure 7.7(a), we observe that there is no obvious difference in chunk availability when
the connection cardinality increases. This is reasonable because peer dynamics will influence the
chunk scheduling only when the token is close to or at the position where a peer joins or leaves the
ring overlay. In contrast, Figure 7.7(b) shows that the additional connections to peers’ successors
significantly relieve the server from the workload of rebuilding the broken ring overlay. When a
peer only has one connection to its direct successor, the ring is not repairable given the leaving
peer does not mediate the connection between its predecessor and successor. However, when
a peer adds one more connection, the number of server rescues abruptly decreases because it
is uncommon that two adjacent peers leave together, such that a peer can always recover one
connection through the successor still alive. When there is a third connection for a peer, the
number of server rescues decreases to 0. Hence a small connection cardinality can keep the ring
overlay robust, though it does not help to improve chunk availability.
7.4 Conclusions
We showed that with underlay structure exposed, traffic traversing certain kinds of network
boundaries can effectively be optimized, and we supplied three scenarios. In particular, we
presented the concept and the benefits of LAN-awareness. We then discussed the principles
to construct a LAN-aware overlay and proposed a heuristic. The trace-driven simulations show
that LAN-awareness helps to reduce Internet streaming traffic, lower stream server workload and
improve streaming quality. Afterwards, we investigated the factors to construct a generalized
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solution, analytically described the problem of localizing cross-group traffic, and proposed a ring




This study discussed the two major challenges related to videos, that is, search and delivery. In
particular, it focused on how to automatically annotate videos with their context, and localize
traffic when delivering them through P2P networks. To begin with, we reviewed the related stud-
ies in the area of video annotation and P2P video streaming, and introduced our unconventional
sensor-rich video, which leverages the multiple sensors of smartphones to acquire the information
to describe the viewable scenes.
This study mainly introduced two major categories of contributions. The first is the automatic
video annotation framework. We used the sensor data associated with a video to model the
viewable scenes of it, retrieved the tags related to the viewable scenes from geo-information
databases and social multimedia websites, and associated them to the specific segments of the
video. Moreover, applying this technique, we built a prototype of textual-based geo-referenced
video search system. Nevertheless, the framework can be applied to more applications, such
as tag suggestion. For the data source of the prototype, we tried to leverage the crowdsourced
information from online social multimedia applications, enriching the semantics of generated
tags.
The second part of our research is Internet traffic locality of P2P video streaming. We con-
ducted a large-scale measurements on PPLive, one of the most popular P2P TV application, con-
firm the enough local peer resources to migrate traffic. Therefore, we theoretically modeled the
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minimal cross-group traffic without degrading streaming quality, and proposed a tracker-based
solution that is compatible with current P2P streaming architecture to approach this bound with
streaming quality preserved. Furthermore, we introduced the concept and the benefits of LAN-
awareness, and extended the ISP-scale solution to the LAN-scale scenario. Finally, we considered
the mobile wireless networks, and further generalized the solution by introducing the ring over-
lay. In conclusion, the proposed techniques in this thesis would be useful for users to enjoy video
services on the Internet, especially on the mobile platform.
8.1 Limitations and Future Work
However, the study is not perfect in the following aspects. First of all, we need to strengthen
the evaluation of video annotation. Sensor-rich video is a brand new concept proposed by our
group, such that the original test videos for the evaluation of video annotation were captured by
the members of our group only. As the video capturing task is laborious, we did not acquire a
large enough dataset. However, with the tool to collect videos together with their corresponding
sensor data introduced to the public, we believe there will be more independent contributors to
upload the data to our server. Eventually, we will have a larger dataset to evaluate our techniques.
In addition, it is meaningful to analyze the GPS and compass error’s impact on the accuracy of
annotation, though we expect the error should not significantly affect the accuracy because our
annotation is based on the FOVs constructed by continuous sensor data sampling.
Secondly, it is interesting to see the comparison between our sensor-rich approach and the
content-based approach (i.e., content-based landmark recognition). We do not aim to draw some
absolute conclusion that our approach is better or the content-based wins, but want to develop the
analytic investigation of which approach does better in annotating a certain category of videos.
In addition, we would like to see whether there exists a sweet spot to combine both approaches
to further improve the accuracy of video annotation.
Last but not least, assume that we have a large volume of sensor-rich videos sometime in the
future, and many of them have been annotated with good-quality tags. Then, we can propagate
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these tags to the videos that have not been annotated [90]. The interesting part is that instead
of comparing the content similarity between the videos that have tags to propagate and the ones
to acquire tags, we are exposed to the opportunity of determining video similarity by computing
their FoV sequence similarity. As computing the similarity of FoV sequences needs to process
much smaller amount of data (sensor data is usually less than video data by several orders of
magnitude), it should be especially useful to large-scale video corpora. Nevertheless, computing
the FoV sequence similarity is still an open research topic, while there are some previous studies
on the related topic, that is, computing trajectory similarity.
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